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Abstract
Music in Motion
Interpreting Musical Structure through Choreography in Gershwin’s An American in Paris
Spencer Matthew Reese, D.M.A.

University of Connecticut, 2019

This dissertation explores the relationship between the theoretic interpretation of music
(through analysis of a score) and the kinesthetic interpretation of it (through dance). While
compelling choreography often evokes the same expressive qualities as a score, music and dance
each have expressive and structural components. This study looks beyond expressive unity to
examine how formal elements of a musical score are embodied in a choreographic interpretation
of it.
George Gershwin’s now-iconic symphonic poem An American in Paris, while conceived
as concert music, was almost immediately interpreted in dance onstage. It also inspired larger
narrative works, including a film choreographed by Gene Kelly and a musical helmed by
Christopher Wheeldon. When a score is written for dance, the logistical considerations of
choreography likely influence the piece’s composition. But in the case of Paris, the structural
details of the music itself have consistently given artists the impression that it is danceable.
Gershwin’s life and musical style are examined, including his synthesis of popular and
Western art music. This synthesis informs the way his music is both choreographed and
analyzed. As such, a brief survey of existing theoretic literature is presented, followed by an
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original analysis of the score. Focus is given to the six thematic pillars of the score, which help
to elucidate the piece’s large-scale form and create its programmatic implications.
The art of choreography is built on the creative union of music and dance unfolding
together in real time. Since the role of dance in plot development changed drastically during the
twentieth century, this dissertation briefly surveys the relationship of dance and narrative on the
American stage. This is followed by an identification of important music and dance terms for
the benefit of the general reader.
The final portion of the study examines key musical structures in Paris and considers
how choreography clarifies, enhances, or even diverges from them. The six thematic pillars are
analyzed as important structural highpoints in both the narrative and the musical-kinetic
structure. The choreographies of Kelly and Wheeldon are compared to draw generalizations
about the relationship between Gershwin’s music and its interpretation onstage.
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Introduction
If choreography is characterized by—among other qualities—musicality, then how is the
structure of music (form, phrasing, melody, articulation, dynamics, orchestration, etc.)
manifested in dance? This study will explore the relationship between two ways of interpreting a
piece of music: theoretic (through analysis of the musical score) and kinesthetic (through dance).
In the creative union of music and movement, compelling choreography evokes the same
expressive qualities as the score. However, music and dance, as aural and visual art forms
respectively, each have structural and expressive elements. Whereas musical analysis frequently
examines both of these, scholarship in dance often focuses only on the expressive capacity of
choreography. My dissertation extends this to the structural qualities of these art forms,
examining how formal elements of a musical score may be physically and metaphorically
embodied in dance.
This study focuses on George Gershwin’s 1928 symphonic poem An American in Paris.
It was written as true concert music, but was almost immediately assumed to have programmatic
implications and was taken up by choreographers, directors, and other artists. Chapter One
considers Gershwin’s life and musical style. Gershwin’s body of work straddles the juncture of
popular music and Western art music. Similarly, the various choreographers for AAIP generally
have blended the worlds of popular and concert dance, albeit in unique ways. An examination of
Gershwin’s musical style is important to understanding the eventual physicalization of the score.
An American in Paris, conceived as concert music and developed into dance music, is a
strong candidate for the study of choreography as an interpretation of musical structure. When a
score is written for ballet, the narrative (assuming there is one) and stylistic conventions for its
choreography often influence the way that piece is composed. But in the case of Paris,
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originally written for the concert stage, what gives so many artists the immediate impression that
the music itself is danceable? One reason, albeit heretofore subliminal, for its adaptation may be
its large-scale form, which emerges from the interaction of six distinct musical themes in the
score. The second chapter surveys the current analytic literature, while Chapter Three provides
an original analysis of the score that focuses on its thematic pillars.
While Paris has been choreographed as a stand-alone ballet, it has also inspired a film
and a Broadway musical, each of which uses the symphonic poem as a climactic dance sequence.
The score for the symphonic poem takes on a different dramaturgical purpose within the two
larger works. In the feature film it serves as a dream ballet, whereas in the musical it serves as a
diegetic ballet performance in a story about artists. Before a more detailed analysis of Paris’s
choreography, Chapter Four will provide context by identifying the ways dance has been used in
advancing plot development on the musical stage. This will include citing landmark American
choreographers who established important trends in the relationship of dance and narrative, and
the way they wrote or spoke about their interpretation of musical structure.
Prior to exploring relationships between music and dance, Chapter Five identifies
important terms and concepts in both fields that will be used for in-depth analysis in the last
portion of the dissertation. It establishes a core vocabulary so that music and dance can each be
discussed at a relatively high level of detail for the general reader.
As there is no definitive version of the choreography, the application of research focuses
on the two most widely-disseminated dance interpretations: the ballet in the 1951 film
choreographed by Gene Kelly and the ballet in the 2015 Broadway musical choreographed by
Christopher Wheeldon. Chapters Six and Seven examine key musical structures and devices
(including form, harmony, orchestration, articulation, and texture), and consider how
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choreography clarifies, enhances, or perhaps even diverges from them. While taking into
account the dance style and musicality of each choreographer, the analysis focuses on the six
main thematic pillars as important structural highpoints in both narrative and musical-kinetic
structure. The choreographies of Kelly and Wheeldon are compared to draw generalizations
about the relationship between Gershwin’s music and its interpretation onstage.
The relationship between musical structure and choreographic structure is a
comparatively untapped area of scholarship. As such, this study aims to engage An American in
Paris as a lens to explore Gershwin’s music and its interpretation though choreography. More
broadly, this dissertation should be accessible to individuals in the fields of music, dance, and
theatre, and encourage thoughtful analysis in regards to the cross-collaboration of art forms.
While it will certainly serve as a detailed window into the symphonic poem, it should also be
useful for scholars investigating the broader spectrum of music and dance relations in the
American musical.
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Chapter One
Gershwin, His Music, and An American in Paris
“For American music means to me something very specific, something very
tangible. It is something indigenous, something autochthonous, something deeply rooted
in our soil. It is music which must express the feverish tempo of American life. It must
express the unique life we lead here – a life of weary activity – and our gropings and vain
ideals. It must be a voice of the masses, a voice expressing our masses and at the same
time immortalizing their strivings. In our music we must be able to catch a glimpse of our
skyscrapers, to feel that overwhelming burst of energy which is bottled in our life, to hear
that chaos of noises which suffuses the air of our modern American city. This, I feel,
must be in every American music.”1
-George Gershwin
George Gershwin was born Jacob Gershwine on September 17, 1898. His parents had
bought a piano for his older brother Ira, but it ultimately proved to be preteen George who
showed promise on the instrument. He began formal studies with composer Charles Hambitzer,
later studying harmony and composition with Edward Kilenyi. As a budding composer,
Gershwin was influenced by the writers of Tin Pan Alley. A metaphorical song factory in New
York’s Upper West Side, ‘Tin Pan Alley’ was the collective term used to describe songwriters,
lyricists, and publishers who wrote popular music for vaudeville and Broadway. While young
Gershwin was heavily influenced by the likes of Irving Berlin and Jerome Kern, he was also
inspired by cutting-edge composers of Western art music, such as Arnold Schoenberg.2
Gershwin’s first job was on Tin Pan Alley itself. He worked as a song plugger,
demonstrating songs for potential performers and buyers, working for some of New York’s
major publishing firms. Before long he started to write popular songs of his own, notably being

1. George Gershwin, “Fifty Years of American Music…Younger Composers, Freed from
European Influences, Labor Toward Achieving a Distinctive American Musical Idiom,” 115.
2. Rachel Padilla, “From Concert to Film: The Transformation of George Gershwin’s
Music in the Film An American in Paris,” 18-19.
4

turned down in his efforts to be a staff writer for Irving Berlin because he had too much talent.
Some of his early works were published as popular hits in their own right, while others were
interpolated into vaudeville revues or Broadway shows. Before long he teamed up with brother
Ira, who wrote the lyrics for George’s melodies. Together the two penned numerous popular
songs and musical comedy scores.
Just as his early influences spanned the worlds of popular music and art music, so did his
compositional interests. For example, in 1922 he wrote a one-act opera titled Blue Monday for
bandleader Paul Whiteman. The score took on the formal trappings of grand opera, but the
musical content itself was influenced by jazz. Two years later, Whiteman provided Gershwin
with one of his most important artistic opportunities. Whiteman produced a concert titled
“Experiment in American Music” that attempted to answer the question: what is American
music?3 To this end Gershwin wrote his now-iconic Rhapsody in Blue, a jazz concerto for piano
and orchestra. It fascinated audiences, sounding neither like strict concert music nor like popular
music, but rather embodying many elements of both styles.
George Gershwin has often been lauded as the first in a new class of composers. He was
known for his ability to blend diverse styles and influences in his own unique musical voice. In
her dissertation entitled “Reconsidering George Gershwin and An American in Paris as an
Extension of the Romantic Tradition,” Andrea Lynn Fowler identifies some of the hallmarks of
Gershwin’s musical voice, including his “blending of international influences to create a
cosmopolitan sound; [the] clear programmatic schemes in the classical compositions; […] the

3. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 21.
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combination of melodic simplicity with sophisticated and at times virtuosic orchestration; and
the synthesis of ‘highbrow’ and ‘lowbrow’ idioms to create a musical middle ground.”4
He achieved this synthesis in a number of ways. Even at the height of his career, he and
Ira were best known for their Broadway scores and Tin Pan Alley songs. This popular aesthetic
was so intrinsic to his style that it was even part of his instrumental compositions. He believed
jazz was the new American musical voice of his time, and he incorporated it into his concert
music. In a 1925 essay titled Our New National Anthem, Gershwin wrote: “I realize that jazz
expresses something very definite and vital in American life, but I also realize that it expresses
only one element. To express the richness of that life fully, a composer must employ melody,
harmony, and counterpoint as every great composer of the past has employed them. Not of
course, in the same way, but with a full knowledge of their value.”5 In this way, his idiomatic
style was developed by infusing the traditions of art music with the distinctive then-present
American voice.
An American in Paris
The juxtaposition of popular and classical styles lies at the heart of Gershwin’s landmark
symphonic poem titled An American in Paris. Fowler writes:
With the rise of American popular music and the creation of new technology, a new
breed of composer was created for which Gershwin was the prototype: a composer
capable of creating music that is easily understood and appealing to the masses yet
imbued with the formality and sense of tradition that the critics seemed more likely to
praise. And the composer must do all of this while forming an individual style and a
unique compositional language. An American in Paris sets the standard for the type of
compositions expected from this new breed of composers.6
4. Andrea Lynn Fowler, “Reconsidering George Gershwin and An American in Paris as
an Extension of the Romantic Tradition,” iii.
5. George Gershwin, “Our New National Anthem,” 89.
6. Fowler, “Reconsidering George Gershwin,” 58.
6

Gershwin sought to compose the Paris in his most modern style to date.7 He wrote the score
using numerous American, Parisian, historical, and then-present references, which may be one
reason so many artists quickly assumed the piece depicted an underlying narrative (discussed
later). Biographer Edward Jablonski writes that “If Gershwin had the work of certain other
composers in mind when he wrote An American in Paris, then it must be said that he chose his
models well and that he executed the design with uncommon skill.”8 By appealing to past
musical styles, this programmatic work blended the most modern compositional styles of
Gershwin’s time with a sense of reminiscence. In doing so, audiences at the piece’s premiere
experienced a piece that at once seemed both new and nostalgic. Literature professor Robert
Payne writes that Gershwin “was in no sense a creator; he was a mirror of his time polished to
such a fine degree that he mirrored his age accurately and convincingly, so convincingly indeed
that we can look back on An American in Paris with a haunting nostalgia, while the music itself
reflects the nostalgia of a time we can never recapture.”9
George Gershwin began work on the symphonic poem after spending a week in Paris in
1926. Upon his return home, he sent a letter of gratitude to his hosts, Robert and Mabel
Schirmer. In this letter, he had sketched a melody that he described as ‘very Parisienne’ and
titled “An American in Paris.”10 This melody became the opening theme to the symphonic
poem. After the success of Rhapsody in Blue (1924) and the even-jazzier Concerto in F (1925),

7. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 24.
.
8. Edward Jablonski, Gershwin, 125.
9. Robert Payne, Gershwin, 78.
10. Howard Pollack, George Gershwin: His Life and Work, 431.
7

he wanted to write another large-scale work. At the time he was unsure of how to expand this
‘Paris’ theme, which he considered to be a complete idea. He returned to the idea during another
European trip in January 1928, at which time he returned home with a complete sketch of the
symphonic poem. He quickly expanded the sketch into a draft for two pianos before
orchestrating the final version himself. The piece premiered at Carnegie Hall on December 13,
1928 with the New York Philharmonic. Though he never wrote a complete descriptive program
himself, he frequently described the piece as a ‘rhapsodic ballet.’ Gershwin himself
acknowledged that the rhetoric of the score had programmatic implications, but he only
described them in general terms, writing:
The opening part will be developed in typical French style, in the manner of Debussy and
the Six, though the themes are all original. My purpose here is to portray the impression
of an American visitor in Paris, as he strolls about the city…The rhapsody is
programmatic only in a general impressionistic way, so that the individual listener can
read into the music such as his imagination pictures for him.
The opening gay section is followed by a rich blues with a strong rhythmic undercurrent.
Our American friend perhaps after strolling into a café and having a couple of drinks, has
succumbed to a spasm of homesickness. The harmony here is both more intense and
simple than in the preceding pages. This blues rises to a climax followed by a coda in
which the spirit of the music returns to the vivacity and bubbling exuberance of the
opening part with its impressions of Paris. Apparently the homesick American, having
left the café and reached the open air, has disowned his spell of the blues and once again
is an alert spectator of Parisian life. At the conclusion, the street noises and French
atmosphere are triumphant.11
Gershwin made more detailed narrative notes in his original piano score, in the margins
near the musical material that became measure 361. Although this only described one section of
the piece, it indicates that Gershwin may have envisioned a complete program. It describes a
young man seeing a girl and meeting her, strolling and flirting until they go into a café, and

11. Jablonski, Gershwin, 139-140.
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having a conversation that leads to the Blues theme.12 Numerous scholars hypothesize that An
American in Paris may have been auto-biographical: Gershwin’s response to his initial
fascination, disappointment from rejection, and renewed attraction to artistic life in Paris.13
Outwardly, though, Gershwin always described the piece in general terms. In a 1934 radio
interview, he offered a few more specific images, though he did not associate them with
individual musical passages. He added:
The piece describes an American’s visit to the gay and beautiful city of Paris. We see
him sauntering down the Champs-Élysées, walking stick in hand, tilted straw hat,
drinking in the sights, and other things as well. We see the effect of the French wine,
which makes him homesick for America. And that’s where the blue begins, I mean the
blues begin. He finally emerges from his stupor to realize once again that he is in the gay
city of Paree, listening to the taxi horns, the noise of the boulevards, and the music of the
can-can and thinking, “home is swell! But after all, this is Paris—so let’s go!”14
For the premiere performance, Gershwin permitted a colleague—music critic Deems
Taylor—to write a more vivid narrative for the program book (see Appendix A). Though many
scholars at the time took this to be the true narrative of the symphonic poem, it is important to
note that it was written after the composition was completed; the story was retrofitted to suit the
existing music. As such, Pollack points out that “for all its importance, Taylor’s note […] cannot
be considered definitive.”15 Nonetheless, his vivid description associates narrative events with
the major musical themes. As such it influenced later interpretations and provided the
descriptive titles that have come to be associated with the thematic pillars of the score.

12. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 70.
13. Fowler, “Reconsidering George Gershwin,” 71; Pollack, George Gershwin, 436.
14. Pollack, George Gershwin, 434.
15. Pollack, 434.
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The symphonic poem is constructed in five large sections that create a general form of
ABA (2 sections, 2 sections, 1 section, respectively). Musically, the first A section is associated
with the Parisian backdrop, B with the American’s reaction to it, while the return to A
synthesizes the two. Using Taylor’s note as a point of departure, there are six thematic pillars
that can be used to trace the five musical/narrative sections. Appendix B provides score excerpts
of these themes, while Chapter Three includes a more detailed formal analysis. The first section
is marked Allegretto grazioso and includes the First Walking Theme, Gershwin’s now-iconic
Taxi Horn Theme, a brief quote of La Sorella, and the Second Walking Theme.16 La Sorella was
a 1905 French march by Charles Borel-Clerc. This theme is referred to as ‘La Maxixe’ in
Taylor’s narrative, due to its rhythmic resemblance to the popular Brazilian dance.17 The second
section, Subito con brio, introduces the Left Bank Theme, referred to as the Third Walking
Theme by Taylor. The third section, marked Andante ma con ritmo deciso, introduces the most
melancholy and recognizable theme of the piece: The Blues. The fourth section progresses to a
brisker Allegro. While Taylor called this theme a Charleston for its rhythms, others have
referred to it as a camaraderie/friendship theme for its Americana sound. Gershwin himself
described it as a second, ironic fit of the Blues. The final section, Moderato con grazia, portrays
the American against his Parisian backdrop, where the Blues is juxtaposed with both Walking
Themes.18 The six thematic pillars (First Walking, Taxi Horn, Second Walking, Left Bank,
Blues, and Charleston) will be the focus of the musical analysis in Chapter Three and the
choreographic analysis in Chapter Six and Chapter Seven.

16. Pollack, 435-437.
17. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 29.
18. Pollack, George Gershwin, 435-437.
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Deems Taylor (full note in Appendix A) envisions a young American walking through
the Champs-Élysées in early summer to the First Walking Theme. He is amused by French taxis
(and their motive), and passes the open door of a café playing La Sorella. He resumes his
exploration with the Second Walking Theme, “which is announced by the clarinetist in French
with a strong American accent.”19 What the American passes next is a point of disagreement
between composer and writer: Gershwin envisioned a church, while Taylor thought it to be a
salon. A bridge section then musically (and symbolically) leads the young man to the Third
Walking Theme on the Left Bank. He has a short conversation with a woman (a solo violin in
the soprano register). After this conversation he is struck by homesickness, and his feelings of
isolation in Paris bring about the Blues. But his sense of longing does not last. He meets a
compatriot who cheers him up with a Charleston, and soon his sense of adventure and his
homesickness merge as he decides to live in the moment.20
Since Gershwin’s first description of the piece as a ‘rhapsodic ballet,’ artists seem to have
been fascinated with interpreting its narrative in dance. This includes a regularly-shifting
interpretation of who is ‘the’ American in Paris captured in the title. Its first adaptation came in
1929, when Albertina Rasch choreographed an abridged ballet for Gershwin’s then-new musical,
Show Girl. Ruth Page adapted the symphonic poem as a standalone ballet for herself and Paul
Draper in 1936, and revised it for herself and Bentley Stone in 1950 as Les Américans à Paris.21
The most publicly visible adaptation came in the 1951 namesake film, in which producer Arthur
Freed used the symphonic poem to inspire an entire screenplay. The film in turn incorporated
19. Deems Taylor, “An American in Paris: Narrative Guide,” 110.
20. Taylor, 110.
21. Pollack, George Gershwin, 434.
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much of the original music into its climactic ballet montage. In this case, the ballet serves as a
dream sequence as the protagonist wrestles with lost love. This was followed more recently by a
2015 Broadway musical, inspired by the film, directed and choreographed by Christopher
Wheeldon. The musical also uses the symphonic poem as the musical content for a cornerstone
ballet. Here, the dance is a diegetic ballet making its premiere performance, with the principal
characters of the plot being its creators.
In this way, the history of the score is strongly linked to its interpretation in dance. Since
it was conceived as concert music without a definitive program, it stands to reason that structural
details of the music itself have consistently given artists the impression that the score is dance
music. In analyzing the relationship of music and movement in this piece, this study will focus
on the two most well-known choreographies: Kelly’s 1951 film and Wheeldon’s 2015 musical.
An American in Paris on Film
Film director Vincente Minelli and his team were inspired by Gershwin’s music and
Taylor’s narrative, and expanded them into the plot for a feature-length film. Indeed, certain
elements of the film explicitly highlight Taylor’s ideas. For example, when the protagonist
mentions the Left Bank, its namesake theme is heard. Furthermore, Minelli was specifically
inspired by the homesickness associated with the Blues theme in his conception of the film’s
plot.22 The narrative follows an American expatriate painter named Jerry Mulligan, who falls in
love at first sight with a French girl named Lise Bouvier. His close friends are pianist and fellow
American Adam Cook, and a French singer named Henri Baurel. Unbeknownst to Jerry, Henri
is engaged to Lise after his family protected her during the war. Jerry is supported by a young

22. Donald Knox, The Magic Factory: How MGM Made ‘An American in Paris’, 141.
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American sponsor of the Arts, Milo Roberts, who herself has also fallen for Jerry. When all of
the major players cross paths at a ball and true relationships are revealed, it seems Jerry and
Lise’s true love is never to be, until a last-minute Hollywood reconciliation.
In the film, ‘the’ American in Paris is Jerry, which is surely captured in the title ballet.
The (edited) symphonic poem complements an extended ballet just before the film’s resolution.
Thinking he has lost Lise forever, Jerry daydreams in dance about his love for Paris, which
intersects with his love for Lise. The elaborate ballet cost an impressive $500,000 to produce,
and featured sequences inspired by popular French artists including Dufy, Renoir, Utrillo,
Rousseau, Van Gogh, and Toulouse-Lautrec. It was choreographed by Gene Kelly, who also
starred in the film as Jerry. The ballet, especially, is influenced by Taylor’s program notes.23
With the First Walking Theme, Jerry saunters around the Place de la Concorde fountain and
interacts with the citizens of Paris. Aristocratic characters (“pompiers”) appear with La Sorella,
and he first encounters Lise during a dimly lit Second Walking Theme. He imagines a romantic
dance between himself and Lise in a flower market. The score is significantly rearranged and
readapted in the following section, and it includes a dance with Jerry and fellow dapper servicemen, and the return of the pompiers, Parisians, and Lise, including a tap sequence. The Blues
theme captures a passionate duet between Jerry and Lise back at the fountain. The subsequent
repositioned Left Bank theme finds Jerry and Lise enjoying the nightlife, before they are rejoined
by the entire company at the Moulin Rouge for the Charleston.24

23. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 42.
24. Padilla, 66-69.
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The film’s music team significantly tailored the score while adapting it for the film’s
centerpiece ballet. This included numerous instances of cutting and pasting, layering, and new
composition. The only theme presented in its entirety from the original score is the Charleston.
Music codirector John Green wrote that “simultaneous to the design and construction of the sets,
a similar process was happening to the original score that Gershwin wrote for An American in
Paris. Namely, we were arranging and orchestrating the score to fit our dramatic needs.”25
Music codirector (and composer who wrote supplemental music for the ballet) Saul Chaplin
asserted that they rearranged the themes in order to match the music with their desired sequence
of visual artists.26 Rachel Padilla concretely tracks the alterations present in the film’s score.
Notable edits include newly composed transition motives, two reprises of the ‘La Sorella’ theme,
a substantive return to the First Walking Theme, and a transplanting of the Left Bank Theme to
sound in between the Blues and the Charleston. Out of respect for the composer, the team did
reportedly have initial reservations about rearranging the piece.27 In his comprehensive book
titled George Gershwin: His Life and Work, Howard Pollack argues that in the final product,
“such alterations severely undermined the piece’s integrity, however well they served the ballet’s
choreographic and visual needs.”28
The symphonic poem and film score are also orchestrated very differently. Following the
success of his previous large works, Gershwin scored the symphonic poem for large—and

25. Knox, The Magic Factory, 154.
26. Knox, 154.
27. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 38.
28. Pollack, George Gershwin, 444.
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somewhat unusual—performing forces. These include flute, oboe, English horn, clarinet, bass
clarinet, alto, tenor, and baritone saxophone (all doubling on soprano), horn, trumpet, trombone,
tuba, full percussion kit, celesta, and strings. Pollack writes that “the predominantly brilliant and
rich orchestration, sometimes bordering on brash, enhances the work’s expressive power while
posing real challenges as well, as shaping so many details into an elegant whole requires
considerable conductorial skill.”29 Gershwin orchestrated the piece himself, even printing this
achievement on the title page of the score. One point of contention among interpreters of the
score is his pervasive use of melodic doubling, often between many instruments in the orchestral
texture. Whereas some interpret this as a feature that gives the piece its cinematic
expressiveness, others view it as evidence of Gershwin’s inexperience in orchestrating.
The music team for the film viewed it as the latter, and they significantly reduced and
revised the orchestration. John Green had served as Gershwin’s copyist on his 1925 musical
Rosalie, and was thus familiar with Gershwin’s orchestration style. Green wrote that Gershwin
“was not a master orchestrator; he literally wasn’t even sure of the transpositions. […]
Consequently, he lacked orchestral courage. He was also a compulsive doubler because he
didn’t really know the orchestral sonorities.”30 The film’s team was also limited by the
microphone technology of the 1950s, as well as the budgetary constraints of hiring and recording
an orchestra. Green sought to maintain the integrity of Gershwin’s sound while making it
foolproof for a recording studio. Green said he sought to produce “the same registration, the
same color, but effective for the microphones the first time down. […] If George had been alive

29. Pollack, 438.
30. Knox, The Magic Factory, 155.
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and on the picture [… he] would have done [the adaptation]. But he would have done exactly
what we did.”31
An American in Paris Onstage
Before the genesis of the Broadway musical, the film inspired a standalone concert piece
at the New York City Ballet in 2005. Like the musical, it was choreographed by Christopher
Wheeldon. ‘The’ American in this adaptation was also an expatriate painter, perhaps a symbol
of Gershwin. In its narrative, the painter explores a vibrant portrait of Paris and falls in love with
a young Parisian girl. In this version, however, the two lovers do not end up together. Pollack
traces the genesis of this ballet’s music and narrative:
The work adapted Kelly’s narrative frame, but in its own way, including a more
classically balletic vocabulary enhanced by Adrianne Lobel’s cubist-inspired drops.
Moreover, Wheeldon and music director Andrea Quinn used the full Campbell-Watson
score, supplemented by a short piano prelude (derived from some of the transitional
material just prior to the slow blues) in which the hero puts some finishing touches on the
scenery, thereby intimating that the score proper is, on some level, his own work; and that
he, at least metaphorically, represents the composer.32
The score’s most recent adaptation was a 2015 Broadway musical inspired by both the
symphonic poem and the film. Like the film, the musical includes a centerpiece ballet formed
around music from the symphonic poem. The original production was directed and
choreographed by Christopher Wheeldon, with a creative team including Bob Crowley, Natasha
Katz, and Jon Weston. The score was adapted and arranged by Rob Fisher with orchestrations
by Christopher Austin and Sam Davis, and the music was supervised by Todd Ellison. Since An
American in Paris was never adapted into a fully-staged musical during Gershwin’s lifetime, the
team set out to embody not only Gershwin’s music, but also his ideas about the role of music in

31. Knox, The Magic Factory, 156.
32. Pollack, George Gershwin, 445.
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narrative storytelling. Both the vocal and orchestral scores adapt works exclusively by the
Gershwin brothers. On a larger scale, many elements of the show embody Gershwin’s quest to
blend the classical and the popular, the cutting-edge and the time-honored. This is especially
evident in the development of the score, program, and visual design of the title ballet.
The musical strikes audiences as both familiar and surprising by borrowing elements
from previous adaptations while forging its own unique story. Bookwriter Craig Lucas draws on
the simple romance of Gershwin’s sketches, the landmarks and sense of adventure from Taylor’s
program notes, the specific characters from the film, and the sense of presently-developing art
from Wheeldon’s first ballet. The musical uses the same core cast of characters as the film,
while expanding their backstories and providing additional secondary characters. Here all three
men are in love with Lise, and ‘the’ American in Paris is composer Adam, who also serves as a
liaison to the audience. Lise outright calls him her American in Paris near the end of the piece.
Lucas adds the sociopolitical detail that Lise is Jewish, and that Henri’s family hid her during the
Second World War. Thus, Lise’s sense of obligation to Henri is much more vivid (and central)
than it was in the film.33 She initially accepts Henri’s proposal, clearly cares for Adam, but
ultimately ends up in the arms of Jerry, her true love.
Unlike other narratives, creating art is central to the plot of the musical. Lise is an
aspiring ballerina, and Milo’s investment in new work extends beyond just Jerry’s paintings.
After everyone is inspired by seeing Lise audition at the Paris Ballet, Milo spearheads the
creation of a new ballet. Lise will star in it, Adam will write the music, Jerry will design and
paint the scenery, and Henri’s family will be benefactors. The piece that they create is none

33. Roslyn Sulcas, “Christopher Wheeldon Directs ‘An American in Paris’ on
Broadway.”
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other than the balletic version of the symphonic poem. In contrast to the other versions, the
music is literally, not just figuratively, a ballet, and all the characters know it. Thus the ‘plot’ of
the ballet itself is not as important as the story that leads to its creation and the inspiration behind
the music, discussed later.
Just before the ballet, a nervous Lise feels that she has no freedom when she dances. She
has only felt true freedom once in her life: the audience knows it was when she met Jerry. A
blissfully ignorant Milo tells her to dance with what she felt in that moment. The first section of
the ballet (First Walking Theme through Left Bank Theme) shows the ballet they are premiering.
Lise and the corps de ballet perform a high-energy, contemporary group routine that blends
classical ballet with jazz influences, much like Gershwin’s music. When the Blues theme
arrives, Lise envisions herself alone with Jerry. The two dance a sultry, fluid, romanticized pas
de deux (duet), perhaps living out everything Lise wishes she had done in reality. When the
Charleston theme arrives, she is out of her fantasy and back onstage in real time. Now, though,
she dances with unbridled joy, freedom, and elation. Her thoughts of Jerry give her the freedom
she needs, and she finishes the evening a smashing success.
The musical’s adaptation of the symphonic poem balances the cinematic quality of the
symphonic poem with the sense of reduced performing forces of the film. Like the movie, it
adapts the score to fit the dramatic needs of the larger narrative. It is notably shorter, running
around twelve minutes compared to the symphonic poem’s seventeen and film’s sixteen. But
unlike the film, no material is added, readapted, layered, or reinterpreted. With one exception, it
presents the original themes in order. One new parameter added in a musical theatre setting is
that the massive ballet must be performed by live performers eight times per week, in the context
of a demanding stage work. Thus, the shortening may be not only for dramatic impact but also
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for sustainability: this is the first time performers have been asked to dance an American in Paris
ballet after more than two hours of performing. According to Todd Ellison, Music Supervisor
for both the Broadway and American tour productions, in setting the piece as a classical ballet
director Christopher Wheeldon did not want to repeat large musical sections, and transitions
were also trimmed to streamline the dance presentation. In this case, all edits were overseen and
approved by the Gershwin estate.34
In the musical’s ballet, the First Walking Theme and Taxi Theme are presented nearly
verbatim from the symphonic poem. The most notable differences come before the introduction
of the Second Walking Theme. The repetition of the First Walking Theme and taxi horns are
trimmed down, and the quote of La Sorella is cut entirely. There are small cuts made leading
into and throughout the Blues. Much like the film, the Charleston/camaraderie theme is
presented essentially in full. These revisions are detailed in Figure 25 in Chapter Seven. Unlike
the score of the film’s ballet, these changes do not alter the identity of the piece. It may be
streamlined and slightly less expansive than the original symphonic poem, but here arranger Rob
Fisher and Todd Ellison strike an ideal balance of suiting the theatrical needs of the production
while still presenting an easily-recognizable, authoritative edition of Gershwin’s work.
The team for the musical also faced the challenge of scale: they needed to adapt the piece
for an orchestra that would fit in a Broadway pit. The New York production used 19 players—a
large pit by today’s standards—to keep the impression of grandiose sound. Todd Ellison asserts
that “a lot of thought went into the orchestration of it by Chris Austin who regularly orchestrates
Wheeldon’s ballets. […] He made [them] sound bigger than [they] actually were, and he made it
sound interesting to keep the audience’s attention with the use of harmonics from the strings, and

34. Todd Ellison, e-mail message to author, November 10, 2016.
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the accordion and other ‘colors’ from the brass and woodwinds.”35 For the American tour the pit
was reduced to 13, but it includes 2 keyboards to create the impression of additional sections of
instruments. David Andrews Rogers, conductor of the tour, believes that with the addition of the
keyboards, the tour’s pit is able to even more closely resemble the original orchestration,
suggesting an orchestra of two dozen or more players.36
In the context of the musical’s larger narrative, Rob Fisher cleverly weaves the music of
the symphonic poem into the underscoring show to create a sense of nostalgia. Once Adam is
tasked with writing the ballet, he struggles to find inspiration and develop his voice as a
composer. In significant moments in his life, he feels inspired and starts to formulate the main
themes of the ballet. Fisher fragments Gershwin’s themes and incorporates them into the
underscoring and orchestral interludes. In this way, when the ballet finally arrives in full, the
music is already familiar to the audience. They associate the musical gestures with the moments
that inspired them, and thereby somehow find nostalgia in something that began only two hours
prior.
This process starts immediately after Adam is asked to write the ballet. He sits down at
the rehearsal piano and slowly plays the first three-note motive of the First Walking Theme. He
repeats it, and the theme is then taken up and developed by the orchestra as he (our American in
Paris) sets out to write the ballet, almost as if he is envisioning what his new theme would sound
like in an orchestra.37 There is a brief quote of the Second Walking Theme as Jerry pursues Lise

35. Todd Ellison, e-mail message to author, November 10, 2016.
36. David Andrews Rogers, interview by author, Hartford CT, November 16, 2016.
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with the song “Beginner’s Luck.” The First Walking Theme reappears with a slow, lovesick
affect as Lise sings of her love for Jerry and Adam speaks of his love for Lise. Adam resolves
that his ballet will inspire everyone who sees her to love her, and hopes that she will eventually
love him in return. The Charleston theme is fragmented under a long series of missed
connections and lost opportunities between all the major players, as if they are hoping to find
companionship but never quite achieve it. Adam and company continue to struggle in the second
act, as no one seems to be happy or honest with one another. At the dramatic climax of the play,
Adam comes to a crucial realization, exclaiming, “Life is already so dark. If you have the talent
to make it brighter and bring people joy, why would you withhold that?”38 He decides to finish
the ballet and immortalize his love for Lise in the score, and then to share that love with the
world. He says “I even got the girl. […] I put her in the music, where she belongs—for me, at
least.”39 The only major theme not heard before the ballet is the Blues. Instead, it gets
fragmented after Lise’s debut, and accompanies the show’s final moment of Jerry and Lise
strolling away together. This supports the notion that the Blues is inside Lise’s head, as she
dreams of her love for Jerry, and is not part of the score Adam composed. This adaptation of the
score and narrative breathes new life into An American in Paris without sidestepping its rich
history. It lends the musical the same je ne sais quois of Gershwin’s music, allowing it to be at
once cutting-edge and familiar.

38. An American in Paris, by George Gershwin, Lyrics by Ira Gershwin, Book by Craig
Lucas, Etai Benson as Adam Hochberg, The Bushnell Center for the Performing Arts, Hartford
CT, November 16, 2016.
39. Ibid.
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Chapter Two
Review of Literature
In analyzing Gershwin’s music, the nature of the analysis should match the nature of the
work. The individuality of Gershwin’s blend of classical and popular styles, especially, should
be reflected in the evaluation of a score. As Gershwin pioneered a new breed of concert piece
with An American in Paris, the score should ideally be taken on its own terms. In the existing
analyses of An American in Paris, multiple authors examine the score through specific lenses,
but as a result miss some of the dramatic and programmatic richness that has made the score so
appealing to artists over time. This chapter briefly summarizes some of those analyses, while
Chapter Three offers an original interpretation of the score that prioritizes elements that have
been physicalized in dance. This analysis includes a prose summary of salient trends and
descriptive form charts of the thematic pillars.
We begin with Steven Gilbert’s “The Music of Gershwin” published in 1995.40 Gilbert
provides a cursory analysis of Gershwin’s major works through a Schenkerian lens. The analytic
method developed by Henrich Schenker (186-1935) traces the organic coherence of a score by
considering that music exists on multiple structural levels. That is, the foreground details of a
fully realized score can be reduced to a set of primary musical structures, which lie in the
background of a score. These background procedures are similar across most tonal works; the
individuality of a score stems from the composer’s expansion of that background into the vivid
surface of the music. As such, Schenkerian analysis often explores the foreground of a score by
considering its organic expansion from a common background structure. By using an analytical
paradigm that considers the commonality between scores, many of Gilbert’s ideas are broad

40. Steven Gilbert, The Music of Gershwin (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995).
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enough that they can be applied to numerous compositions, even beyond the scope of what he
offers in his book. On the other hand, his reduction of Gershwin’s music to common tonal
procedures cannot account for Gershwin’s evocative incorporation of the popular style. As such,
his interpretation overlooks some important expressive and formal details of the music.
Gilbert notes that Gershwin began theory lessons in 1919 with Hungarian composer
Edward Kilenyi. In the surviving notebooks of his work, it seems that Gershwin focused on
instrumentation and free composition instead of the typical harmony and counterpoint
exercises.41 These trends are evident in the musical texture of An American in Paris: its streamof-consciousness sensibility and colorful orchestrations are two of the primary reasons the score
is considered a narrative work. Expanding on the work of composers like Debussy and Ravel,
Gershwin pushed the boundaries of strict counterpoint with orchestral doublings, parallel perfect
octaves, and chromatic planing. Gilbert also points to an early composition of a valse lente in
September 1919, and notes “the prevalence of the third (Gershwin’s favorite motivic interval, the
minor variety in particular) and the composer’s predilection, even at this embryonic stage, for
contrapuntal layering.”42 His use of contrapuntal layering and expanded contrapuntal procedures
enhanced the complex narrative expressivity of An American in Paris.
Gilbert points out that Gershwin’s music is often characterized by concealed repetition:
the appearance of similar figures on multiple structural levels of a piece. Gilbert writes that
“whether conscious on the composer’s part or not, concealed repetitions […] contribute greatly
to the organic structure of a composition.”43 In the case of Paris, for example, the half step that

41. Gilbert, 2.
42. Gilbert, 2.
43. Gilbert, 18.
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introduces the first theme previews the importance of chromaticism throughout the piece,
including chromatic scales, chromatic planing, and the juxtaposition of keys that are a half-step
apart. Gilbert also identifies Gershwin’s frequent use of syncopation and hemiola, sometimes
writing runs that are beamed one way and accented in another. Gilbert describes Gershwin’s
idiomatic “rhythm of four eighth notes, with the fourth tied over to a long note (and thereby
accented), [which] is at once an outgrowth from ragtime and a precursor to the superimposed
threes-on-fours (i.e., notes simultaneously beamed in fours but accented in threes) that
characterize Rhapsody in Blue and much that came thereafter.”44 He points out examples such
rhythmic anomalies within the transitions of An American in Paris.
Gilbert also characterizes Gershwin’s own brand of counterpoint as a driving force in his
music. For example, the song “I’ve Got a Crush on You” has “an inner voice at the start of the
refrain. Characteristically, this inner voice is both stepwise and chromatic […] suggesting that
counterpoint, rather than harmony, is the prevailing factor in Gershwin’s song
accompaniments.”45 This idea can also be expanded to the counterpoint and countermelodies in
An American in Paris. Multiple lengthy passages extend a single harmonic function or appear
over a pedal point, suggesting that counterpoint drives the momentum. For example, the entire
climax and conclusion of the piece sounds over an F (global tonic) pedal. Interest is not created
with harmonic mobility but rather with the counterpoint of multiple themes, dynamics, and
articulations. Gilbert writes that “An American in Paris […excels] in the area of melodic
development. […There are] are a number of instances where more than one melodic idea is used

44. Gilbert, 27.
45. Gilbert, 73. It is important to note that rather than replacing harmony with
counterpoint, Gershwin’s harmonic language is actual built on his use of chromatic counterpoint.
This is supported by other analyses of Gershwin’s music, detailed below.
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and developed simultaneously. This process, which […Gilbert calls] contrapuntal layering,
becomes increasingly important in Gershwin’s later work.”46
Gilbert asserts that the rhetorical complexity of Paris makes it one of Gershwin’s most
successful scores, and makes it somewhat unique in his output. He writes that “the piece is far
more advanced than its predecessor [Concerto in F], not only harmonically and contrapuntally
but also rhythmically. Unprecedented as well is the rapid shifting of themes and tempos that
occurs throughout the piece, in part owing to programmatic considerations.”47 This view on
Gershwin’s score transcends the Schenkerian lens that guides much of his interpretation, and
appeals to numerous other analyses of the score.
One such interpretation is that of Andrea Lynn Fowler, who focuses more on the
development of the score’s themes and motives in her thesis titled “Reconsidering Gershwin and
An American in Paris as an Expansion of the Romantic Tradition.”48 She thoroughly traces the
altered appearances of themes throughout the score. Like Gilbert, however, she chooses rather
narrow lens: her argument is based on Schoenberg’s description of Brahms’s use of developing
variations.49

46. Gilbert, 90-91.
47. Gilbert, 111-112.
48. Andrea Lynn Fowler, “Reconsidering George Gershwin and An American in Paris as
an Extension of the Romantic Tradition” (master’s thesis, University of Missouri-Kansas City,
2014), iii, accessed November 2016, Proquest Dissertations and Theses.
49. Fowler, 29. As opposed to Schenker, Schoenberg’s concept of developing variations
traces the development and expansion of score details over time instead of simultaneously built
into multiple structural levels. In this case, Fowler does not trace the score’s development to the
six thematic pillars, but rather argues that the entire score stems from the small motives and
intervallic relationships presented in the first measure.
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Fowler makes an important terminological distinction: in designating the piece a tone
poem, Gershwin seems to have outwardly viewed it as an extension of the Classical and
Romantic traditions.50 Symphonic poems date back to Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Liszt.
Fowler argues that early on, the genre was defined by what governed musical structure: in
addition to traditional musical or formal procedures, a tone poem’s organization is often inspired
by extramusical sources such as events, narratives, art, or literature.51 Fowler categorizes scores
in the symphonic poem tradition based on the “straightforward presentation of musical material
versus the suggestion of an idea or an emotion. This dichotomy reflects the primary division in
programmatic music: music with an explicit program versus music with an implied program.”52
In the case of An American in Paris, the music falls somewhere between those two categories,
though Fowler argues that it falls closer to the implied end of the programmatic scale.
Fowler conceptualizes the piece in terms of three main themes: Walking/running, Blues,
and Charleston, which she describes as “jaunty, soulful, or raucous,” respectfully.53 This is not
wholly unlike Gilbert’s interpretation, though she draws a dividing line between the Blues and
the Charleston, whereas Gilbert grouped the two together and separated the Left Bank theme.
To account for the cinematic qualities of the rhetoric and transitions, Fowler puts the final
climactic statements of themes in line with Romantic traditions. She writes:

50. Fowler, 21.
51. Fowler, 22. While extramusical influences were one thing that set the tone poem apart
from other concert music, composers like Beethoven and Mendelssohn still employed
conventional formal devices. In many cases the organizational clarity of these devices helped
enable programmatic interpretation.
52. Fowler, 23.
53. Fowler, 26.
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Much like a Rossini crescendo, a “Gershwin finale” is present in the large orchestral
works. The “Gershwin finale” is characterized by a loud and colorful unison statement of
the primary theme at a slower tempo that finishes with a sustained chord while a solo
instrument (or section) makes the final statement of the leading motive that crescendos
into the final flourish. These elements are easily identifiable on the final page of the An
American in Paris score.54
Fowler points out that as a single-movement narrative, the structure of An American in
Paris can be viewed as extensions of numerous established formal procedures while not strictly
adhering to any of them. It incorporates elements of sonata form, rondo, and even symphony.
She supplements her ideas with an intriguing hypothesis from Larry Starr’s book George
Gershwin. He writes:
In An American in Paris, the “blues” and “Charleston” sections may be interpreted as
filling the roles of “slow movement” and “dance movement” (scherzo), respectively,
within the multipartite whole. This reading of the work’s form – which could easily
coexist with others, given the richness and complexity of An American in Paris – would
view the piece along Romantic lines as essentially a four-movement structure compressed
into a single uninterrupted span, with a large-scale opening fast “movement” and a
cumulative “finale” surrounding the central slow and dance “movements.” The ordering
and proportions of these four “movements” correspond readily to those found in a
traditional symphony.55
One thing that many analysts—including Gilbert and Fowler—seem to agree on is that the tone
poem incorporates elements of familiar large-scale structures while taking on a form of its own.
On a smaller scale, Fowler draws a distinction between motives and themes, with motives
being smaller building blocks of larger melodic/thematic elements.56 The Blues and Charleston
themes are more autonomous, whereas nearly the first half of the piece deals with material

54. Fowler, 27.
55. Fowler, 28. Quoted from Larry Starr, George Gershwin (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2011), 79-80.
56. Fowler, 33-34.
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designated as “walking”. For example, Fowler’s notion of a ‘walking motive’ and ‘running
motive’ together form what most scholars refer to as the ‘First Walking Theme.’ The running
motive is later expanded into the Second Walking Theme. In conjunction with other analyses of
the piece, Fowler’s notion of three themes and multiple motives may be expanded to account for
six major themes: First Walking (which includes the running motive, notable on its own), Taxi
Horn, Second Walking, Left Bank, the Blues, and Charleston.
Fowler concretely traces the types of variation between statements of motives/themes. In
line with her Schoenbergian analysis she distinguishes between the numerous “modes of
variation [which] include: rhythmic changes (including tempo), intervallic changes (direction,
size), harmonic changes, phrase changes, changes in instrumentation, and dynamic changes.”57
She includes a detailed chart of her running, walking, and taxi motives to track their various
adaptations throughout the piece.
Compared to the specific lenses retrofitted by Gilbert and Fowler, Jacob Alexander
Adams takes a broader approach in his dissertation titled “Counterpoint and Linearity as
Manifested in the Music of George Gershwin.”58 Adams points out that Gershwin’s music does
not fully adhere to numerous analytic paradigms for common practice music. He therefore looks
at how counterpoint and linearity guide the structure of Gershwin’s music. This expands on
Gilbert’s notion that chromatic counterpoint is the foundation of Gershwin’s harmonic language.
He examines the idea of counterpoint in four distinct ways, giving a brief description of the
general characteristics of each while providing numerous examples from the Gershwin canon.

57. Fowler, 39.
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Unfortunately, of his more than 130 musical examples, very few come from An American in
Paris. Nonetheless, Adams’s notion of Gershwin’s music as linear instead of vertical generally
corresponds with other scholars’ views of the score.
Adams writes a succinct and effective description of Gershwin’s mature style in his
introduction:
Although a tonal composer, many of his harmonies are complex sonorities that elude any
attempt at functional analysis. Many of his works possess a wide array of themes that are
often superimposed and combined in sophisticated and subtle ways. While many of his
works may initially appear nearly formless, there are in fact many techniques of thematic
unity and development at work.
The unifying element in Gershwin’s music is counterpoint and an ever-present sense of
linearity, duality, and opposition. Harmonic sequences are often not generated by
conventional, pre-determined progressions, but rather by the linear motion of each
individual note, as though it were its own independent voice. Instead of setting tunes
against standard accompaniments, Gershwin often layers a distinctive countermelody
above and below the primary melody, in addition to imbuing the accompanying patterns
with a sense of line in themselves. Instead of employing root-position chords
obsessively, as was common in popular music of the day, Gershwin creates coloristic
chord successions derived primarily from stepwise (linear) motion.59
Adams conceptualizes Gershwin’s contrapuntal writing in four categories. The first is
contrapuntal layering. He traces numerous iterations of strict or altered fugal writing in
Gershwin’s music, but expands this to a broader definition that can be applied to the dense
textures of Paris. He stipulates three tenets of contrapuntal layering: each line must have
integrity on its own; each line must have independence in rhythm and contour; and the lines must
have enough in common to make a satisfactory whole.60 This is often manifested in Gershwin’s
superimposing of themes. He often presents two melodies that seem autonomous, only later to
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present the two simultaneously in counterpoint.61 This device is seen within An American in
Paris, for example, in the cinematic synthesis of the Blues Theme with elements of the
Charleston near the end of the score.
The second element of counterpoint that Adams examines is linear harmony, the
horizontal presentation of important chord tones in the place of conventional vertical sonorities.
He asserts that “even when primarily using triads, 7th, 9th, and 13th chords, ones that had been
well-ensconced in popular and modern music by Gershwin’s day, Gershwin still is often able to
create progressions that move in a linear fashion.”62 This influences the way Gershwin treats
harmonic and contrapuntal dissonances within his writing.63
Adams’s third notion of counterpoint concerns accompaniment, examining the way
Gershwin subverts the typical patterns from popular music of the day. While perhaps more
directly applicable vocal works, these concepts can be applied to the countermelodies used
against the main themes of An American in Paris. Especially, Adams points out that Gershwin
often writes parallel chords that move in counterpoint to a melody.64 The opposite is true in the
“La Sorella” quote and Charleston sections, where Gershwin specifically uses the
accompaniment to evoke popular music.
Adams’ final chapter examines the creation of unity through thematic development, and
this is the only concept that he himself applies directly to An American in Paris. Whereas

61. Adams, 38-39.
62. Adams, 42.
63. Adams, 45.
64. Adams, 73.
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Fowler traces the entire score to the germ of a single motive, Adams focusses on the themes and
motives within the ‘walking/running’ category, as well as their countermelodies, though he
labels them differently than most other analysts. While Fowler traces the thematic development
to the opening half step, Adams views the essential kernel as a third, both major and minor,
ascending and descending (a device also pointed out by Gilbert). He condenses the opening
motive into a single octave and connects the first countermelody (with a sixteenth-note triplet)
and its expansions to the initial motive. He also looks at the rhythmic development of repeated
sixteenth notes and triplets, noting that the proximity of pitches within repeated-note motives
helps their variants be recognizable to listeners.65
Steven Gilbert also wrote more specifically about Gershwin’s use of counterpoint in the
structure of a score. More than ten years before he wrote his book, he published “Gershwin’s
Art of Counterpoint” in Musical Quarterly.66 In some cases, he plants the seeds of analytical
exercises that took a more complete form in the book. Elsewhere, he generalizes some of his
ideas in a way that embraces the expressivity of a score in a way that his book does not.
Here Gilbert acknowledges that the music of Gershwin necessitates a modified
Schenkerian approach; he would notably use a more legitimate Schenkerian lens in his book ten
years later. He also quickly associates Gershwin’s music with that of Schoenberg (as did
Fowler), who Gershwin himself recognized as one of his compositional influences. In modifying
Schenker, Gilbert writes that “the main point of difference is that in Gershwin’s harmonic
language the dissonance had at least been partially—to use Schoenberg’s word—emancipated.

65. Adams, 128-134.
66. Steven E. Gilbert, “Gershwin’s Art of Counterpoint,” The Musical Quarterly 70, no.
4 (1984).
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The triad was still necessary for closure, but dissonances such as ninths and so-called thirteenths
did not require resolution.”67 This idea appeals to Adams’ notions of dissonance and the
prevalence of thirds in Gershwinian counterpoint.
Gilbert himself also acknowledges one of the main challenges in the existing scholarship:
in many cases an analytical paradigm is retrofitted onto a piece, even if it was not part of the
original conception of the score. He asserts that these paradigms do still have value, writing that
“while the danger of over-interpretation always remains, memorable tunes do not just happen.
Beneath the surface of the spontaneous creation are the ingredients that make one melody better
than another; that they might have coalesced without forethought does not make them any less
existent.”68 In exploring the creation of memorable and well-crafted melodies, he describes two
general trends that can be applied to numerous portions of An American in Paris, even beyond
the specific examples he gives. The first is the sequencing or development of a motive within a
theme or section, which proves to be one of the guiding principles of Paris. The second is the
multiregistral treatment of themes, either within single instruments or sections, or between
sections of the orchestra.69 Gershwin uses this device throughout An American in Paris—
especially in transitional sections—by passing musical themes across the surface of the music.

67. Gilbert, “Gershwin’s Art of Counterpoint,” 423.
68. Gilbert, 425.
69. Gilbert, 427.
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Chapter Three
Original Analysis of An American in Paris
My analysis is based on the full orchestral score of the symphonic poem.70 As the full
scores for the film and musical are not available for public use, this analysis focuses on the six
thematic pillars of the work itself as Gershwin conceived them. A formal sketch of the entire
symphonic poem creates context for these thematic pillars, which are in turn graphed in more
detail in the form charts that follow. The timings listed with each diagram coordinate with a
1971 recording of the symphonic poem, featuring André Previn and the London Symphony
Orchestra.71
The thematic material for the symphonic poem can be divided into five modules (for
theme incipits see Appendix B, at end). The first module contains both Walking Themes, as well
as the running motive (tail of First Walking Theme), the Taxi Horn Theme, and the quote of “La
Sorella.” This second module begins at measure 249 with the Left Bank Theme. The Blues
marks the beginning of the third module in measure 392, while the Charleston begins the fourth
in measure 482. The final thematic module is a summation of all the major material presented,
and serves as a culmination of whatever narrative content may be present. As was stated in
chapter one, the large-scale structure of the symphonic poem can be interpreted in three parts,
with modules 1 and 2 forming an A section, modules 3 and 4 becoming the B section, and the

70. George Gershwin, An American in Paris, rev. F. Campbell-Watson (USA: New
World Music Corporation, 1930).
71. André Previn and the London Symphony Orchestra, An American in Paris, EMI
Classics, track 2 on Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue, Concerto in F, An American in Paris, recorded
1998, compact disc, accessed through Naxos.
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reprise of themes in the fifth module serving as a shorter A’. The sections and themes (as well as
the abbreviations that are used in the form charts) can be graphed as follows:
1. Measures 1-248
•

First Walking Theme (with countermelodies): W1
o Running Motive: R

•

Taxi Horn Theme: TH
A

o “La Sorella Quote”: LS
•

Second Walking Theme: W2

2. Measures 249-391
•

Left Bank Theme: LB

3. Measures 392-481
•

The Blues: BLUES

4. Measures 482-591
•

Charleston Theme: CH

•

Blues and Charleston Together

B

5. Measures 592-687
A’
•

Layering of all major themes
Figure 1.0: Outline of Formal Sketch for ‘An American in Paris’

The large-scale ABA’ of the musical sections is a macrocosm for one of the foremost
guiding principles of the score: contrast. In addition to his idiomatic use of counterpoint,
nonresolution of dissonance, and derivation of multiple themes from smaller motives, Gershwin
uses noticeable contrasts on the surface of the score to clarify the musical content. For example,
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as seen in the form charts below, the introduction of every thematic pillar includes a smaller,
nested ABA’ form. In some cases, such as the Taxi Horn, the theme itself includes multiple
motives that form an ABA structure. In other cases, such as the First Walking Theme, the first
appearance of the theme is followed by a short contrasting link/interlude, which quickly returns
to a restatement of the thematic material. In both cases, this sense of departure and return marks
the thematic material for consciousness, even in a relatively short amount of time. In a dense
musical texture like this, one that incorporates multiple important themes, aural recognition
becomes a benchmark for the major thematic pillars. An ABA structure highlights the thematic
material from the beginning. By following the presentation of a new theme with contrasting
material, the relatively quick return of the theme is easily recognized. As such, when the same
theme returns later in the score in different guises or combinations, it emerges from the musical
texture as an important melodic unit.
Gershwin also uses the notion of contrast to provide dramatic interest and structural
clarity to the major musical themes. The very presence of six distinct thematic pillars
demonstrates this tendency. While it can be argued that they may all derive from the same
motivic germ (usually a half step or a third), in general the themes are not transformed,
synthesized, or otherwise combined. Instead, they remain their own separate musical voices or
dramatic characters, being layered and juxtaposed with one another. Each theme also has its
own melodic and rhythmic profile, giving it a distinct dramatic effect. Similarly, the first
statement of many of the thematic pillars coincides with the arrival of a new key area. Gershwin
uses contrasts of instrumentation to elucidate various thematic appearances—including within
and between the thematic pillars. Often, the first appearance of a theme is announced by specific
instrument groups: the First Walking Theme in the violin and oboe, Second Walking Theme in
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the clarinets, the Blues and Charleston in the trumpets. The timbres of each instrumental group
help to establish the different emotional affects associated with the various themes. But even
within the nested ABA’ forms of the first thematic presentations, Gershwin often varies the
instrumentation when he returns to the theme. The second First Walking Theme (m. 12)
transfers to the English horn and viola, the Second Walking Theme (m. 136) is taken up by viola
and brass, and the Blues (m. 414) adds strings and winds to the trumpet solo. As such, contrasts
of instrumentation not only differentiate the themes from each other, but also highlight the
differences between subsequent entrances of the same theme.
Gershwin extends his painterly use of contrast to enhance numerous other facets of the
music. This includes the use of varied repetition, where he returns to a theme but does not
present it verbatim. The divergent material at the end of the thematic return, by comparison, is
marked for consciousness. He also plays on the contrast inherent to musical “sentential”
structures (melodic content that generally follows the ratio 1 + 1 + 2).72 For example, the First
Walking Theme presents a one-bar motive, repeats it, and then extends it for two bars (see
Figure 2, below). Gershwin also writes many contrasts of articulation and dynamics within and
between the thematic pillars. For example, even his characteristic AAIP crescendo (discussed

72. William E. Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the
Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, 9-12. More often an eight-measure unit, a
sentential construction is made up of two parts of equal length: a presentation and a continuation.
The presentation is divided into two equal parts (2 measures each in an 8-bar sentence). Each of
these is called the basic idea, and is the fundamental melodic material for a theme. This basic
idea may be made up of multiple smaller motives. The basic idea is presented and immediately
repeated, without providing the impression of thematic closure. This is followed by a
continuation (twice as long as a single basic idea), which serves the purposes of fragmentation
and harmonic acceleration. Often the themes or motives are broken down into smaller units and
manipulated, while the harmony moves towards closure in the form of a cadence.
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later) contrasts a cacophonous buildup of texture and dynamics with relative silence. Following
this dramatic contrast, it is then the silence that introduces an important thematic arrival.
This essence of contrast and varied repetition was used as a guiding principle in the
creation of the form charts below. It also seems to be a major reason that the score was quickly
associated with narrative content. The six thematic pillars emerge from the score as distinct
characters or events, each with its own emotional affect created by contrasts in instrumentation,
dynamics, texture, and articulation. The interaction of these themes therefore inspires a
programmatic interpretation of the score.

Form Charts
The following form charts detail the thematic pillars of An American in Paris. In general,
these charts account for most major elements of the music including form, phrase structure, keys
and cadences, harmony, thematic/melodic content, orchestration, articulation, and texture. Basic
definitions of these terms are provided in Chapter Five. A form chart is provided for the first
complete statement of each thematic pillar. First, a general formal sketch of the entire movement
creates a succinct picture of the larger musical narrative. This tracks the location of the major
themes and sections of the score, as well as the interaction and layering of those themes. The
form charts are followed by a prose description of some important trends established across the
piece as a whole.
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Track: 0:03
Figure 1.1: Formal Sketch of ‘AAIP’ Orchestral Score (1 of 5)
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Track: 4:34
Figure 1.2: Formal Sketch of ‘AAIP’ Orchestral Score (2 of 5)
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(3) Track: 7:30
Figure 1.3: Formal Sketch of ‘AAIP’ Orchestral Score (3 of 5)
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Track: 12:45
Figure 1.4: Formal Sketch of ‘AAIP’ Orchestral Score (4 of 5)
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Track: 16:10
Figure 1.5: Formal Sketch of ‘AAIP’ Orchestral Score (5 of 5)
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Figure 2: Form Chart, ‘AAIP’ Mm. 1-16, First Appearance of the First Walking Theme
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Figure 3: Form Chart, ‘AAIP’ Mm. 28-43, First Appearance of the Taxi Horn Theme
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Figure 4: Form Chart, ‘AAIP’ Mm. 119-146, First Appearance of the Second Walking Theme
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Figure 5: Form Chart, ‘AAIP’ Mm. 195-203, Example of an AAIP Crescendo/Transition
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Figure 6: Form Chart, ‘AAIP’ Mm. 251-300, First Appearance of the Left Bank Theme
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Figure 7: Form Chart, ‘AAIP’ Mm. 396-227, First Appearance of the Blues Theme
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Figure 8: Form Chart, ‘AAIP’ Mm. 482-493, First Appearance of the Charleston Theme
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Figure 9: Form Chart, ‘AAIP’ Mm. 564-575, Blues Reimagined with Charleston Elements
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Structural Trends
Within these eclectic smaller forms of the thematic pillars, a number of salient structural
trends emerge across the piece. While these trends may not be consistently marked-forconsciousness in a step-to-step progression of a choreographic interpretation, they certainly
influence the general aesthetic of a dance interpretation of the score.
Keys, Cadences, and Harmonic Mobility
Throughout the piece, Gershwin undermines the common practice notions of tonality in
the way he establishes keys and cadences. Indeed, there are very few proper authentic cadences
(dominant-tonic, with controlled counterpoint in outer voices, etc.) in the score. There are a few
weak internal cadences associated with the phrases of the Blues theme (see the Blues form chart,
above), as well as one strong cadence when the Blues is combined with elements of the
Charleston theme. Even the final arrival on the tonic in m. 645 (which may be characterized as a
PAC since it leads to the tonic pedal) is as an elision between two sections, without the usual
punctuation expected of a final tonic arrival. This also means that Gershwin writes
melodic/formal structures that resemble common practice tropes, without actually fulfilling the
proper phrase models. Numerous melodic segments resemble sentences and periods in terms of
their contours and rhetoric, but lack cadential closure. Gershwin instead establishes key areas in
non-cadential ways, many of which are noted throughout the form charts. These include pedal
points, repetitive vamp-figures that dwell on a single harmony, melodic or contrapuntal figures
that repeatedly return to the tonic scale degree, and the frequent use of chromatic tendency tones
(both ascending and descending) towards the tonic scale degree. In some cases, Gershwin writes
abrupt key shifts that may strike a listener sudden or unprepared. On one hand, shifts like this
can be used for dramatic effect within the narrative of the score. On the other hand, this contrast
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highlights the arrival of a new local tonic; an unprepared shift of key makes the first sonority
(which is usually the new local tonic harmony) marked-for-consciousness. That being said, most
of the key areas explored in the piece are closely related to the global tonic of F major.
Chromaticism and Planing
Gershwin frequently uses expressive chromaticism throughout the score, both
horizontally in the melodies and vertically in the harmonies. Some scholars (Fowler included)
even expand the opening half-step of the First Walking Theme to provide the thematic genesis
for the entire piece. In many of the linking/transitioning/bridging sections (terms that are used
interchangeably for the purposes of this analysis, since the overall form is one of Gershwin’s
own creation) as well as in some of his countermelodies, Gershwin uses chromatic planing. This
means that he takes a gesture or sonority and movies it—verbatim—up or down the chromatic
scale. The movement of these small units usually does not ascribe to the two-part (or more)
construction of a sequence. Furthermore, planing tends not to outline large-scale harmonic
shifts, but more often adds interest to extend a single harmony or bridges the gap between two
harmonies. Take, for example an early iteration of this, found in the violas, cellos, and bases in
mm. 18-20.

Figure 10: An American in Paris, Lower Strings, Mm. 16-2373

73. George Gershwin, An American in Paris, 3.
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This example demonstrates four musical concepts in a compact way. In mm. 18-20 (red
box) the viola line has chromatic planing of a melodic gesture, while the cellos and basses have
chromatic planing of a vertical sonority. Measures 21-23 (blue box) show two of the ways
Gershwin establishes tonic, which were discussed above. This is a repetitive vamp figure, which
continually returns to a tonic sonority (in F) in the second half of each bar. At the same time, the
Gb Major triad in the first half of each bar presents a chromatic pull in every chord tone back to
the tonic triad. As such, this is an example of both chromatic planing and the use of chromatic
tendency tones to establish tonic.
Sequence, Stretto, and Layering
If An American in Paris serves as a narrative snapshot of a visit to Paris, then sequence,
stretto, and layering seem a natural fit to help portray the cosmopolitan atmosphere of busy city
life. Gershwin almost constantly manipulates the main themes and motives, mixing them with
various contrapuntal gestures and vamps. This creates the impression of taking in a hectic
environment (the busy and vivid musical texture) through the experience of a protagonist (here,
the experience of a listener). Quite often, attention is drawn primarily to one theme (either
through dynamics, doubling, texture, etc.), which suggests attention being drawn to one Parisian
person/place/object. However, the other goings-on of Paris are still present in the background of
the musical texture (countermelodies, vamps, and so on), they just do not have the protagonist’s
attention. Still other times, the texture is so busy that a listener does not quite know where to
direct their ear, suggesting an overwhelmed or confused protagonist.
Gershwin sometimes extends thematic content by sequence, which is notated in the
formal sketch and form charts. Other time he layers multiple themes on top of (or in close
proximity to) one another. One of the more complex ways he extends themes is through flexible
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stretto that involves both looping and elision. Partial themes or motives are passed throughout
the orchestra, often overlapping one another, to direct a listener’s attention ‘around’ the
environment. One such example comes early in the piece, after the protagonist has passed the
taxi cabs (mm. 28-59) but before he starts walking a second time (mm. 79). This link passes the
running motive throughout the wind section in mm. 73-78:

Figure 11: An American in Paris, Mm. 71-7874
In this case, the running motive, once the tail of the First Walking Theme, is taken up and
developed in its own right. Although the strings join in mm. 77-78, this exchange sounds
primarily in unaccompanied winds, which highlights a more delicate motive that may have
otherwise been lost amidst a busy texture.
Orchestral Doubling
One element that helps give An American in Paris its cinematic quality is Gershwin’s
pervasive use of doubling. Although he was often criticized for it, doubling is one way—albeit a
heavy-handed one—that Gershwin directs the attention of the listener. If Gershwin is to
replicate the full cultural experience of a Parisian visit, the busy texture and frenetic momentum
befit the context. The audience is able to follow the protagonist’s eyes because Gershwin

74. George Gershwin, An American in Paris, 10.
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highlights the most important elements by doubling them, which is notated in the form charts.
While doubling melodies makes many sections of the piece sonically ‘loud’, Gershwin also
makes an impact with softer gestures when he chooses not to double a melody. For example, the
first time the Blues is heard, it is featured in the trumpet section. The crystallization of a longing
melody in one clear voice gives this theme the impression being intrinsic instead of extrinsic.
Whereas the first part of the score portrays the protagonist’s experience in a new place, the Blues
serves as a protagonist’s reaction to his experiences. The singularity of the trumpet voice gives it
a point of view, and facilitates the impression of commentary instead of cacophony.

Quick Ascent
Throughout the piece, Gershwin highlights numerous important entrances or sections
with a quick ascending scale, sometimes diatonic and sometimes chromatic. Here Gershwin
connects to French impressionism and take a painterly approach: a quick brushstroke draws the
audience’s attention to an important detail. This helps to give the tone poem its cinematic
quality, adding momentum and bravura to those moments. He introduces this device early in the
score (see Figure 2, the form chart for the First Walking Theme) and continues to develop it
throughout. For example, there is a quick ascent in the string section beginning in mm. 595-596,
(doubled in the flute, not included in the figure below). This is found at the beginning of the
final large section of the score, and highlights the resurgence of the First Walking Theme.
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Figure 12: Quick Ascent, An American in Paris Mm. 595-60075

AAIP Transition/Crescendo
Highlighted in the form charts is a device that, for this analysis, is termed an “AAIP
Transition/Crescendo” (see Figure 5, above). Moments like this are found throughout the score,
and they are highlighted in the formal sketch in Figures 1.1-1.5. Some of Gershwin’s most
expansive and cinematic brush strokes arrive when he builds momentum and intensity on the
surface of the music for dramatic effect. Musically, this usually introduces a new idea or reveals
a familiar idea in a new light (reharmonized, with grander supporting material, etc.). When the
music is interpreted as a narrative, this usually introduces an important moment for the
protagonist. Instead of isolating a few devices to create climactic moments, Gershwin tends to
incorporate nearly all the expressive tools he has available to him. He incorporates loud
dynamics and multiple crescendi, adds descriptive markings and accents throughout the
orchestration, and often progresses from longer to shorter rhythms. These musical choices are
accentuated by widespread doubling of themes and motives, thickly textured orchestrations, and
expressive chromaticism. In some cases, recognizable themes are layered, developed, and

75. George Gershwin, An American in Paris, 84.
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overlapped until they crash into a new section. Other times, busy melodic figures and expressive
harmony blur the surface of the music until a new idea crystallizes out of the fog. Even more
attention is drawn to these sections because they are often followed by silence or a quiet solo
statement of a theme, letting the bottom drop out of the aural experience before the triumphant
arrival of something new. If the essence of the piece is homesickness, yearning for
understanding, and finding new perspective for one’s surroundings, a drawn-out sense of
expectation on the part of the listener seems to mimic the longing of the protagonist. Sometimes
he is taken by surprise by something in his surroundings (a quick modulation, surprising new
theme, etc.) whereas other times he finally, resplendently, finds what he has been looking for,
embodied in new material that follows an AAIP Transition/Crescendo.
Themes and Motives as Narrative
By considering Gershwin’s use of the musical devices described above, numerous facets
of the music can represent different elements of the story for a listener. The different themes and
motives come to be associated with places or experiences. The Walking Themes do just that as
he explores (and explores more quickly with the running motive). The La Sorella Quote and
Taxi Theme represent elements of his surroundings, and his arrival at the Left Bank theme
depicts a change of scene. All of this leads to the Blues, which his reaction to this experience:
homesickness or loneliness. A brief section before the Blues does not lend itself to a form chart,
but it helps reveal the protagonist’s descent into the Blues. It is also a good example of
Gershwin’s use of musical contrast enhancing the score’s sense of narrative. It begins on page
48 of the referenced orchestral score, beginning with measure 360 (around 6:20 in the recording).
The musical events proceed as follows:
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A brief new theme, pastoral and serene in character, is (surprisingly) introduced in m.
360. This leads to a solo entrance of the First Walking Theme in the English Horn in m. 365,
which has a dissonant chromatic alteration in m. 367. The entire texture is overtaken by dense
chromatic chords at the marking of Assai moderato at rehearsal number 43, m. 369. The new
pastoral idea returns in the first violin in m. 373 (beginning of page 49), which leads back to the
First Walking Theme in the viola in m. 376 and then to the running motive in the horn in m. 378.
This dissolves into another blurry chromatic section in m. 380 that spins directly into the
introduction of the Blues texture (m. 392).
Although a brief and transitional section, this excerpt seems quasi-balletic in its narrative
possibilities. Out of nowhere, the protagonist has a memory of home (the new pastoral theme).
He tries to put it out of his head and continue walking (First Walking Theme), but this muddies
his thoughts (chromatic chords). He cannot get his mind off the memory and it crystallizes again
(pastoral theme in m. 373). He tries to keep going (First Walking Theme), then tries even harder
to escape his thoughts (running motive), until his thoughts tire him out (chromaticism beginning
in m. 380). Unable to escape the thought of home, he feels homesick with a melancholy Blues
theme.
Such a quick succession of musical affects, melodic themes, and orchestral textures
cannot help but suggest a vivid narrative. Indeed, this moment became an important moment in
the narrative of Gene Kelly’s ballet. Numerous sections of this tone poem present similar
possibilities, the most notable of which have been outlined in the form charts. The
choreographic analysis in Chapter Six and Chapter Seven will explore the thematic pillars in
similar detail, not only connecting specific musical details to specific narrative events, but also to
the physical movements and shapes of the choreography.
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Chapter Four
Dance in Narrative Storytelling on the American Stage
Introduction
The artistic medium of dance is—in most cases—not an autonomous art. Especially
when it is used as part of a larger story, be it a film or a stage work, it intrinsically draws upon
the work of other disciplines. This includes incorporating the narrative qualities of theatre,
drawing on properties of visual composition (painting, drawing etc.) in its scenery and costumes,
and embodying the way music unfolds in space and time. All of these elements combine to tell a
story with greater artistic expressivity than the sum of its parts. The role of dance amongst the
other arts in creating a narrative has changed over time, especially on the American stage. In
order to better understand the work of Kelly and Wheeldon, consideration should be given to the
important choreographers, styles, and works that came before them.
The twentieth century was a time of unprecedented growth in American musical theatre.
Early in the century, composers and lyricists worked to elevate the previous styles of vaudeville
and revue by integrating book and music to tell one coherent story. By mid-century, creative
teams worked to further integrate their shows by unifying all production elements in service of
the narrative. Notably, the role of dance in theatrical storytelling changed significantly between
the 1930s and the 1970s. Once isolated divertissement meant to add beauty to the visual
spectacle, dance soon became inextricable from the plot development. This also involved an
integration of the ensemble. In early-twentieth-century musical comedy, Broadway casts usually
called for a core group of principals, a singing ensemble, and a dancing ensemble. As dance was
integrated into the advancement of the plot, performing ensembles became an organic whole of
performers who could sing, dance, and act. In his own right, Gene Kelly was an influential
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figure in strengthening the role of dance in storytelling. His work on An American in Paris
serves as a testament to the elevation of ballet in Hollywood. Christopher Wheeldon, on the
other hand, inherited the trends established in the twentieth century, working in a generation of
choreographers who are notably experimental in regards to the expressive qualities of dance.
Although this change resulted from the creativity and ingenuity of countless artists, the
major shifts in musical theatre dance can be traced to the careers of three industry greats. These
choreographers (and choreographer-directors) are George Balanchine, Agnes de Mille, and
Jerome Robbins. This chapter examines the careers of these individuals, beginning with their
early career influences and the development of their unique choreographic style. Important
works are examined that indicate their movement vernacular, as well as their interpretation of the
role of dance in storytelling. This will be followed by an examination of the lives, careers, and
movement styles of Gene Kelly and Christopher Wheeldon, whose interpretations of An
American in Paris serve as the culmination this study.
George Balanchine
“At the very basis of this unique choreographic style was a purely musical approach.”76
George Balanchine (Balanchivadze) was born in 1904 in Saint Petersburg, Russia. He
studied at the Petrograd Conservatory, where he danced in the corps de ballet (ensemble) and
studied piano, music theory, counterpoint, and composition. These musical studies were
influential in his work as a dancer and choreographer. The conservatory lost much of its funding
when the Czar of Russia was overthrown in 1917. With fledgling resources Balanchine
organized performances of his peers. Free from faculty supervision, he experimented outside the

76. Virginia E. Bird, “Principles of Choreography as Exemplified in the Works of George
Balanchine,” 27.
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classical style he had been taught. Although he was disciplined for it, this freedom to experiment
was crucial to his development.77
Shortly before he graduated in 1923, he choreographed a program titled “The Evolution
of Ballet: From Petipa through Fokine to Balanchivadze.” In her thesis titled Principles of
Choreography as Exemplified in the works of George Balanchine, Virginia E. Bird traces the
influence of Russian traditionalist Michel Fokine. She writes that “[Fokine’s] Les Sylphides was
a ballet that ‘evoked a mood just by dancing, without any story.’ It was one of the few storyless
ballets that Fokine choreographed for the Imperial company, but it was the one that affected
Balanchine the most. […] It intrigued him that a ballet could portray beauty through movement
alone, without the help of a plot.” 78 As to the movement style Balanchine created in his own
plotless works, it stemmed from the famed Russian ballet master Marius Petipa. In his book
Balanchine: A Biography, Bernard Taper writes:
Of the influences that formed Balanchine choreographically, Petipa’s was undoubtedly
the most significant. From Petipa was derived such characteristics of Balanchine’s
mature work as the frank delight in the classic dance for its own sake, the elegant grace of
deportment of the dancers, the conception of ballet primarily as a means of giving
pleasure and not as a vehicle for transmitting a portentous message. As manifested in
Balanchine’s ballets, however, these characteristics were usually presented in a distinctly
contemporary manner, generally without the framework of the elaborate story or
spectacle in which Petipa embedded his moments of dance. The aspects derived from
Petipa were, in Balanchine’s work, transformed, concentrated, intensified, accelerated,
[and] modernized.79
Balanchine worked with the Ballets Russes, collaborating with composers Sergei
Prokofiev, Igor Stravinsky, Claude Debussy, Erik Satie, and Maurice Ravel. One of his
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important early works was his 1928 Apollo (the same year Gershwin wrote Paris), created sideby-side with Stravinsky. In their collaboration, sometimes music came first and sometimes
choreography came first, leading to an organic development of the whole. Balanchine combined
classical ballet with modern and jazz elements. Apollo marked first time that musical
interpretation took precedence over narrative at the Ballets Russes. This project exemplifies
Balanchine’s interpretation of the relationship between movement and music. He wrote:
When I listen to a score by [Stravinsky] I am moved—I don’t like the word inspired—to
try and make visible not only the rhythm, melody and harmony, but even the timbres of
the instruments. For if I could write music it seems to me this is how I would want it to
sound. […] It was in studying Apollon that I came first to understand how gestures, like
tones in music, and shades in painting, have certain family relations. As groups they
impose their own laws. The more conscious an artist is, the more he comes to understand
these laws, and to respond to them.80
Balanchine’s choreographic style is often considered neoclassical and it skillfully
expresses the inner workings of music, which he understood deeply from his years in the
conservatory. He infused traditional ballet techniques with popular or modern styles he
encountered in time working in Hollywood and on Broadway. In this way, his style used
classical ballet not as its core vocabulary, but rather as a reference. By adhering to—and
departing from—traditional structures, Balanchine used ballet evocatively.
Balanchine’s choreography is known for a sense of speed and attack, stretching the limits
of classical ballet. The archives of the George Balanchine Foundation describe his style:
Balanchine revolutionized the look of classical ballet. Taking classicism as his base, he
heightened, quickened, expanded, streamlined, and even inverted the fundamentals of the
400-year-old language of academic dance. This had an inestimable influence on the
growth of dance in America. Although at first his style seemed particularly suited to the
energy and speed of American dancers, especially those he trained, his ballets are now
performed by all the major classical ballet companies throughout the world.81
80. George Balanchine, “The Dance Element in Stravinsky’s Music,” 141-142.
81. “Biography,” The George Balanchine Foundation.
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Balanchine trained a dancer named Suki Schorer at the New York City Ballet. She
asserted that his mature dance style forced performers to traverse more space in less time. In this
way, musicality and syncopation were magnified. Important technical hallmarks of his style
included deep pliés (preparatory knee bends) and emphasis on line, especially the abstract or
asymmetrical.82
In concert dance, Balanchine prioritized form and construction of movement—especially
in the ways it related to music—over narrative development. He said that “‘we must first realize
that dancing is an absolutely independent art, not merely a secondary accompanying one. Like
the music of great musicians, it can be enjoyed and understood without any verbal introduction
or explanation. […] A ballet may contain a story, but the visual spectacle, not the story, is the
essential element.’”83 As such, the majority of Balanchine’s works explore rhetorical movement
to create a beautiful expression of a score. Balanchine broke this trend in his greatest
contribution to musical theatre, his choreography for Rodgers and Hart’s musical On Your Toes.
After his first Broadway numbers for Ziegfeld’s Follies of 1936, Balanchine’s first full
Broadway production depicted the backstage world of performing life. The plot of On Your Toes
bridges the gap between high ‘Art’ and popular art, as a former hoofer tries to save a struggling
ballet company by encouraging them to produce a jazz ballet. These two kinds of art were
represented in the choreography by tap (popular) and ballet (high). Within the plot of the show
the company performed two diegetic ballets. The first was a burlesque of a classical ballet
staple, Scheherazade, titled “The Princess Zenobia Ballet,” performed at the behest of an old-
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fashioned benefactor. The second was the plot-central jazz ballet that saves the company, titled
“Slaughter on Tenth Avenue.” “Slaughter” was Richard Rodgers’ most sophisticated
composition to date, and it put Broadway dancing on the map. On Your Toes marked the first
time Broadway audiences heard a jazz score, and “Slaughter on Tenth Avenue” was the first time
a Broadway musical used classical dance. The performance of a diegetic ballet within a musical,
as well as the blending of classical ballet and jazz/modern dance, are both trends that would be
taken up many years later by Christopher Wheeldon for An American in Paris.
On Your Toes was developed at a time when music, book, and lyrics were being
integrated. Rodgers and Hart went a step further, enlisting Balanchine to integrate dancing into
the plot. A true collaborative artist, Balanchine insisted that the music come first and the
choreography would embody it. The choreography itself was very technically difficult. In
regards to this, critic Edwin Denby wrote that “‘Balanchine’s Broadway choreography does not
falsify ballet as most musicals do on the grounds that adulteration is the first principle of
showmanship. Balanchine’s numbers are simplified ballet, but of the purest water.’”84
As such, Balanchine opened the door for classical ballet to be used on the Broadway
stage, but also allowed it to be used expressively and adapted it to serve the larger needs of the
plot. On the way Balanchine changed the landscape of musical theatre dance, Taper writes:
Balanchine was able to rid musical comedy of the notion that a dance number was a
couple of showy soloists backed by a line of high-kicking showgirls; this dreary nonsense
he replaced by genuine choreography. To musical comedy Balanchine brought, it was
generally agreed, an elegance, sophistication, and range of reference—all conveyed
subtly with a light tough—such as Broadway had not previously known. In addition, his
dances in On Your Toes—particularly the memorable Slaughter on Tenth Avenue—were
the first ever seen in a Broadway musical that were not just interludes but function as an
essential, active aspect of the plot. […] Thus Balanchine began a trend in American
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musical comedy that helped make it one of the brightest of this country’s theatrical
forms.85
Agnes de Mille
“What is most important about the dream ballet is that it opened the doors for dance to become

an integral part of the complete show. Dance was shown to speak to the audience in a way that
no other form had.”86
Agnes de Mille was born in 1905 into a family of arts professionals. Niece of Hollywood
director Cecil B. de Mille, she did not study dance until after college. She lacked the flexibility
and technical prowess to consider a career as a professional ballerina. Instead, she experimented
with creating her own choreography inspired by the work she had seen on her uncle’s Hollywood
movie sets. She started by devising dances for herself and presenting solo recitals, sometimes
composing her own music. She pioneered her own career path, choreographing for concert
dance and the musical stage, as well as being a charter member of the American Ballet Theatre.
De Mille’s choreography style was guided by her intention to create an American idiom
of concert dance and her belief that dance must advance a narrative. She blended modern dance
with classical ballet and cultural influences to create a new style of movement. To achieve this,
de Mille actively tried to move away from the stereotypically lovely, blatant gestures that often
characterize classical ballet. She herself said:
We were trying to diversify the root impulse [of ballet], and just as Gershwin impressed
on the main line of musical development characteristics natural to his own unclassical
environment, we were adding gestures and rhythms we had grown up with, using them
seriously and without condescension for the first time. This is not a triviality; it is the
seed and base of the whole choreographic organization. If dance means anything, it
means the life behind the movement.87
85. Taper, Balanchine, 180.
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The uses of everyday gestures give de Mille’s choreography a sense of universality,
encompassing cultures and references even beyond those depicted in her individual works. Just
as Gershwin used jazz to create an American voice in music, de Mille used gesture and
characterization to create an American voice in dance. The organic authenticity of her style and
process resembles that of Gershwin, and her work was therefore surely influential on later
interpreters of Gershwin’s scores.
Unlike Balanchine, de Mille developed narrative through dance. She appreciated the
technical skill it took to compose autonomous ballet. The New Yorker quoted her as saying, “I
like the pure classic ballets. I like abstract ballets. I would very much like to do ballets like
George Balanchine. I can’t. That’s a fact.”88 Instead she imbued her dancing and choreography
with human emotion. In her thesis titled “Dance in the Contemporary Musical Theatre: What
has Become of the Dream Ballet?”, Phoebe Ellen Newsted writes that “de Mille did not feel that
Balanchine’s dancing reached the heart. The technique was so exquisite that it made her cry, but
she found it was not enough.”89
In creating her plot-driven, vernacular dance, de Mille’s creative process inverted that of
many of her peers. Choreographers like Balanchine and Martha Graham worked with the big
picture first, considering the structure of the dance, the groupings of dancers, and the general
effect. De Mille, on the other hand, began with small gestures because she believed them to be
revelatory about a character’s status and psyche. She then turned those gestures into larger
phrases and sections. Joan Acocella, in a tribute to de Mille in The New Yorker, writes that “in
the service of such realism, she had a feel for ordinary gesture that went way beyond most of her
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colleagues. She knew how a woman who was nervous would reach up and adjust her scarf, and
how a country girl at a dance would reach down and yank her underpants elastic into place.”90
These pedestrian gestures were the germ of her American style, often with specific idioms of
movement assigned to individual characters. She recognized the vaudevillian quality of her
gestures, seeking to use music to explore everyday situations from unusual points of view.
De Mille’s most successful concert ballet was her 1942 Rodeo. She was asked to
choreograph for the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo, and she in turn approached Aaron Copland
to compose the score. Rodeo was groundbreaking because it magnified the actions of everyday
people into an idiom usually thought of as ‘high’ or elite art. Set in the American West, she
adapted riding and roping techniques into balletic steps, and incorporated tap dancing and other
bodily percussion into the piece. The choreography was difficult technically; she hand-picked
the most talented dancers she could find not for their looks (which was the norm), but for their
technical ability and acting prowess. In her dissertation titled “American Movement: In the
Steps of a National Dance Style,” Megan Livingston Pugh writes:
Other movements didn’t come from the turn-of-the-century West, and they certainly
wouldn’t have been typical for happy white cowboys. De Mille’s dancers did ragtime
steps straight from the urban nineteen-teens, along with movements from modern dance,
classical ballet, and the tennis court. Her choreography drew on the physical comedy of
silent film and the ebullient choruses of Broadway musicals. And at the ballet’s pivotal
moment, when the Roper does a tap solo that charms the girl into shifting her affections
and choosing him […], de Mille coached at least one of her leading dancers to imagine
that he was black. These moments of imitation and adaptation, both conscious and
unconscious, mark Rodeo as an American ballet.91
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Immediately following the success of Rodeo, Agnes de Mille changed the landscape of
American musical theatre with her collaboration on Oklahoma! Rodgers and Hammerstein
enlisted de Mille because they conceived of dance as an integral element of the plot.92
Oklahoma! is often identified as the first major musical in which all elements (music, staging,
dance, costuming, scenery etc.) were major achievements on their own and worked seamlessly
together. When de Mille finished a section of choreography she would show orchestrator Robert
Russel Bennet the action, including specific movements and accented beats. He would then
arrange Rodgers’ melodies, counterpoint, and harmony to match the movement. De Mille made
one major contribution to the plot of the show, creating a dream ballet that closed the first act. In
light of the coming-of-age of the heroine Laurey, de Mille felt the ballet should be a look into her
psyche, rife with conflict and sexual tension. The narrative she pioneered, Laurey Makes up Her
Mind, was the show’s primary dance innovation.
De Mille set about adapting the style she used in Rodeo for the larger musical-dramatic
structure of Oklahoma! Newsted writes that “De Mille gave herself the task of finding the
smoothest and most believable way for song to give way to dance. She promptly dove deep into
the plot of the play and investigated the needs of the characters in search of motivation for her
dances. This resulted in an exploration of the passions and sorrows of everyday life described
without a word.”93 De Mille herself once wrote that “‘in translating traditional folk material for
the theatre, it’s important to remember one thing: never violate or corrupt the basic intent. The
style may be stretched, elaborated, made more broad for effect, but the meaning of the dance
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must not be altered. In other words, we can do what the original dancers would like to do if they
had the technique.’”94
In her book titled No Intermissions: The Life of Agnes de Mille, Carol Easton writes that
“On Your Toes gave audiences a taste of ballet, but did not actually change the course of dancing
in the musical theater. Oklahoma! would do that.”95 Dream ballets—dance-only pieces in which
characters imagine something beyond reality—were not new to Broadway. Albertina Rasch had
introduced them in the early 1930s. Agnes de Mille’s dream ballet for Oklahoma! was
groundbreaking because its content was essential to understanding the characters. It expressed
emotions beyond the text of the show to an audience that was not made of dance connoisseurs.
Whereas most early dream ballets featured auxiliary characters, this one was central to the plot’s
love triangle. De Mille said she “aimed to do character studies where the dancing was a natural
incident in the episode and a revelation of personality, using dance like costuming.”96 To portray
an extended narrative and its disparate characters, de Mille drew on her characteristic
amalgamation of styles. All dancers had jumps, lifts, and turns that required ballet training. But
whereas the heroine and her friends had energetic, modern hand gestures, a group of cowboys
had hoedown material. A group of dance hall girls, on the other hand, had steps inspired by cancan and burlesque. Easton writes that “by vernacularizing the classical and elevating the
vernacular, Agnes had altered the collective consciousness of Broadway choreographers
forever.”97
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Not only is the content of Laurey Makes a Choice emblematic of de Mille’s mature
choreographic style, it also represents her influence on the role of dance on the musical stage.
The use of vernacular movement in ballet would be very influential in Gene Kelly’s
choreography throughout his life. Furthermore, the film adaptation of An American in Paris
incorporates the score of the symphonic poem as a dream ballet. Like de Mille, Kelly’s dream
ballet explores Jerry’s psyche as he struggles with a love triangle, using an eclectic group of
characters and styles to portray a vivid narrative. Wheeldon’s work on Paris also falls in line
with the dream ballet tradition when the diegetic performance gives way to Lise envisioning
herself with Jerry. Perhaps it should be titled Lise Makes a Choice, because by the end of the
ballet she has decided to follow her heart. Both choreographers take up de Mille’s notions of
national styles, creating American styles of movement to differentiate Jerry from his Parisian
surroundings.
Jerome Robbins
Jerome Wilson Rabinowitz was born in New York in 1918 into a family that included
vaudeville performers and theatre owners. He studied modern dance in high school with Alys
Bentley, who encouraged him to improvise. This nurtured creativity and ingenuity in the way he
interpreted music. As a young professional, Robbins balanced performance and choreography.
He danced under George Balanchine in the ensembles of The Great Lady and Keep off the Grass.
In 1946 he joined the American Ballet Theater, dancing the lead in Agnes de Mille’s Three
Virgins and a Devil. In 1944 he choreographed and performed in Fancy Free at the
Metropolitan Opera, which changed his life overnight. Robbins commissioned the thenunknown Leonard Bernstein to write the music for the ballet, which depicted three sailors on
leave for one day in New York. The choreography was acrobatic and manly, including elements
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of lindy hop, boogie-woogie, and soft-shoe, and prioritized the exuberance of young sailors over
balletic technique. Robert Emmet Long, in his book Broadway, the Golden Years: Jerome
Robbins and the Great Choreographer-Directors 1940 to Present, quotes dance critic Marcia
Siegel as saying:
What Fancy Free did most impressively was to integrate classical and colloquial dances
within a context of carefully observed characters. The dance shifts constantly between
made-up movement that suggests the exuberance of sailors-on-a-spree, to mime and
literal gesture, to popular dance, to virtuosic displays of dancing, and the viewer is
scarcely aware that the idiom is changing […] He gave gesture and the acting of real
people […] validity on the concert stage.98
Fancy Free put Robbins on the map, launching his Broadway career when it inspired the
musical On the Town. Also following three newly emancipated sailors, On the Town continued
to synthesize movement styles in a show with an unprecedented amount of dance content. It
combined jazz and ballet elements with popular social dance, Latin dance, de-Millian dream
ballet, tap dancing, and screwball comedy. Robbins insisted that the dance ensemble represent
the racial and cultural diversity in real New York City. Agnes de Mille described the style of
Robbins’ choreography, saying:
The comment is truthful and poignant, the humor superb, and the style altogether fresh.
It is in the vernacular, the contemporary jazz idiom, but super-imposed on the discipline
and cleanliness of classical technique, and it has inaugurated a new choreographic style.
A generation of dancers has borrowed from it literally. It was obviously the expression
of a new, original and first-class talent deriving from no one.99
The hallmarks of Jerome Robbins’ choreography style could already be seen in his early
works. Bill Harpe, in his article “Jerome Robbins: The Avant-Garde Diplomat,” puts Robbins’
style in line with modern dance traditions started by Martha Graham. The two styles require
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similar muscle control. Whereas the dancers would have the erect and noble posture of
classically trained dancers, the jazz elements required the dancers to focus on putting their
weight into the floor, instead of springing off of it.100 The archives of the New York City Ballet
characterize his work by “the intensity and compactness of its expression and its wide variety of
mood—whether it be rhapsodic, introspective, poignant, or hilarious. He had the ability to make
the most complex movement appear effortless, and totally reflective of the musical score, as if it
were created spontaneously for that exact moment in time.”101
Harpe points out that Robbin’s work is unmistakably cutting-edge and forward-thinking,
but there was no stylistic pattern or bag of tricks he regularly employed in his choreography.
The style of each piece was instead characterized by the research Robbins did on the culture or
characters of its narrative. Therefore, his oeuvre is more diverse than that of his predecessors.
Harpe argues that “many of Robbins' ballets bear the character of experiment. But, apart from
this, there is no significant pattern behind his work, no continuous pattern of personal
development.”102
Before Robbins, dance was logistically separate from musical theatre plots, with a
singing ensemble and a dancing ensemble portraying different parts of the story. Robbins
integrated dance into the core texture of a musical, even beyond what de Mille did in her dream
ballets. Once Robbins stepped onto the scene with works like The King and I, West Side Story,
and Fiddler on the Roof, dance became inextricable from the pulse of a show.
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Unlike Balanchine and de Mille, whose landmark works of musical theatre helped to
springboard their careers, Robbins’ most significant contribution to the musical stage came at the
height of his career: his collaboration on the 1957 musical West Side Story. It is a contemporary
retelling of Romeo and Juliet set in Hell’s Kitchen. The show featured a score by Leonard
Bernstein, co-direction and choreography by Robbins, lyrics by a young Stephen Sondheim, and
a book by Arthur Laurents. The working relationship of these greats was collaborative:
sometimes a dialogue scene would come first, or a song would be conceptualized, or a dance
would be sketched, which in turn inspired the other elements.
`

With Robbins at the helm, West Side Story elevated dance to a position of greater

importance in musical theatre than ever before. The dance and balletic movement in the show
nearly never stopped; it did not just enhance the show, it was the show. For the first time, dance
motivated dramatic action, and it shared equal importance with Arthur Laurents’ book (which,
due to the scope of the score, is one of the shortest in all musical theatre).103 Instead of a singing
ensemble and a dancing ensemble, for the first time the show had one integrated ensemble
(principals included), that did it all. Robert Emmet Long writes:
In Oklahoma!, de Mille broke up the traditional linear chorus (a chorus line extending in
a straight line across the stage), arranging her performers in groups—with actors in the
dramatic scenes and dancers taking over when dance sequences were introduced. But in
West Side Story, Robbins dispensed with the chorus entirely, employing performers who
could act, sing, and dance all in one, and who could perform a chorus function without
looking like a chorus. Moreover, they could move from a dramatic moment into a dance
moment with a maximum of fluidity and naturalness. De Mille helped to create the
integrated musical but her musicals were still not fully integrated. Her dream ballet, for
example, may have brought dance into the musical more fully than ever before, but it
stood out from the rest of the show as dance, and it did involve bringing in a dance
chorus and lead dancers who filled in for non-dancing actors. In West Side Story there is
no dance portion to the show; it is all dance, all movement. Robbins blurs the line
103. James Wilson Challender, “The Function of the Choreographer in the Development
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between dance and dramatic action, so that it is hard to say where one ends and the other
begins.104
To create this continuous flow of dancing, Robbins used the creative process he had
developed throughout his career: his work combined extensive research on culture and social
dance, natural gestural elements, classical and popular dance, and a keen sense of narrative.
Whereas many scholars trace the genesis of the musical through the working relationships of its
high-profile collaborators, or through sociopolitical analysis of the story itself, few focus on the
actual content of the choreography. The notable exception is James Winston Challender, in his
dissertation titled “The Function of the Choreographer in the Development of the Conceptual
Musical.” He argues that to create a unified whole with Laurents’ book and Bernstein’s score,
Robbins developed a movement vocabulary of balletic elements with gestures, quick looks, and
subtle moves to evoke the rhythms of life in New York.105 The show works towards a climactic
dream ballet that, while imperative to understand the psyche of the characters, interrupted the
dynamic momentum of the rest of the show. Challender writes that “despite what some felt was
the ballet's obtrusiveness, it was the clearest example of Robbins' blend of the realistic and the
poetic. Here he repeated some of the earlier, more realistic movement: the dances in the gym and
the fight and the rumble. Because of the nature of the piece, Robbins was able to frame the
realistic movement with more aesthetically pleasing, poetic movement, and thus put the whole
evening's use of dance in perspective.”106
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Robbin’s influence can be seen in the work of both Kelly and Wheeldon. Kelly and
Robbins were working at the same time, and the eclectic mix of stylistic references inherent to
Robbin’s work can also be seen in Kelly’s choreography in Paris. Wheeldon, on the other hand,
took up the precedent started by Robbins by creating a show that is nearly constantly danced.
The show features a dynamic ensemble of performers who sing, dance, and act. Wheeldon
drives the technical content of his work even further, requiring many of the female dancers to be
en pointe. Even beyond the title ballet at the end of the musical, there are many other extended
balletic sequences, with even Wheeldon’s scene transitions being thoroughly choreographed.
Gene Kelly
Gene Kelly was born Eugene Curran Kelly on August 23, 1912. He and his four siblings
were each enrolled in music and dance lessons at a young age, and Gene showed early promise
as a dancer. The Great Depression hit the middle-class Kelly family hard. When his elder sister
opened a dance studio, Kelly became one of its primary instructors to make ends meet until he
could pursue a career in law. He never left the world of dance and the performing arts, leaving
his family’s studio in 1938 to pursue a career as a Broadway performer. He got his big break in
1939 as a featured dancer in The Time of Your Life. Adrienne McLean, in her biography of Gene
Kelly, describes this performance as “the crucible for Kelly's own development of a new dance
language: ‘I realized,’ he said, ‘that there was no character—whether a sailor or a truck driver or
a gangster—that couldn't be interpreted through dancing, if one found the correct choreographic
language.’”107 The keen sense of characterization he developed in his time onstage was
influential when he started to create his own dances.
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He continued to explore characterization through dance the following year as the title
character in Rodgers and Hart’s Pal Joey, which caught the attention of Hollywood producers.
He moved to California to work in film but his early years were tumultuous, with periods of
relative success alternating with dormancy. His initial studio contract was with producer David
Selznck, before it was bought out by MGM and eventually “loaned” to other studios. By the end
of the 1940s he had garnered enough attention that he came to be known as a “choreo-cinemamaker.”108 One thing that earned him this moniker was his interpretation of how to adapt dance
for film. There is an energy and presence inherent to performing onstage that is notably absent
when dance (an artform that intrinsically moves through space and time) is translated onto a twodimensional screen. Mclean writes that “to replace ‘the impact that sheer presence provides on
the stage,’ Kelly learned that he would have to transmute his ‘natural’ energy as a personality
into the kinetic energy of dance movement, choreographic patterns, color, camera work, and
editing. How best to accomplish such a transmutation became the driving force behind Kelly's
work in films over the next ten years.”109
Kelly made a public step towards the role of director/choreographer in 1948 while
working on a Rodgers and Hart bio-pic Words and Music. He choreographed and starred in a
specialty ballet with Vera Ellen, danced to the score of Slaughter on Tenth Avenue (the very
score that George Balanchine had used to put Broadway dancing on the map many years prior).
Indeed, if Balanchine is credited with making ballet accessible to Broadway audiences, Kelly did
the same for film audiences. Like many that came before him, he sought to blend diverse
influences to create a style that was his own. He said, “‘I don't believe in conformity to any
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school of dancing. I create what the drama and the music demand. While I am a hundred percent
for ballet technique, I use only what I can adapt to my own use. I never let technique get in the
way of mood or continuity.’”110 He stepped up to the role of codirector for the 1949 film On the
Town. McLean writes that “its innovations included location shooting on the streets of New
York, the use of jump cuts to compress time and space, and, most important, the employment of
dance as the overriding stylistic and aesthetic motivation for the film's design.”111 In using dance
as the core style of the movie, Kelly’s work for On the Town served as an important precursor to
later landmark movie musicals like Robbins’ West Side Story.
Kelly choreographed the film adaptation of An American in Paris two years later,
collaborating with Vincent Minelli as director and Arthur Freed as producer. It was the most
successful and profitable of his films, even earning him a special Oscar for his achievement in
bringing choreography to the silver screen. Not only did Kelly integrate dance into the
storytelling of Paris, but music itself was more plot-centric than it was in many musical films
that came before it. Rachel Padilla writes that “for its time, the plot of An American in Paris is
far more developed than the plots of earlier film musicals. […] What makes this film unique is
its story, which was specifically created to serve the music that it featured. Instead of showcasing
song after song with no discernable reason whatsoever, in the manner that some musicals
operated, the numbers appeared because of dramatic actions that set up a need for musical
activity.”112
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Unlike his predecessors, who in general transitioned from dancers to choreographers,
Kelly danced his own choreography for most of his life. As such, his mature style highlighted
his own assets. He was comparatively short in stature for a dancer, standing at 5’9”, and in his
youth he trained as a gymnast and played varsity sports. Having danced from a young age, he
was accustomed to dance being ridiculed as a feminine art form. Appreciating the intense
physicality and strength needed to be a male dancer, he emphasized this in the dances he created.
His style is noted for being masculine, high-octane, and athletic. It blended ballet, tap, jazz, and
gymnastics. He wrote, “‘I don't have a name for my style of dancing ... It's certainly hybrid ...
I've borrowed from the modern dance, from the classical, and certainly from the American folk
dance—tap-dancing, jitterbugging ... But I have tried to develop a style which is indigenous to
the environment in which I was reared.’”113 If the style of Fred Astaire (Kelly’s peer, but polar
opposite in terms of personality) was known for being stylish, controlled, and spiffy, Kelly’s is
noted for its sense of abandon. Not unlike Jerome Robbins (who was working at the same time),
Kelly’s dancers move quickly through wide expanses, with energetic arm movements and a
heightened sense of momentum. In highlighting the athleticism of dance, as well as adapting
difficult choreography for the screen, Kelly tried to spread his work to as wide an audience as
possible.
Kelly’s choreography and Gershwin’s music seem a perfect fit for one another. Both
blend the basis of classical technique with the wide-reaching expressiveness of popular genres.
In synthesizing styles, they sought to create their own idiom that would appeal both to the
connoisseur and the layman. Just like Gershwin set out to create a distinctly American voice in

113. Jerome Delameter, “Gene Kelly,” 38-40.
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music, Kelly sought to do the same in film choreography. This would be especially important in
the case of Paris, where the American protagonist must stand out against a French backdrop. In
a collection of interviews about the film’s creation titled “The Magic Factory: How MGM Made
An American in Paris,” Kelly is quoted as saying:
I always wanted to dance to American music and popular songs and popular American
composers, but, when I studied ballet in the 1920’s, it didn’t fit—it didn’t work. There
was in the air a great unrest in dancers, but it was all centered in the modern dancers […]
to explore and break away from the old classic ballet traditions and do things that
emanated from what they liked to call names such as “Earth Source.” The difficulty was
that this type of dancing didn’t fulfill whatever need it was in me that I had. I wanted to
dance to Cole Porter and Jerome Kern and Rodgers and Hart and Gershwin. So I began
to make up my own kind of dancing. 114
Kelly’s Paris ballet serves as a mental tour through the French capital (suggesting travel
and sightseeing, drawing on Taylor’s narrative), while the visual aesthetic was inspired by
French painters. The narrative is one of discerning love, with Jerry trying to work through his
growing feelings for Lise. Although they cut and pasted elements of the score to create their
narrative, the creative team endeavored for the entire production to be inspired by Gershwin’s
score. Rachel Padilla writes that “Irene Sharaff’s ballet costumes were created based on themes
from the tone poem; while playing a recording of the original piece, she came up with characters
that she associated with certain musical passages. […] Once Sharaff had finished designing a
particular sequence, costumes and all, she would hand her designs to Kelly, around which he
could create the choreography.”115
For his version of the Paris ballet, Kelly combined his own choreographic style with the
traditions of de-Millian dream ballet, Robbins-esque narrative dance, and Balanchinian

114. Knox, The Magic Factory, 16-17.
115. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 42-43.
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autonomous movement. In doing so, he had the challenge of incorporating the ballet into the
larger narrative without simply recapping what had already happened. On his conception of the
ballet’s narrative, Kelly said: “‘If it’s a new story, that’s bewildering. It wouldn’t work at all.
You’re at an emotional crisis here, and, if you retell the story we’ve been telling, it becomes
redundant.’ [Director Vincent Minnelli] said ‘It has to be something to do with emotions, the
time in his mind, the way he feels having just lost the girl, and the whole thing is about Paris’”116
Christopher Wheeldon
Christopher Wheeldon was born in Somerset, England on March 22nd, 1973. He began
training at the Royal Ballet School at the age of 8 before joining the New York City ballet at age
19. Stepping into the company originally formed by George Balanchine, he started
choreographing for NYCB in 1997, while he was still dancing. He retired as a dancer in 2000 to
focus on choreography. City Ballet is known for emphasizing the idea that choreography should
grow out of the music, which fostered Wheeldon’s interest in capturing the essence of music in
movement. While there, he was coached by Jerome Robbins on numerous works, including the
balletic rendition of the West Side Story suite. He was named resident choreographer of NYCB
in 2001, also choreographing for other important companies such as the Royal Ballet and
Bolshoi Ballet.
He took his first step into the role of director/choreographer with An American in Paris
for a 2014 in its namesake city. At first the production team searched for a director to
collaborate with Wheeldon as choreographer, but they came to realize the value of having the
whole show be guided by Wheeldon’s artistic vision. He had always been a director in his own

116. Knox, The Magic Factory, 138-139.
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right—working with narrative, stage design, composition and so on—he would now expand his
work to include dialogue and singing. He oversaw the Paris, London, Broadway, and touring
productions of Paris, winning both the Drama Desk and Tony Awards for best choreography in
2015. By the age of 45, Wheeldon had already created more than 90 works.
Wheeldon’s life and career bridge the gap between London and the United States, and his
choreography style is influenced by having one foot in each of those worlds. Richard James
Havis describes Wheeldon’s style as having “both a precision of form and a fluidity – it’s
orderly, but packed with bursts of excitement.”117 He quotes Wheeldon as saying:
I’ve spent a lot of time living in the US, but I’ve also been back to the UK for long
periods, working for the Royal Ballet. I think that my style is an amalgam of my years in
New York at the New York City Ballet and my upbringing in the Royal Ballet. […]
There is a lot of quick footwork […] – it’s very fast moving – and that’s a quality I have
picked up from living in New York. Living there, you are always going somewhere, you
are always on your way to a place – there is a flow of people as soon as you go out of
your front door. Those qualities have crept into my work.118
The swiftness and attack of his style stems not only from the city of New York, but also
from his work at the City Ballet itself. In 2017, Roslyn Sulcas sat down with Justin Peck, Alexei
Ratmansky, and Christopher Wheeldon, who were known at the time for reinvigorating the ballet
world. Wheeldon said, “When I started at City Ballet, the attack and speed and energy were so
alien to my body that I struggled for almost two years to keep up. But as a choreographer, I was
so inspired. I always hoped to harness the qualities I so admired from that technique, with the
softer, rounder, upper-body singing […] There is never really a lot of time to make a new ballet
[at City Ballet], and that forces you to be spontaneous—to rely a little bit more on instinct, and

117. Richard James Havis, “How New York and London Created [the] Style of
Choreographer Christopher Wheeldon.”
118. Havis.
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trust that.”119 Wheeldon is also influenced by the cutting-edge artists that came before him,
including George Balanchine and the Ballets Russes. Dance critic Sanjoy Roy adds that other
elements of Wheeldon’s aesthetic include an acute sense of shape and line, use of geometric
groupings, and an expert hand in tying movement to music.120
Shape and geometry lie at the core of Wheeldon’s style. Lesley Stahl interviewed
Wheeldon after the early success of An American in Paris on Broadway. He told her that he
begins a new piece by thinking of shape, structure, and sculpture. And not unlike the film’s
interpolation of the symphonic poem, his sense of musical interpretation is also inspired by
visual art. He said, “this room is a blank canvas, and you come in here with the bodies and with
the beginnings of a new score, and you have no idea whether it's going to flower or sort of wither
away. […] It begins with the music. And then it's about making that first brushstroke. 'Cause it
really is like painting. It's like painting music. […] It's a way of trying to picture the music. The
shape of a musical phrase, whether it's something that's a spiral, or circular or angular.”121 Like
Kelly, Wheeldon also embraces the athletic nature of dance. His rehearsal style involves a sense
of experimentation, pushing the boundaries of what the human body can do physically and
emotionally.
Wheeldon’s work in Paris is as eclectic as the characters in the narrative portrays. Some
sections of the show feature tap dance, jazz dance, and even contemporary dance. The title ballet
features Wheeldon’s evocative style, with numerous female dancers performing en pointe: a rare

119. Roslyn Sulcas, “A Conversation with 3 Choreographers who Reinvigorated Ballet.”
120. Sanjoy Roy, “Step-by-Step guide to Dance: Christopher Wheeldon.”
121. Lesley Stahl, “Bringing Ballet to Broadway—And Beyond.”
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sight on the Broadway stage. The original cast of the musical starred NYCB dancers Robert
Fairchild and Leanne Cope. In an article for the Washington Post, Cope and Fairchild
commented on the role of dance within the show:
“An American in Paris crosses boundaries, not just in dance but also in music, with a full
orchestra playing Gershwin’s concert scores as well as some of his most popular songs.”
Dance-wise, [Cope] says, “we’re tipping slightly over the edge because we have people
in pointe shoes. I think for some, as soon as they see people in pointe shoes they worry
they’re seeing something they won’t understand.” “This show pushes the envelope,” says
Fairchild. “Because the movie is so well-known,” he says, “it can reach the masses and
show them a different way of telling a story.122

122. Sarah Kaufman, “Christopher Wheeldon, Bringing Ballet to Broadway.”
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Chapter Five
Identification of Key Terms in Music and Dance
I.

Musical Concepts

Chapter four suggested how various choreographers have interpreted the elements of a
musical score through narrative and physical gesture. In order to more deeply explore the nature
of a given interpretation—what musical elements are expressed through what physical means—
this chapter provides a core musical vocabulary for the general reader in preparation for the
“crossover” analysis of music and choreography in chapters six and seven. After the broad
description of musical form, terms generally progress from narrow lenses to broader ones, with
most definitions expanding upon the concepts that preceded them.

Form: The organization of a musical score on the largest scale. In Western art music, the layout
of entire movements or scores may be dictated by established forms (sonata, rondo, etc.). Form
is apprehended by a listener through the interaction of other musical elements (defined below)
such as phrasing, melodic content, harmony, and cadences. In the case of An American in Paris,
the form is Gershwin’s own creation, dictated by the quasi-rhetorical development of musical
themes in creating a narrative. Smaller forms are embedded within the thematic sections, most
notably three-part forms (ABA or ABA’). In these cases, a three-part form comprises the
establishment of a musical idea, the presentation of a contrasting musical idea, and then a return
to the original idea either verbatim or in an altered form.

Pitch: The relative highness or lowness of an individual musical sound. In a broad sense,
pitches can be characterized as low, medium, or high, with the specific designation being relative
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to the performing range of the instrument producing the sound. By extension, the movement
from one pitch to another (the “melodic interval”) may be either ascending or descending (by
step or skip), or the same (a “repeated note”).

Melody: The horizontal association of a group of pitches in time, creating a musical line that can
usually be traced by the ear. Often, important melodies repeat verbatim or in various
permutations over the course of a score (as is the case with the thematic pillars of An American
in Paris). Recurring melodies (or “themes”) are often characterized by recognizable contours
(ascending gestures, descending gestures, static gestures, etc.), and can be classified as conjunct
(smooth and easy to sing or play) or disjunct (disjointed or jumpy). Often, the surface of the
music is dominated by one melodic line that is marked for consciousness, while other
instruments support with countermelodies. The specific pitches of many melodies are codified
based on diatonic scales (a sequence of notes in an ordered intervallic pattern that is generally
pleasing to the ear), whereas others feature chromatic scales (a symmetrical series of closelyspaced notes that in general creates a more emotional or tense impression).

Harmony: The vertical sounding of pitches as simultaneous sonorities, usually called chords.
Sometimes all notes of a chord are played concurrently, other times the harmony is assembled by
a collection of related pitches sounding at any given moment, as in an arpeggio. In general,
harmony functions both as musical vocabulary, as well as a driving force behind the progression
of larger sections of a score. In its role as musical vocabulary, chords are perceived by Western
listeners on a spectrum of consonant (pleasing to the ear) to dissonant (harsh-sounding to the
ear). Major chords are interpreted as belonging to the consonant end of the spectrum, with
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diminished chords being dissonant, and many other harmonies (including minor and dominantseventh chords) falling somewhere in between. Dissonance involves a sense of musical tension.
Therefore, in harmony’s role in driving forward the momentum of the music, a crucial aspect of
dissonance is its resolution to consonance. The progression of dissonance moving towards
consonance can be as compact as the motion from one chord to another, or span entire phrases or
sections of a musical form.

Keys and Cadences: In general, a piece or section of music has as its resting point a single
Major or minor sonority. As such, momentum is created by moving away from this home (tonic)
sonority towards more dissonant harmonies, and eventually resolving back to consonance in
form of the tonic. A cadence is the arrival of a resting point at that tonic sonority, or another
harmony closely associated with it. In most cases, cadences mark the ends of phrases and
sections of a score.

Phrasing: A musical phrase, in the most general sense, is a recognizable melodic unit
punctuated by a cadence. If form is the broadest lens through which musical structure can be
understood, phrasing is more specific than form but broader than melody. Phrases can be
subdivided into smaller modules or motives. Within the notion of phrasing, some common
structures are present in An American in Paris. These include a sentence structure, a phrase in
which the melodic content is of the ratio [1 + 1 + 2], featuring a small melodic idea that repeats
and is then extended. Another common structure is a period, in which two phrases of the same
length follow one another (almost like a call and a response) illuminating either the similarities
or differences between them.
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Rhythm: The element of time in music. This includes notions of duration (how long an
individual sound or silence lasts) and meter (the organization of time into repetitive units
generally of 2, 3, or 4 beats in Western music, or more rarely into groups of 5, 6, 7, or more
beats). There is a limitless combination of rhythms, which may be repetitive or unique,
symmetrical or asymmetrical.

Tempo: The speed at which the rhythmic units of a musical score progress. Musical tempi are
often described in standard Italian terms at the outset of a given section of music (e.g., Allegro,
Moderato, Andante, etc.). There are also terms describing the alteration of tempo in a phrase,
which include speeding up (accelerando) or slowing down (ritardando, rallentando,
allargando).

Texture: The interaction of melodic lines present on the surface of the music. Textures
generally fall into one of four categories: monophony (parts sound the same pitches and
rhythms), homophony (parts sound different pitches written in the same rhythm), polyphony
(different pitch and rhythmic contours sound simultaneously), and imitation (the parts imitate
one another, sometimes in overlapping repetition).

Articulation and Accent: Expressive markings that inform the way in which a pitch or series of
pitches is performed. An accent indicates extra weight or emphasis on a pitch. Other common
articulation markings include staccato (detached or clipped), legato (smooth and connected),
marcato (forcefully) and tenuto (purposefully held for the full duration or slightly longer).
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Dynamics: The relative loudness or quietness of a given section of music. Dynamics are often
described in standard Italian terms, which in the broadest sense progress from soft (piano) to
loud (forte). The most common dynamic terms (from softest to loudest) are: pianissimo-pianomezzo piano-mezzo forte-forte-fortissimo. Like tempo, there are also terms describing the
alteration of dynamics within a phrase, which include getting louder (crescendo) or softer
(diminuendo, decrescendo).

Timbre: The quality of sound, or “sound-color” unique to an individual instrument (including
the different ranges of those instruments). An instrument’s timbre has the potential to express a
particular mood or affect. Take for example, the way the higher range of a trumpet can be
associated with images of heroinism or fanfare, whereas the upper range of a violin can be
associated with images of love, grief, or intense emotionality. Unlike other facets of music,
timbre is addressed in descriptive terms instead of standard Italian terms. In some cases,
composers associate melodic themes with certain timbres, or layer different timbres to represent
complicated narrative situations.

Orchestration: An expansion of the notion of timbre, through consideration of the ways various
orchestral instruments are associated with melodic themes or emotional/narrative elements of the
score. The recurrence of a theme within a single instrumental group, or the transfer of a theme
from one instrumental group to another, can aid in the narrative qualities of a score. Attention
should be given to the way composers group, layer, or isolate instruments and the ways in which
these choices overlap with other musical elements.
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II.

Dance Concepts

Much like the varying methodologies of music theory, there are multiple schools of
thought regarding how to capture the visual art of dance in writing. These range from aesthetic
descriptions of body movement and narrative, to the technical interpretation of movement
through the lens of ballet or contemporary dance, to the graphic representation of minute body
movements through Laban dance notation. These systems account for movements within a
single body or between two partners dancing a duet. As both Kelly and Wheeldon’s
interpretations of An American Paris uses ballet as their base, this analysis will use ballet
terminology to describe the visual art in prose. Most ballet terms come from the French
language. Where applicable, a rough literal translation is provided, followed by a prose
description of its applications to ballet. These ballet concepts will be supplemented by concepts
codified by directors Anne Bogart and Tina Landau in their Viewpoints. They provide a broader
way of conceptualizing movement onstage, accounting for the relationships of performers to one
another and to physical space. This portion of Chapter Five will identify a core vocabulary of
concepts and techniques for the general reader before the choreographic analysis in chapters six
and seven. Ballet terms are presented alphabetically, divided into stage concepts and dance
steps, while the viewpoints are outlined in a standard order, in which each idea builds on those
that preceded them.

Ballet Vocabulary: Stage Concepts and Body Positions
Allégro- As in music, a term to describe movements that are fast, brisk, and jaunty. This may be
used to describe a single step (a leap, for instance), or an entire section of a dance. For example,
a solo grande allegro for a male dancer is often one of the climactic moments of a ballet.
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Allongé- The stretching or elongating of a position of the arms or legs. This technique is
especially common in ballet that is infused with contemporary or jazz influences.
Adagio- As in music, a slow movement performed in a fluid and legato way. May be used to
describe a single step or a section of a dance.
Corps de Ballet- A large group of dancers performing together. Usually used to describe the
ensemble of a ballet or other stage work, who support the featured soloists.
(En) Devant- In front. Usually used to describe a lifted leg in relation to the body.
(En) Derrière- Behind. Usually used to describe a lifted leg in relation to the body.
En Face- Facing. Used to describe a dancer facing directly towards the audience.
Extension- The act of extending or suspending a leg in the air. This is especially important for
the female dancer in ballet partnering.
Grande- Big, large. Used to describe the quality of a single movement (a leap, for example) or
an entire section of a dance.
Line- Used to describe the contours of a dancer’s body within any given pose or step. By
linking together the articulation of neck, arms, shoulders, ribcage, hips, legs, and so on, a dancer
may create lines that are smooth, angular, etc.
Pas de deux- Duet. Often between a male dancer and a female dancer. While commonly
danced at a slower tempo and with a romantic affect, a pas de deux can capture any number of
dramatic situations at a variety of musical tempi. (Similarly, a pas de trois is a trio, where as a
pas de quatre is a quartet.)
Passé- Passed. Used to describe a position of the legs in which one leg is bent so the thigh is
parallel to the ground, with the toes of the working foot touching the knee of the standing leg.
This is done without bending at the waist, and forms a triangle shape in the working leg. This
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may be done in parallel position (working knee faces forward) or in turnout (working knee is at
the side of the body).
Plié- A bending of the knees, which can be done in any number of foot positions. Pliés are
commonly used in order to prepare turns and jumps.
Port des Bras- Movement of the arms. The positioning or movement of the arms in classical
ballet steps.
Relevé- Raised. A position in which a dancer is raised up onto the ball of one or both feet. If a
female dancer is wearing pointe shoes, this may include her raising up en pointe to put her
balance on the toe of the shoe.
Rond- Round. Used to describe any circular movement.
Standing leg- The leg that supports the bodyweight, preparing and supporting the more artistic
articulation of the working leg.
Working leg- The leg that is articulated off the ground or in relationship to the standing leg,
which is supporting the balance of the body and preparing other movements.

Ballet Vocabulary: Steps and Techniques
Arabesque- The extension of a leg behind the body. The working leg (en derrière, behind the
body) is always in a straight extension, whereas the standing (supporting) leg may be straight, on
relevé, or in plié.
Assemblé- To assemble. A leaping step with multiple variations. In general, the dancer leaves
the ground with the legs separated, the legs join together in the air and remain together through
the landing of the leap.
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Attitude- A position in which the dancer stands on one leg, with the working leg lifted in the air
(en devant or en derrière) and rounded through the knee, with a turned-out hip.
Battement- Beating. In general, the articulation of a straight leg in the air (much like a high
kick/kickline motion in jazz dance) without any articulation or bending of the knee or ankle.
Beats- The repetitive bringing together of the feet or thighs, often added midair to a leap to make
it more difficult and virtuosic.
Balancé- Balanced. A step performed in triple time (waltz time), featuring movement back and
forth between the feet with an emphasis on the downbeat.
Bourrée- A series of small steps with the toe barely raising off the ground, performed on relevé
(or en pointe) and with straightened legs. These are most often performed travelling forward and
give the dancer the impression of gliding.
Chaînés- Chains, or links. Continuous travelling turns that alternate steps between both feet,
and are usually performed in repetition.
Changement- Changing. A leaping step in which the feet switch in the air: the foot that is in
front for the take-off is behind the other for the landing.
Chassé- To chase. A basic travelling ballet step in which one foot chases the other. Weight is
transferred to the leading foot, the trailing foot slips forward to brush the first, before the leading
foot steps again in the direction of travel.
Développé- To develop. An articulation of the leg that flexes the knee before straightening the
leg in any direction.
Fouetté- Whipped. A series of stationary turns in which the working leg whips around the body
at the beginning of each turn to jumpstart momentum, before quickly pulling into passé position
to sustain the turn.
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Glissade- Gliding. A small simple jump, usually from one foot to the other, and usually used as
a link between major steps.
Jeté- Throwing. One of the most common ballet leaps, in which the dancer leaps from one foot
to the other. The basic movements of a jeté are an extension of one leg and then a leaping off the
other leg. One of the most common variants is a grande jeté, in which the dancer also extends
the trailing leg to achieve a split-like position in the air.
Pas de chat- Step of the cat. A leap in which the feet leave the ground separately and each foot
quickly presses up into passé position. This creates a momentary diamond image between the
legs in the air, before the feet land, once again separately (like a cat).
Piqué- Pricked. Common for female dancers, a turn in which one foot steps directly onto a
pointed toe (thereby pricking the floor) while the other foot slips into a passé position.
Pirouette- The most commons stationary turn, in which the dancer presses up into relevé on the
standing leg and passé in the working leg, turning at least once in place.
Rond de Bras- Circles of the arms. More commonly used to describe a position of the arms
than an actual movement of them,
Rond de Jambe- Circles of the legs. Any step in which the feet perform a circular motion,
usually with the working leg lightly skimming the ground in a circular pattern.
Soutenu- Sustained. A stationary turn on both feet in which the legs are in relevé position and
the feet are drawn tightly under the body.
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III.

Anne Bogart and Tina Landau’s Viewpoints

The Viewpoints were originally developed in the 1970s by choreographer Mary Overlie
as a way to structure improvised movement. Directors Anne Bogart and Tina Landau later
codified them as a way to conceptualize any movement onstage, accounting for gesture, use of
space, and stage composition. It is important to note that this system of thinking was developed
after Gene Kelly’s choreography for Paris, but well before Christopher Wheeldon’s. Although
this system was initially conceived as a way of creating movement, it is now also commonly
used as a way to analyze or describe movement. It is used in the latter context for this study,
supplementing the ballet content to describe the larger stage picture of dancers. Bogart’s system
was aimed at synthesizing structure and freedom: creating a common vocabulary for the basic
relationships of movement onstage while still allowing creative freedom on the part of the
performers. In her dissertation titled “Freedom, Structure, Freedom: Anne Bogart’s Directing
Philosophy” Dagne Olsberg summarizes the most important tenets of the viewpoints. Her work
contributed significantly to the condensation of Bogart’s work, below.123

Architecture: In the concept of architecture, Bogart asks performers think of the physical space
that a dance inhabits as a duet partner in and of itself. This may include structural features like
walls or moveable features like furniture. The way a character interacts with the world around
them is revelatory of their status, disposition, and psyche. Thus, the relationship between a
dancing body and its physical environment is a key element in establishing character or narrative
through dance.

123. Dagne Olsberg, “Freedom, Structure, Freedom: Anne Bogart’s Directing
Philosophy” (PhD. Dissertation, Texas Tech University, 1994).
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Spatial Relationship: Bogart defines spatial relationship as the distance between actors. With
dance being a consistently mobile art form, the spatial relationship between performers
constantly changes. There may be tight spacing or wide spacing, as well as symmetrical or
asymmetrical spacing. This can also include the relationship of dancing bodies to the
architecture.

Topography: Topography captures the way a body moves through space and time. Elements
like direction of travel (forward, backwards, sideways, circular), body alignment (facing forward,
backward), and posture (standing straight, hunched forward, kneeling, laying, sitting) are all
parts of topography.

Gesture: Bogart distinguishes gesture as a single recognizable movement (usually carrying some
sort of meaning) that has a clear beginning, middle, and end. The gesture may be behavioral
(borrowing from the pedestrian, non-dance world and recreated in a way that does not artistically
translate the organic gesture) or expressive (an abstract gesture used to symbolize a state of
being, feeling, or thought).

Shape: In thinking of bodies onstage as sculpture, shape focusses on the contours of the body
itself in space. The various lines and angles—not unlike the consideration of line in dance—
within and between bodies and the performing space make an impression on the eye. The
concept of shape can apply to bodies that are stationary or in motion. Shapes may be straight,
rounded, smooth, angular, symmetrical, or asymmetrical, among other qualities.
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Kinesthetic Response: A movement-based response to an outside stimulus. In this case the
content, tempo, or duration of a movement’s execution may be dictated by the receiving of
another movement carried out by a different performer. Kinesthetic response especially affects
the way a movement is executed, in terms of its timing or direction.

Tempo: The pace or speed at which a movement is executed. May be described in the same
generalized terms as music (slow, medium, fast, etc.).

Duration: How long it takes to execute an individual movement or group of movements. It is
important to note that duration is independent of tempo. A movement with a fast tempo (with
brisk movement of the limbs, for example) may have a long or short duration.

Repetition: This refers to a repetitive action within the movements of a single performer (called
internal repetition) or across a group of performers (called external repetition). Bogart believed
that a smaller vocabulary of movements helped to establish a consistent aesthetic within a piece,
and also helped digressions from a given pattern be revelatory about a character.
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Chapter Six
Musical Structure and Gene Kelly’s Choreography
Kelly’s choreography presents two unique challenges when comparing it with the
symphonic poem and with other interpretations of the score. The first is the reordering of the
score to suit the dramatic needs of the film sequence. As stated in chapter one, this was done in
good faith that Gershwin himself would have approved the changes, since the logistical needs of
a film ballet are beyond those of concert music. This reworking of the score is one of the reasons
the six thematic pillars serve as the best benchmarks of interpretation in a comparative analysis.
The medium of film itself also makes Kelly’s choreography unique. In a stage adaptation, the
primary means of interpreting the music and engaging the audience is usually the choreography
itself. This can be enhanced by costumes, scenic design, and other production elements, but
there are logistical limitations of what can be actualized onstage and performed repeatedly. As
such, it is primarily the dancers’ responsibility to fill in the space and time with their movement.
In film, which removes the element of live performance and adds the lens of editing, there are
many more production options available to a director for the creation of a narrative. Indeed,
Kelly’s film ballet takes place in six distinct locations throughout Paris, each inspired by the
style of a French artist. Filmed in a time before digital enhancements of film, this means that six
massive sets and hundreds of costumes were created to encapsulate the choreography, warranting
a $500,000 budget for the visual elements of the ballet alone. On a large scale, this is one way
Kelly’s ballet embodies the music; the visual design of each artistic world draws parallels to the
mood of its corresponding music. At the same time, the added interest of a larger-than-life
production means that narrative and aesthetic impact sometimes take precedence over
choreographic content. As such, some sections of Kelly’s ballet more closely resemble balletic
pantomime than intricate choreography. In general, the beginning of the ballet prioritizes gesture
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and narrative, developing a core of choreography as the score unfolds. Since the producers
chose to repeat some musical excerpts, each principal theme eventually receives a legitimate
choreographic interpretation, though they do not appear in the same order as in the symphonic
poem. All of these variables will be traced in this analysis of Kelly’s ballet.
Kelly uses the score for An American in Paris to explore the inner turmoil of Jerry, his
American expatriate protagonist. After chasing Lise through Paris and pining for her, Jerry and
Lise unexpectedly run into one another at the Beaux Arts Ball. Jerry has accompanied Milo to
the ball, while Lise has previously decided to run away and marry Henri. As tensions rise
between the principal characters, she reveals this to Jerry. As such, a ball celebrating the Arts—
which could stereotypically be a place for chance encounters and new love—is the potential
setting of Jerry and Lise’s final goodbye. As they part, Jerry says to her, ‘“I came to Paris to
study and to paint because Utrillo did, and [Toulouse] Lautrec did, and Roualt did. I loved what
they created, and I thought something would happen to me, too. Well, it happened all right. Now
what have I got left? Paris. Maybe that's enough for some but it isn't for me anymore because the
more beautiful everything is, the more it will hurt without you.”’124
His fears materialize in the form of a dream ballet, in which Jerry pictures himself
travelling through Paris, consistently finding and losing Lise amongst its beauty. The visual
design of the ballet is inspired by the aforementioned French artists, who would have influenced
Jerry’s work. In some cases, the ballet even recreates elements of iconic paintings. The
prologue to the ballet, which features music from the tone poem re-orchestrated by the creative
team, puts Jerry inside one of his own black and white sketches of the entrance of the Place de la
Concorde (a famed Parisian public square). He finds a rose that reminds him of Lise and the

124. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 65.
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sketch comes alive with color. He then steps off into the opening of the ballet proper—with the
First Walking Theme—in a world inspired by painter Raoul Dufy. It depicts the fountain in the
Place de la Concorde, a location that Dufy painted numerous times throughout his life. The style
is brightly colored, graphic, and decorative, but austerely simple: there is a sketch-like quality in
the setting that was common in Dufy’s work. (See Figure 13, below.) Jerry starts to explore
Paris, meandering through the hustle and bustle, and is briefly intimidated by an air raid before
being calmed by the appearance of Lise at the fountain.

Figure 13: Place de La Concorde Fountain as painted by Dufy and Kelly 125
125. All artist collages come from: “Anatomy of a Ballet—Part 13: Finale and Recap,”
Reel Travel.
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He loses track of her, and calms his nerves by imagining himself in a pastoral flower
market. He finds a rose amongst the flowers that again reminds him of Lise, and before long she
materializes. Compared to the visual cacophony of the Place de la Concorde, the dance sequence
in the market is a romantic pas de deux between the two lovers. This sequence is inspired by
famed impressionist Pierre August Renoir. His work is known for its delicate play of light and
movement. Many of his works depict, fittingly, pairs of dancing lovers or flowers.

Figure 14: The Impressionism of Renoir and Kelly’s Flower Market
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Before long, the lover in his arms crossfades into a bouquet of flowers in his arms, and
Jerry finds himself searching for Lise once more. Without her, his romanticized flower market is
transformed into a sterile back alleyway in Montmartre, inspired by the work of Maurice Utrillo
(Figure 15). The stark, austere style of Utrillo is fitting for a moment of loneliness for Jerry. He
is rather quickly is cheered up by the arrival of four American service-men. With comrades by
his side, he sets out again in search of his love.

Figure 15: Montmartre Pained by Utrillo, with Jerry and Co.
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What follows is one of the most high-energy sections of the ballet: a carnival inspired by
painter Henri Rousseau. Here, Jerry and the group of service-men transform into a group of
seersucker-sporting, cane-wielding, tap-dancing dandies. It is not long before they come upon a
radiant Lise and a group of her friends, all dancing en pointe. The two factions cross paths with
other groups of Parisians from the scene at the fountain. Rousseau is known for his use of bright
colors and clean lines, and especially for a sense of wildness, as depicted in his numerous
paintings of jungle scenes. All of this is captured in the visual design of this excerpt, with some
of the costumes even being inspired by the fashion in Rousseau’s paintings.

Figure 16: Rousseau’s Wildness Interpreted as a Carnival for Jerry and Lise
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Jerry and Lise separate from the group for a romantic pas de deux set to the Blues theme.
For this sequence, the two return to Dufy’s depiction of the fountain at the Place de la Concorde.
They next travel to the exterior of the Paris Opera, where they meet and dance with high society.
Artistically, this section is inspired by Vincent Van Gogh, whose tangible brush strokes and
saturated colors are embodied in the eclectic group of characters present outside the opera
(Figure 17). The scene take place at night, with opulent street lamps illuminating the location
and the dancers, reminiscent of Van Gogh’s work with light and shadow.

Figure 17: Van Gogh’s Brush for Light and Shadow, Jerry and Lise’s Brush with High Society
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Their final destination (before a whirlwind recap of the former sections, ultimately
leading Jerry back to his solitary black-and-white sketch) is the Moulin Rouge. This section is
inspired by the work of Henri Toulouse-Latrec, who himself appeared as a character outside the
Paris Opera. Toulouse-Latrec’s work is notably Parisian, with a limited palette and muted
colors suggesting an emotional nonchalance. Here the creative team recreated actual works by
Toulouse-Latrec, with Jerry becoming the artist depicted in Chocolat, and Lise becoming a
dancer from one of his many depictions of the can-can. Toulouse-Latrec painted many of the
most famous advertisement posters for the Moulin Rouge.

Figure 18: Toulouse-Latrec’s Moulin Rouge, Jerry as Chocolat and Lise as a Can-Can Dancer
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Vincent Minelli and Gene Kelly use these vivid artistic worlds to embody the different
musical affects present in Gershwin’s score. The rapidly-shifting locations and aesthetics are
facilitated by the piece’s dual nature as a cinematic dream ballet: as a dream ballet it need not be
linear, and the medium of film allows for frequent and drastic shifts in location. These
parameters motivated the creative team’s adaptation of Gershwin’s score. Indeed, they reordered
the score to best serve their narrative and its incorporation of the painters cited above. Rachel
Padilla’s thesis focuses on the way the score of the symphonic poem was adapted for the film.
She concisely tracks the musical themes in the film, their genesis from the symphonic poem, and
the choreographic/artistic content associated with them. Her chart of these details is recreated in
Figure 19.126

Figure 19: Rachel Padilla’s Chart Comparing the Symphonic Poem to the Film Score
Time
1:35:26

1:35:42

Theme Fragment

Location in Original
Piece
Newly composed
The fragment that
bass line, accented by this music is based on
fragment, leads to
first appears in mm.
fanfare
201-202
Newly reorchestrated
fanfare created with
music from original
piece

126. Padilla, “From Concert to Film,” 66-69.
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N/A

Plot/Ballet sequence
(style of painter)
Black-and-white
charcoal sketch of
entrance to Place de
la Concorde; Jerry
appears
Streaks of color
splash across
charcoal sketch
background, Jerry
encounters Furies

1:36:00

First Walking Theme

First theme of
composition, mm. 195 (strings)

1:37:28

Quotation of French
march tune, “La
Sorella” is heard
twice
Continuation of First
Theme, hinting at
Second Walking
Theme

mm. 96-102
(trombones)

1:37:42

mm. 103-118, jumps
abruptly to mm. 195202

1:39:00

English horn
elaborates first
walking theme

mm. 204-210, theme
passes to oboe at m.
211, continues to m.
220

1:40:05

Violin solo answer
passage from original
piece

Beginning with
celesta at m. 361,
continuing roughly to
m. 391

1:41:14

Newly reorchestrated section
based on these from
original piece

N/A

1:41:50

Second quotation of
“La Sorella”

mm. 96-102
(trombones)
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First sequence
(Dufy); setting is
Place de la Concorde
fountain, Jerry
encounters Parisian
citizens
First sequence
continued; “Pompier”
characters appear
Set lighting darken
abruptly, gives
impression that Jerry
is being targeted by
WWII air raid; First
appearance of Lise
Second sequence
(Renoir); flower
market setting, Jerry
encounters red rose
among basket of
other flowers
Second sequence
continued; solo dance
between Jerry and
Lise, dissolves into
next sequence
Transitional
sequence- Back alley
scene (Utrillo); at
first Jerry is alone,
then four “American
service-men”
characters enter
Third sequence
(Rousseau); return of
“Pompiers”

1:42:09

Overlapping Themes“La Sorella,” Flute
solo, hints of Second
Walking Theme

mm. 96-103,
mm. 604-610

1:42:47

Second Walking
Theme

Second Theme
mm. 119- (Clarinets)

1:43:23

First Walking Theme

First Theme of
composition mm. 195

1:44:10

Re-orchestrated First
Walking Theme

N/A

1:45:49

Homesick Blues
Theme

mm. 392- (trumpet
solo, theme passes to
strings and winds)

1:48:05

“Left Bank” Theme

m. 249- (horns)

1:49:11

“Jazz” Theme
(followed by
transitional material
alluding to First
Theme)

mm. 482-560 (main
theme in trumpets),
this is the only theme
from the composition
that is presented in its
entirety
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Third sequence
continued; Lise and
company of female
dancers dance with
“Pompiers”
Third sequence
continued; group
dance by Lise and
female dancers
Third sequence;
Cohan-inspired tap
dance by Jerry and
“American servicemen”
Jerry continues tap
dance with Lise,
entire company joins
in
Fourth sequence
(Dufy); Setting is the
Place de la Concorde
fountain, solo dance
between Jerry and
Lise- no other ballet
characters are present
Fifth sequence (Van
Gogh); setting is the
Place de l’OperaJerry and Lise enjoy
Parisian nightlife
Sixth sequence
(Toulouse-Latrec);
Setting is the Moulin
Rouge- in a recreation of the
portrait Chocolat,
Jerry become
Chocolat, Lise
becomes can-can
dancer Jane Avril

1:51:04

Recapitulation of
Frist Walking Theme

mm. 645-664 (full
orch.)

1:52:17

Coda

Final measure of
original piece, mm.
677-681 (Alto sax)

Return to visual
design of first
sequence (Dufy);
entire company
surrounds Place de la
Concorde fountain,
then disappears,
leaving Jerry alone
Return to charcoal
sketch from
beginning; camera
zooms in on red
flower held by JerryEND

Gene Kelly’s Choreography for An American in Paris
First Walking Theme (First appearance)
Since the content of the choreography becomes more complex over the course of the
ballet, the relationship between the structure of the dance and the structure of the music becomes
more vivid with the arrival of each new theme. The beginning of the ballet focuses on
establishing place and time, as Jerry starts to explore Paris in his mind’s eye. As such, the
opening sections lean into the viewpoint of gesture, with Jerry completing pedestrian acts in
balletic movement. Among other things, he picks up a flower, travels to the fountain, and
receives directions from a traffic cop. Nonetheless, these first sections of the piece still serve as
early indicators of the way Kelly interprets music in movement.
The first appearance of the First Walking Theme (1:36:00 in the film) is better
characterized as stylized movement than true choreography in the balletic sense. Jerry begins his
travels, is briefly intimidated by a group of women, and then continues walking toward the Place
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de la Concorde fountain. In analyses of the film, the women are often referred to as the
pompiers: they appear in substantial ballgowns with elaborate headdresses, and they come to
represent the Parisian elite (alluring women who would be beyond Jerry’s social status). As is
seen in the form chart on page 43, the first appearance of the First Walking theme is a small
three-part form (mm. 1-8 are A, mm. 9-11 are a brief B/bridge, while mm. 12-16 recall the first
eight bars). This form is embodied in the dance, especially from the viewpoints of architecture
and spatial relationship. Each of the two A sections portray Jerry moving curiously around Paris
while B is a diversion: his intimidation by the Pompiers. This departure-return structure is
relayed through the spatial relationship of the dancers onscreen. In each of the A sections he
travels away from the women (wide spacing), whereas in the B section they surround him and he
must back down (close spacing). Similarly, his relationship to the architecture takes the form of
ABA. He travels towards the Dufy/Parisian backdrop in each A section, fittingly strolling
through Paris with the introduction of Gershwin’s primary walking theme. On the other hand,
his adventures encounter a brief roadblock by the women in the B section.
The stylized movement of this section embodies the melodic contours of the First
Walking Theme. As can be seen in the score incipits (Appendix B), the First Walking Theme is
more disjunct than conjunct. It features numerous wide leaps and changes of direction, giving
the melody an angular quality. This angularity can be seen in the viewpoint of shape within the
dancers’ bodies. In general, Jerry’s arms are extended in the air and articulated with a sharp
angle at the elbow. Similar sharp angles can be seen in the movement of his knees and ankles, as
well as in the general body lines carried out by the Pompiers. In this way, the angular shapes of
the dancers embody the angular melodic contours of the theme.
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The rhythm of the First Walking Theme in mimicked in the tempo and duration of Jerry’s
exploratory steps, especially in the two A sections. The rhythmic profile contrasts short and long
rhythms, with spritely eighth-note rhythms landing on longer (quarter-note) resting points. This
pattern can be seen in each of the small sentential modules (1+1+2) of the A phrases. Although
Jerry’s steps do not necessarily synchronize with the theme’s rhythms in real time, his movement
also contrasts short, quickly moving steps with longer pauses to take in his surroundings. Instead
of moving with consistent tempo and duration, Kelly chose to structure the steps with the same
rhythmic impulse of the musical theme.
The light, bright, and effervescent timbre of the First Walking Theme is captured in two
ways. This first is the steps of the dancers themselves, most of which take place on relevé.
There is a sense of springing off of the ground for both Jerry and the Pompiers, which embodies
the ebullience of the music. The style of the scenery is lightly sketched, mostly with white and
gentle pastel colors. This give a lightness and airiness to the physical space—perhaps inspired
by Dufy’s work—that seems to coordinate with the sunny orchestral timbres of the First Walking
Theme.

Taxi Theme (First Appearance)
Like the First Walking Theme, the Taxi Theme is also a nested three-part form. In this
case the return to A is extended and expanded (see form chart, Figure 3). Within the Taxi Horn
Theme there are three recognizable melodic motives. The A section contrasts a legato turn
figure with three short blasts that represent taxi horns (see score incipits, Appendix B), while the
B section features quick repetition of lively, scattering descent figures in the flutes and
xylophone.
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Unlike Jerry’s ‘First Walk,’ Kelly’s choreography for the first appearance of the Taxi
Horn Theme does not wholly embody the form of the musical section: specific steps or
combinations of performers do not repeat when the music does. Instead, he captures the essence
of the music in other ways. For example, the introduction of the Taxi Horn Theme begins at a
forte dynamic level, whereas the First Walking Theme began at a mezzo piano dynamic level.
Kelly captures this in the tempo of the dancers’ movements, which are faster and more energetic
(‘louder’ in a kinesthetic sense) than those in the preceding section. He introduces simple steps
that leap off the ground, as well as accelerated turning motions, especially for Jerry and the
traffic cop. He also captures the heightened aural presence of the music in the spatial
relationship between the dancers and the camera. Many of the characters move towards the
camera, with the eye being drawn to the movements of the dancers positioned front and center.
The Taxi Horn Theme introduces a denser musical texture, with more instruments
sounding in counterpoint simultaneously to depict the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Paris. Kelly
mirrors this by adding more performers to the frame and varying the topography across the
picture, creating carefully organized chaos. Just as certain melodic modules are marked for
consciousness in the score, so is the eye drawn to the steps of one person or group of people at a
time. In the same way Gershwin writes various countermelodies for the Taxi Horn Theme, a
widened view of the choreography reveals many other characters onstage keeping the
background fluttering with movement.
While Kelly does not mimic the form (and recurrence of thematic material) in this
excerpt, he captures the essence of musical phrasing through the viewpoint of repetition. The
Taxi Horn Theme features multiple smaller motives that repeat directly, and Kelly uses some
small repetitive motions. For example, there is a hopscotch-like motion (alternating jumps on
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two feet and one foot) for a featured children’s ensemble with an adult ensemble behind them.
This motion repeats four times, and it coordinates with the four quick descending modules in the
Taxi Horn Theme’s B section. Similarly, with the second appearance of the taxi horn blasts, the
traffic cop has repetitive stationary turns (perhaps soutenu turns, though his feet are not visible)
as he tries to stop multiple groups of people.
Even more than the First Walking Theme, Kelly’s choreography connects to the rhythmic
profile of the Taxi Horn Theme. While the notated meter is in four, both the turn figure and the
horn blasts (blue and red boxes in Appendix B, respectively) are rhythmic modules of three notes
each. While the dancers’ feet do not necessarily synchronize with every grouping of three,
Kelly’s choreography is surely influenced by these tripartite figures. For example, in the first set
of horn blasts the children perform a balancé: one of the quintessential ballet steps in triple time
(with a down-up-down motion). Similarly, when Jerry moves forward after being stopped by the
traffic cop, his feet move forward in a chassé pattern (with the trailing foot crossing behind the
leading foot) to once again mimic triple rhythms. On the other hand, the B section features quick
scattered descents that coordinate with the notated meter in four. The first time this appears the
children have the hopscotch figure, whereas the second time Jerry and one of the pompiers have
a quick and light foot pattern (almost like an abstract set of bourrée steps), that match the
sixteenth notes present in the orchestra.

La Sorella (First Appearance)
While the quotation of La Sorella is not as central to the narrative as the thematic pillars,
it presents a noticeable change on the surface of the music. There is a quick shift in texture, and
the new melodic material is presented in the trombones. As a march, the music has a militaristic
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character, with heavy accents (marcato articulation) and a warm, brassy timbre. Kelly notably
portrays this sudden and noticeable shift in the choreography as well, associating the musical
motive with its own group of performers and style of steps. With the introduction of La Sorella,
a regimen of soldiers comes briskly striding onstage. They wear formal uniforms and shiny
helmets. The melody of La Sorella is much more conjunct and scalar than the disjunct, lilting
themes that came before it. Similarly, the angular shapes of Jerry and the Pompiers are replaced
with tall posture, straight arms and legs, and a geometric spatial relationship between the
dancers. They perform precise footwork while maintaining a grid of straight lines, altogether a
huge shift from the Parisian cacophony of the First Walking and Taxi themes. In this way, Kelly
captures the clear musical change with a clear shift in the choreography and performing forces.
This is especially noteworthy because Kelly brings back the same faction of dancers and steps
with the return of the La Sorella quote in the third, Rousseau-inspired section of the ballet. In
this case, musical gesture becomes inextricable from physical gesture and logistics, with the two
always appearing together.

Violin Solo from Measure 361
Before the arrival the other thematic pillars and the core content of Kelly’s choreography,
comment should be made on the second sequence of Kelly’s ballet, which takes place in the
Renoir-inspired flower market. Adapted from m. 361 in the symphonic poem, the First Walking
Theme is elaborated in the English horn, followed by a serene passage for violin and celeste.
This is the musical moment described at the end of Chapter Three. In the symphonic poem, this
pastoral section introduces the Blues. It represents the first major shift in the ballet, not only in
terms of location but also in terms of affect. The musical texture is streamlined compared to the
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complex counterpoint that preceded it. Single instruments or groups of instruments present
melodic fragments supported by shimmering, floating chords in the other sections of the
orchestra. Kelly captures the singularity of this texture (where nearly all attention is drawn to
one musical event at a time) by choreographing a loving pas de deux for the two protagonists.
And while the choreography itself is relatively simple compared to the duets Wheeldon would
create decades later, the Renoir scene confirms Kelly’s commitment to embodying music with
movement.
Two changes that are easily perceived on the surface of the music are those of tempo and
timbre. In coming from an energetic, brassy section at a fast tempo, this section features a
slower tempo and lighter, more effervescent timbres. Whereas the previous section used taxi
horns, trombones, and other brash instruments, here the English horn, violin, and celeste take
center stage. This is manifested physically in the change of scenery: the broad sketches of Dufy
are traded for the soft impressionism of Renoir. Lise, who was last seen in a youthful white and
red dress, bourrées into view in a delicate blue dress, adorned in flowers that cascade down
towards her delicate pointe shoes of matching hue. The lightness and delicacy of the orchestral
timbres are also captured in the amount of time she spends en pointe in this section, or being
carried by Jerry. Like the music, it is as if she is lighter than air, floating into view as a vision of
his imagination. The softness of these images surely enhances the quieter dynamics. The
movements in the choreography have slower tempi and longer durations than those of the
previous section, which highlights the slower tempo of the music. This also reinforces the
articulation of the music, with legato phrases matching the gliding movements of the two
dancers. In this case, the general effect of the visual aesthetic and the music appear expertly tied
together in telling one coherent story.
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If that is the case, then how do the individual dance steps contribute to telling that story?
Here, the dance technique and ballet partnering seem to embody the harmonic structure in the
music, especially the relative lack of cadential closure. Much of the choreography creates
images of being suspended in space and time, with Lise having sustained allongé motions, and
extended partnered lifts. This includes Lise sustaining multiple arabesques en pointe, with Jerry
supporting her balance so she can stay suspended in midair. The lifts are not feats of strength but
rather a romantic connection depicted in dance. There are two of them, and each time Jerry
(seemingly) effortlessly lifts up Lise, her head resting on his shoulder, and the two slowly rotate
to share a moment together. All of these floating, ethereal images evoke the harmonic stasis
present in the surface of the music, which does not make a strong move toward cadential closure.
This musical excerpt does not end in a cadence, but rather segues into another section. Similarly,
there is no conclusion to this chapter of their love story; instead, Lise floating in Jerry’s arms
crossfades into Jerry cradling a bushel of flowers on the streets of Montmartre.
In some cases, a more pointed relationship can be understood between the harmony and
the movement. For example, in measure 355-359 of the symphonic poem (seen roughly midway
through this pas de deux), the English horn has an altered statement of the First Walking Theme
(see Figure 20). In this case, the end of the theme is altered to end on a dissonant pitch (notated

Figure 20: English Horn Melody in Mm. 355-359127
for English horn as A#), before being transformed chromatically up to B-natural. This B-natural
introduces a linking/bridging section within the violin feature that leads to an additional

127. Gershwin, An American in Paris, 48.
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statement of the violin melody in a different key. The bridge after the B-natural also uses
chromatic planing, a common device in An American in Paris. The partnering between Jerry and
Lise captures the essence of the A# being transformed into B-natural (through resolution in the
voice leading) and then introducing a new section. During the melodic material in mm. 355-356
Lise bourées forward before extending her right leg in front of her in a battement en devant
extension. Jerry quickly follows and grasps her hands to support her balance. With his help she
stays en point on her standing leg, and without adjusting the height or angle of her working leg
rotates it from the hip joint, transforming the forward battement position into a back arabesque
position. Just as the score’s A# transforms to B-natural for a different effect, Lise’s elongated
leg is transformed in relationship to her body to become a different dance step. Similarly, the Bnatural in the music introduces a new sense of momentum in the form of descending chromatic
planing. After she has reached the arabesque position, Jerry lowers Lise slowly to the ground
(another descending motion) while she arches her back.

Second Walking Theme (First Appearance)
The film’s creative team made the biggest changes to the score in their positioning of the
Second Walking Theme and the Left Bank Theme (discussed later). In the symphonic poem, the
Second Walking Theme appears at the end of the first large section, following the First Walking
Theme/Taxi/La Sorella Themes, and directly preceding the Left Bank Theme. In the Ballet, it is
found as part of the third narrative segment: the first (Dufy) contains the First Walking
Theme/Taxi/La Sorella and the second (Renoir) manipulated the celeste/violin feature from m.
361. A newly-composed transition section (Utrillo) leads to a return of the La Sorella quote,
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when Jerry and Lise arrive at the Rousseau-inspired carnival. Amidst the revelry, a group of
female dancers led by Lise take up the Second Walking Theme proper.
In the symphonic poem, the first appearance of the Second Walking Theme is structured
as another small three-part form (see form chart, Figure 4). The thematic material is made up of
two smaller melodic modules. The first module repeats the same pitch in quick succession
before leaping up and then resolving back down. The second module alternates between two
pitches before concluding with a short ascent (see Appendix B). The melodic contours of these
two modules give the effect of an antecedent and a consequent (where the first module opens an
idea and the second resolves it). In the symphonic poem, three antecedents are followed by three
consequents. This proceeds to a short linking section, before another three antecedents and a
dissolving set of three consequents. Kelly’s physicalization of the phrasing (discussed below) is
so vivid that, had he been working with the full symphonic poem, his choreography likely would
have followed a similar ABA format. However, the film’s creative team significantly altered the
formal layout of the Second Walking Theme, repeating and layering the antecedent and
consequent modules in a different way. As such, although the choreography embodies the form
of the (unpublished) film score, few comparisons can be made in the way of form between the
symphonic poem and the choreography. However, Kelly’s choreography emphasizes numerous
other elements of the musical structure.
Kelly noticeably captures the phrasing of the music. The Second Walking Theme flies
by in near-constant two-measure melodic units, and the choreography reflects this. Whereas the
musical material repeats, however, the choreography generally does not. Instead Kelly
introduces a new step, spatial relationship of dancers, or style of motion every two measures.
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Indeed, only a few choreographic figures (which are complex turning sequences) last more than
two bars.
In general, the coordination between short musical phrases and short dance figures is
emphasized by Kelly’s portrayal of the melody. From a musical standpoint, the antecedent
phrase is lilting: featuring a small ascending and descending leap. The consequent phrase, on the
other hand, is smoother in winding through its small ascent. For the antecedent phrases, Kelly
choregraphs steps that have some change in elevation in the dancers’ feet, contrasting the height
of being en pointe with a lower flat-footed position. These dance steps include a pas des chat (a
small, catlike jump where both knees tuck up in the air before the dancer lands smoothly), small
battement kicks in which the plié is on a flat foot and the kick is on relevé, small galloping steps
that evoke the carnival more than ballet, and alternating balancé steps that hop back and forth
(with a down-up-down motion). All of these steps require an elasticity in the ankles of the
dancers, and the small motions up and down embody the lilting nature of the antecedent melodic
material.
Even at the end of this section, where momentum is increased to embody the denser
texture, the complicated sequence of turns requires a contrast of flat foot and en pointe positions.
In the last three antecedent phrases, the female ensemble dances a continuous turning figure.
The standing leg and working leg alternate every bar, as do the types of stationary turn. In this
case, fouetté turns with the right leg working alternate with inward pirouettes with the left leg
working. In this way, the dancer keeps turning in the same direction, but the standing leg
alternates every bar. Notably, both of these turns require a preparatory plié on flat foot, while the
turn itself is done en pointe, thus perpetuating the up-and-down motion of the ankles.
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The choreography for the consequent phrase, which is musically smoother, features steps
with more level momentum. Indeed, all of the consequent phrase steps are executed on a flat
foot, and most of the phrases feature a simple pointing of the working leg from side to side.
When the consequent phrase is repeated three times, Kelly choreographs another series of turns,
this time travelling in a circle. In this case, the turns are chaînés turns on a flat foot to keep the
dancers’ trajectory more level to the ground. When the antecedent material returns as part of a
transition (and the dancers move from the circle to a grid), the dancers continue the chaînés turns
en relevé: a visual and musical return to buoyancy.
Two musical elements that enhance the phrasing of the Second Walking Theme are the
texture and accents on the surface of the music. In general, there is an accent on every downbeat
of this excerpt. The melodic contours of the antecedent and consequent encourage it, as do the
countermelodies that support it. In general, these accents do not interrupt the momentum of the
music but rather enhance a texture that gradually builds in intensity. In the small three-part form
of the symphonic poem, the third part features a notably denser and more energetic texture than
the first. In general, both of these elements are embodied in Kelly’s choreography. Since the
film’s adaptation of the Second Walking Theme is dominated by the antecedent phrase, Kelly
uses the lilt of the ankles to emphasize the accent on each downbeat. But whereas the very
notion of ‘downbeat’ may suggest it would be embodied by a strong motion into the floor, Kelly
actually chooses to do the opposite. In essentially every antecedent phrase, the dancers push up
into relevé (or en pointe) on the downbeat, helping to highlight the sense of meter. It is
important to consider that in order to achieve this, the dancers prepare with a plié just before
each downbeat. This creates energy and momentum over the barline, which aids in the gradual
animation of texture. Kelly also emphasizes this by gradually intensifying the momentum and
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energy level of dance steps themselves, starting with bouncing side-to-side steps and building all
the way to an exciting and technically difficult series of turns.

First Walking Theme
Although the ballet has already presented the First Walking Theme in full, its first
appearance served the purpose of exposition and was more gestural than choreographic. Its
reappearance in the middle of the Rousseau sequence is notable for two reasons. First, the
creative team decided to restate the thematic area essentially in full (drawing from mm. 1-95 of
the symphonic poem), which highlights its importance. Furthermore, its second appearance
represents its first fully-choreographed interpretation by Kelly, so it warrants brief analysis of its
own. The group of women are approached by the service-men-turned-dandies, who have traded
their ballet shoes for tap shoes. Kelly believed that nearly all of Gershwin’s music was perfect
for tapping. Its incorporation here serves to differentiate the featured men’s ensemble from the
women’s ensemble.
Like the opening of the ballet proper, the Rousseau section also features the nested ABA’
derived from mm. 1-20 of the symphonic poem. This features Jerry and his four friends. After
the ABA’, the First Walking Theme is layered and manipulated to create a sense of call-andresponse. This is danced between Jerry and Lise, and has comparatively sparse orchestration to
allow Kelly to fill the silence with tapping.
Unlike the balletic sections that surround it, tap dancing prioritizes the sound of the steps
over their visual appeal. Tap has its own technical foundation and vernacular that lies outside
the scope of this study. However, some important parallels can still be drawn between this
section of dancing and its inspiration in the symphonic poem. The three-part form of the
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thematic area is embodied in the steps themselves and the momentum of the dancers. The two A
sections feature elaborate footwork, creating an ebullient and lively effect. The B section, on the
other hand, features a mostly consistent quarter-note rhythm in the dancers’ feet. This creates a
smooth and casual effect, markedly different from the Americana steps that surround it. The
organized nature of the phrasing (for example, the repeating sentential pattern of 1+1+2) is
translated into the symmetrical spatial relationship of the quintet of male dancers. They dance in
a line with Jerry in the middle, creating a visual pattern of 2+1+2.
Like the first appearance of the First Walking Theme—which featured Jerry and the
pompiers—here the essence of the melody is translated into the shape of the dancers. The
melody is angular, with energetic wide leaps that are captured in jaunty angles of the men’s
ensemble. Their elbows are consistently bent, either holding their dancing canes or suavely
tipping their hats off their heads. Similarly, the technical basis of tap requires bent knees to
articulate the sounds, encouraging the men to dance into the floor instead of pressing off of the
floor as the women en pointe had.
In a tap interpretation of a score, rhythm becomes the most important element. As is
often the case with tap choreography, Kelly does not simply imitate the rhythms present in the
score, but neither does he contradict them. Nearly all of the rhythmic gestures of the First
Walking Theme are also articulated by the men tapping, but they fill in many of the rests with
additional sounds and syncopations. For example, the steps that coordinate with the head motive
of the theme (m. 1, repeated in m. 2), include the two eighth notes and quarter note that sound in
the orchestra, but the rhythm is embellished by other shorter sounds in between. The notable
exception is the ‘cool’ moment in the choreography, when the men slide their feet while stepping
on the strong beats, progressively tipping their hats. In this case, they keep time with their feet,
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while attention is drawn to the physical action (the tip of the hat is perhaps the only gesture
marked for consciousness in these twenty bars) instead of the sound.
In this case, other elements of the music including timbre, dynamics, and orchestration
are captured by the visual design of this excerpt. The setting is a carnival, and the costumes
follow suit. There are many bright colors worn by both the men and the women, with natty hats
and shoes that actually draw attention to the dancers’ feet (black and white spectators on the men
and orange pointe shoes for the women). The effervescence of the First Walking Theme, with its
bright timbres sparkling orchestration, are sustained in the visual design even when the
choreographic content takes on other priorities.

The Blues
From a technical standpoint, the Blues is one of Kelly’s most streamlined and
straightforward sections of choreography. At the same time, it is one of the most evocative
excerpts in terms of narrative and visual aesthetic. At the end of the carnival, Jerry and Lise
appear in dramatic silhouette, highlighted by a dusky backdrop of glowing orange haze. When
they are revealed again in light, they find themselves back at the Place de la Concorde fountain,
this time alone. Their technicolor carnival costumes are traded for sleek black and navy, and a
romantic pas de deux ensues. If original interpretations of the Blues in the symphonic poem
evoked images of homesickness, here those are surely transformed into lovesickness, as Jerry
longs to be with Lise.
As is seen in the form chart in Figure 7, the first presentation of the Blues is structured as
another three-part form, with two statements of the Blues separated by an interlude. The Blues
Theme itself is made of three four-bar phrases. This twelve-bar unit is first found in measure
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396, and after the interlude in measures 408-413, it returns in measure 414. This ABA’ (themeinterlude-theme) is all that is included of the Blues Theme in the film, but it is more than enough
to enhance the narrative of the love story. The interlude in the ballet is also extended and
reimagined.
In general, Kelly uses the viewpoints of spatial relationship and architecture to delineate
the form of the music. The two A sections feature ballet partnering and lifts for Jerry and Lise.
They also interact with the architecture, as the two dancers drape and slide themselves amongst
the sculptural elements of the fountain. Jerry envisions a relationship between himself and Lise,
depicted in dance. In the interlude, on the other hand, the musical material is hazier and less
defined. Here, Kelly manipulates the spatial relationship of the dancers by repeatedly separating
and reuniting them, a microcosm of what has happened to them in pedestrian life. They interact
less with the architecture, and the climax of the B section is the first feat of strength seen in the
ballet: Jerry lifts Lise up straight in front of him, without her assistance. While still graceful, this
visual effort perhaps represents the struggle Jerry feels in the cat-and-mouse game he is playing
with Lise.
Among the prominent features of this musical excerpt are its slower tempo and legato
articulations, which present a captivating contrast to the Rousseau carnival. After the energetic,
spirited ballet and tap choreography, this pas de deux oozes longing and passion. The tempo of
the movements matches that of the music: the dance content of the excerpt features only a few
steps that are suspended in time. Similarly, the limbs of the dancers move in a way that is
rounded and legato, devoid of the physical accents of the preceding sections. The near perpetual
motion of the dancers also helps to reinforce the cadential pattern established in the Blues
Theme. In general, weak cadential motion arrives in the middle of each melodic module and is
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further extended for two bars. In this way, the surface of the music lacks strong points of rest,
with its continuous momentum being embodied onscreen in the ongoing ebb and flow of the
dancers.
The Blues Theme likely earned its name from the melodic contours of the A phrase. As
seen in the score incipits (Appendix B), the melody sustains a single note before releasing
upward and cascading down to another extended note. This first note creates a musical sense of
longing, as it is suspended over churning harmonic material, yearning for resolution. The
essence of this musical gesture is captured in the choreography each of the four times the A
melody appears onscreen. The first serves as a transition between worlds, and as such is
choreographically simple. Jerry picks up Lise in a basket carry, with her left arm around his
back, her head resting on his shoulder, and her knees tucked up over his curved left arm. Simple
as this may seem, the shapes created by the dancers evoke the sense of longing. Lise’s head rests
on Jerry’s shoulder while Jerry in turn rests his forehead on hers, as if longing for closeness.
Although Lise is scooped up in Jerry’s arms, her toes are exquisitely pointed. This strong line
creates a sense of tension and energy that evokes the anticipation associated with longing. In the
second A phrase the topography of the dance matches that of the melodic contour. As the first
note hangs in the air, Jerry tenderly spins Lise midair in the basket carry. As the melodic
material cascades down, he too puts her down on the ground.
The third A phrase comes as their love story is escalating; they are now sculpted in
dramatic red light that creates harsh shadows. Jerry kneels and looks up at Lise longingly. Lise,
on the other hand, climbs onto one of the fountain statues. As the first note of the theme is
suspended, she extends her left leg into a battement en devant extension, before swinging the
straightened leg around the side of her body and pressing back into an arabesque. As she
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reaches this arabesque, she also leans forward so her face is nearer to Jerry’s. This seems to be a
more athletic version of the ‘reinterpreted’ leg figure from their first pas de deux, where she now
celebrates her own strength. As the melody crashes down towards resolution, Lise slides down
the statue and Jerry moves upwards; the two meet in the middle and Jerry caresses Lise’s arm.
Here the ‘resolution’ of the musical phrase it not just a descending motion (as was the case when
Jerry put Lise down after the basket carry) but rather the coming together of the two lovers. The
final A phrase is a more impassioned version of the chorography of the second A phrase. Jerry
once again carries Lise on his chest, but this time her body is curled between his arms instead of
over his arms, requiring more physical strength and creating a visual sense of closeness. Instead
of merely putting her gently on the ground, this time Lise exits the lift in a split, with Jerry
putting one of her feet on the ground and keeping the other in his arm. Her foot on the ground
becomes the standing leg of a spin that follows, as Lise floats away from Jerry before inviting
him to join her once more.
The intensification of the choreography, and the love story, embody the changes in
timbre and orchestration over the course of this musical excerpt. As described above, the
choreography starts off as simple and tender and becomes more athletic and passionate. This
intensification is built into the Blues thematic area, which over time grows in dynamic level and
density of texture. Notably, the first presentation of the theme is in the trumpets: one of the only
times in the score that Gershwin writes a clear melodic theme in one instrument. When it returns
in the A’ section, it has expanded to the woodwinds and strings. The grander effect of this
featured ensemble is embodied in the more energetic (though still legato) choreography. It is
important to note that while the main theme is marked for consciousness, there are multiple
countermelodies and accompanimental gestures present in the musical texture. This includes a
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driving emphasis on the weak beats in the lower voices of the orchestra, as well as a lilting figure
in the upper woodwinds that ‘answers’ the A phrase. In general, Kelly’s choreography focusses
on the Blues Theme proper, but Wheeldon’s choreography (Chapter Seven) also takes into
account its contrapuntal support.

The Left Bank Theme
In the film, the Left Bank Theme is transplanted to directly follow the Blues. This
reinterpretation of the thematic area favors narrative and gesture over choreographic content.
Focus turns from the lovers back to Paris at large. Jerry and Lise find themselves outside the
Paris Opera, amongst the elite of society. They present themselves to the aristocrats, share a
drink with them, and briefly revel with them before their attention turns to an advertisement for a
Toulouse-Lautrec exhibit.
In its transitional function in the narrative of the ballet, Kelly interprets the Left Bank
Theme in a more general sense. In some sections, such as the fountain pas de deux and the
dance of the female ensemble at the carnival, the coordination of music and movement unfolds
together in space and time. In these cases, specific musical events are synchronized with specific
dance events. In the case of the short excerpt of the Left Bank Theme, on the other hand, the
essence of the music is portrayed in the general effect of the choreography.
Kelly achieves this in two ways. The first is his interpretation of the excerpt’s texture
and orchestration. The Left Bank Theme has one of the densest orchestral textures in the score,
with numerous musical ideas coalescing into organized chaos. Kelly captures this with the
spatial relationship of the performers and the use of architecture in the Paris Opera scene. There
are a lot of performers on stage, and they are spread throughout the screen. Just as there are
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multiple musical figures, the dancers are dressed as various aristocratic archetypes. The
elaborate costumes feature long skirts, substantial capes, and bright warm colors to saturate the
screen picture similar to the way the surface of the music is saturated. Even the architecture of
the scenery has multiple levels, with places for performers to sit and a large staircase leading to
an elevated series of arches. The scenic design creates visual counterpoint that embraces the
musical counterpoint. The way Kelly uses the performers within this picture embodies the
orchestration of the Left Bank Theme. Gershwin creates a sense of call-and-response by writing
repetitive declamations for the brass and strings that are answered by fluttering woodwinds. This
sense of two groups in dialogue translates into the movement of Jerry and Lise, who flutter
amongst the aristocrats.
Some smaller details of the music are captured in broad strokes in the choreography. For
example, the contours of the melody presented in the brass and strings are rather circular: it has a
truncated range and repetitively winds around itself. This is manifested in numerous celebratory
turning figures in the choreography. Although still part of the dream, the dancing here is more
diegetic—at this moment, the characters know they are dancing. The way partners invite one
another to dance, and the casual nature of the turns, suggest that dance is part of their celebration
and a means of self-expression. This may be one reason why the movement is less formalized in
this section, functioning rather as a general outpouring of exuberance. This sense of excitement
embraces the numerous off-beat accents on the surface of the music. The energetic movement of
the dancers is different from the legato momentum of the pas de deux at the fountain, which is
emphasized by the musical articulations.
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The Charleston
If the Left Bank Theme is one of Kelly’s more abstract interpretations of music, The
Charleston is among his most concrete. Not only are essentially all elements of the music
embodied in dance, but unlike the Left Bank Theme they are synchronized in real time. The first
presentation of the Charleston has the phrase module structure 2+2+4+2+2 (AABA’A’, a quasipalindromic layout). Much like the female ensemble at the carnival, with the start of each new
phrase module, a different choreographic idea is introduced. For the first time in the ballet,
Kelly concretely links choreography and form by linking dance gestures to musical gestures.
When the first twelve bars of the Charleston repeat, so does the choreography.
While the form is elucidated in the repetition of a large section of movement, the dance
steps themselves embody numerous other facets of the score. For example, the musical texture
in this excerpt features a solo jazz trumpet over a light accompaniment. The singularity of the
soloist translates into a jazz solo allegro for Jerry, who dances in front of a (literally) lightly
sketched background. The melodic content is jazz-inspired and very angular, featuring many
wide leaps and disjunct motion. The shapes created by Kelly within his body are similarly
angular, beginning from the very first pose that recreates the painting Chocolat. Notably, he
even passes through this pose again when the thematic content restarts. As the dance begins,
angles continue to be explored: his knees wobble in and out, he articulates his hips backwards
and flexes his feet to create a bodily zigzag, he even plants his feet and swivels back and forth
between them.
The Charleston’s rhythmic profile is embedded in the dance. When there is a repetitive
or hammering figure, Kelly similarly tends to repeat a single physical motion. This happens
early in the choreography as he struts forward with fluid hips and ankles, and later when he links
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together multiple jazz pirouettes. Repetitive dance figures also sometimes highlight the pitch
content of the melody. For example, in the middle of the four-bar phrase module the melody
oscillates between E and D. As the music pops up and down, so does Kelly. With the higher
note he stands on relevé and throws his hands up in the air (notably with his knees still slightly
bent, to maintain a sense of jazz angularity). When the E falls down to D, Kelly bends his knees,
draws his arms close into his body, and stands on flat feet.
There are also clear markers of musical articulation in this choreography. For example,
in the aforementioned E-D figure, the trumpet soloist often ‘growls’ or flutters the upper note.
This creates a sense of shimmer and vibration on the surface of the music. Similarly, when Kelly
extends his hands over his head, he opens his fingers wide and effervescently shakes his hand,
mimicking the articulation of the trumpet. In other instances, the fluidity of Kelly’s hip motions
(which is not usually part of ballet technique) seems to be influenced by moments where the
soloist slides between pitches. The dynamics, timbre, and orchestration of this section are
embodied in both the choreography and the visual design. In featuring a trumpet solo, this
section is bright, brassy, and energetic. The choreography is all of those things, with quick
bursting turns alternating with cool twists of the knees and hips. The visual design of this
sequence mimics Chocolat, and as such is a relatively monochromatic beige. At first this may
seem to negate Gershwin’s colorful orchestration. But in this case, Jerry has traded his
pedestrian clothes for a sleek and form-fitting beige jumper. While this does not make him ‘pop’
in the sense of color, it does mean that the audience can see every interesting angle made by his
arms, every twist of his knees, every slide of his hips. When this is put in front of a very static
background, all the costuming and production design need to do is highlight the energy of the
dancer (which it does very well) in order to embody the essence of Gershwin’s music.
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Conclusion
Kelly’s choreography puts the narrative implications of Gershwin’s symphonic poem in
motion, using dance to elucidate many elements of the score. The score has dramatic shifts of
theme and affect, which Kelly paints in broad strokes of movement style and visual aesthetic. It
is important to note that in no section of the ballet is there complete synchronization between all
elements of music and dance. In the course of a long piece, it seems that an exhaustive linking
of musical and choreographic gesture could actually strip both forms of their expressive power.
Instead, dance is used to emphasize some of the salient features of the score, while the music
enhances the dramatic impact of certain elements of the dance. Over the course of the ballet,
Kelly makes sure both art forms speak the same language while always varying the relationship
between the two. Take for example, sections that favor gesture versus sections that favor
choreography, or dance gestures that adopt the same formal layout of the music versus dance
sequences that blur the formal structure. In general, Kelly does not use individual dance steps to
elucidate the music. In some cases (the Charleston or the end of the Blues, for instance), specific
motions or body positions paint the contours of the melodies. But on the whole, Kelly marries
the effects of the score and the choreography by associating stage-wide viewpoints with the
component parts of the music. He especially plays with spatial relationship, topography, tempo,
and duration to embody the phrasing, texture, melody, and articulation of the music.
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Chapter Seven
Musical Structure and Christopher Wheeldon’s Choreography
In his role as director and choreographer of An American in Paris, Christopher Wheeldon
uses ballet as the core vernacular of the onstage movement. The characters use dance to explore
their own emotions, relate to one another, and even change the scenery. Nearly every vocal
number has an extended dance sequence, usually based in ballet while incorporating elements of
jazz, contemporary dance, and tap. As the three men (Jerry, Adam, and Henri) meet for the first
time, they sing the Gershwin classic “I Got Rhythm.” In the narrative of the show, Adam has
composed the song for Henri to perform in a nightclub act. When the power goes out in the bar
they are visiting, the ensemble dances their way to literally light up the stage anew. After love at
first sight leads Jerry to the shop where Lise works, the ensemble celebrates love with a fresh-asspring interpretation of “I’ve Got Beginner’s Luck.” Later that day the two meet near the Seine
river. As Jerry gives Lise an American nickname (set to the Gershwin gem, “Liza”) they fall for
each other in an effervescent pas de deux. In the second act, an energetic group of young artists
struggles to sit through a stuffy ballet exhibition. It is not long before they are out of their
chairs—in their minds’ eyes at least—and letting their “Fidgety Feet” run free. Still later, a
nervous Henri performs in a nightclub against the wishes of his parents. He gets off to a rocky
start, but soon he imagines his future as a successful performer. The dark nightclub is
transformed into an Art Deco music hall, and an idealized Henri steps out in a tuxedo, flanked by
pearl-clad chorus girls. His would-be hit number, “I’ll Build a Stairway to Paradise” is a
sparkling tap number, offering a broad stroke of musical theatre on the balletic canvas of the
show.
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Although the title ballet serves as the centerpiece of the score and the climax of the show,
Wheeldon’s production includes three additional ballets set to Gershwin’s concert music. This
saturation of ballet is highly unusual on the Broadway stage. This certainly affected the way the
musical was staged and cast, with priority given to the needs of classical dancers. The musical
opens with a ballet set to Gershwin’s Concerto in F, which depicts the end of World War 2. It
represents the dawning of a new day both literally and metaphorically. Soldiers return from war,
families are reunited, pedestrians fight for rations and necessities, and others are cast out for their
political views. Amidst the darkness and chaos Jerry and Lise run into each other, and Lise
immediately captures Jerry’s attention. By the end of the ballet Paris is back on its feet, and its
people start living, loving, and creating once more. Jerry himself mirrors this transformation
over the course of the show. Later in the first act is the show’s first diegetic ballet. That is, the
characters hear the same music the audience does and therefore recognize their movements as
dance. In this case, Adam accompanies auditions at the Paris Ballet and brings Jerry with him.
Adam plays Gershwin’s Second Prelude for piano while Lise and a group of ensemble women
audition for a job at the Ballet. At this audition the two men first meet Milo, the young
American art enthusiast and benefactor. All three are taken with Lise, who arrives late but
captivates the room when she dances. The convergence of these four artists is what first give
Milo the idea to produce a new ballet. They all cross paths again in the third ballet, which is
again diegetic but represents a social function instead of a performance. They arrive,
unbeknownst to one another, at a masked ball choreographed to Gershwin’s Second Rhapsody
and Cuban Overture. At the ball, Jerry finally discovers that Lise is engaged to Henri, and he
whirls around and kisses Milo out of spite. All of these tensions become a driving force in the
second act of the show.
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The only major ballet in the second act is the title ballet, and it depicts the premiere of the
work created by Jerry, Adam, and Lise, and funded by Milo. It is meant to introduce Jerry and
Adam to the Parisian public at large, and provide a star-making vehicle for Lise. In this case the
dancing is both diegetic and woven into the emotional narrative, since the ballet shows Lise’s
debut with the Royal Ballet but transitions to depict her dream world. Jerry’s designs are
inspired by cubism, with bright primary colors highlighting bold shapes and angles throughout
the scenery. Like Kelly’s ballet, the stage aesthetic is inspired by a visual artist. Bob Crowley,
who provided both the scenic and costume designs for Paris, was inspired by the graphic
geometry and bright colors of painter Piet Mondrian. These are demonstrated in Figures 21-24.

Figure 21: Cubist Painting by Piet Mondrian 128

128. Lisa Thatcher, “Piet Mondrian- Line over Form.”
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Figure 22: Costume Sketches by Bob Crowley, Inspired by Mondrian’s Cubism 129

Figure 23: Cubist Scenery and Costumes by Bob Crowley 130
129. Bob Crowley, “An American in Paris Ballet.”
130. “An American in Paris Image and Video Gallery,” Londontheatre.co.uk.
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Figure 24: Final Tableau of the ‘An American in Paris’ Ballet 131
Like the work of George Balanchine, the diegetic cubist ballet does not portray a
narrative. Rather, it aims to establish a visual aesthetic that embodies the essence of the music.
As far as the characters onstage are concerned, this music is a newly-composed ballet written by
Adam. For the audience, it is the score of Gershwin’s symphonic poem. Unlike the film
adaptation, the stage ballet presents the musical themes in their original order, though the score is
still trimmed down to accommodate its context in a larger stage work. In general, its closer
resemblance allows reference measures from the original score to be used for this analysis. The
La Sorella quote is removed entirely and the Second Walking Theme is significantly shortened.
Indeed, the initial presentation of the Second Walking Theme is skipped, instead recreating
measure 152 of the symphonic poem, where the theme is layered with other melodies. Just as

131. https://i.pinimg.com/1200x/87/1f/7b/871f7ba2592f2462889608c97ad91acb.jpg.
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Padilla’s dissertation charted the genesis of the film score, my analysis aims to trace the specific
adaptations of the symphonic poem in the musical’s ballet score. This includes examining the
source material for each thematic area, identifying what musical material is cut or repeated, and
considering how the unfolding of the music relates to the narrative. This comparison is based on
detailed analysis of the original cast recording and consultation with the unpublished piano score
of the ballet. Timings and analysis are based on the 2018 archival video recording of the London
production.132
Figure 25: Adaptation of the Symphonic Poem for the Musical’s Ballet
Time

Theme Fragment

1:51:47

First Walking Theme

Material from
Symphonic Poem
Mm. 1-27 (intact)

1:52:16

Taxi Horn Theme

Mm. 28-43

1:52:33

Expansion of Taxi
Horn Theme
Transition/Woodwind
feature
Second Walking
Theme, collage of
First Walking Theme
and Taxi Horn
AAIP Crescendo

Mm. 60-71

1:52:48
1:53:01

1:53:44

Mm. 110-118
Mm. 152-184

Mm. 195-203

Plot/Ballet sequence
Introduction of corps
de ballet
Featured ensemble of
four men and four
women
Transition, return to
male/female partners
Reentrance of corps
de ballet, canon
Corps de ballet
dancing in grid

Set and lighting
change, female
feature

132. “An American in Paris,” Great Performances, November 2, 2018, Music and lyrics
by George Gershwin and Ira Gershwin, book by Craig Lucas, directed and choreographed for the
stage by Christopher Wheeldon. Directed for the screen by Ross MacGibbon and produced by
Joshua Andrews, Stuart Oken and Austin Shaw.
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1:53:58

1:55:14
1:55:35

1:55:56

1:56:13

1:56:30

1:59:18

First Walking Theme
in augmentation,
reorchestrated and
reconceived
Left Bank Theme,
running motive
Layering of Left
Bank Theme, Second
Walking Theme, and
running motive
First Walking Theme,
running motive
Second Walking
Theme, AAIP
Crescendo
The Blues

Mm. 204-215
Mm. 208-209 again
Mm. 212-224
Mm. 249-269 (intact)
Mm. 283-291
Mm. 301-306
Mm. 292-295
Mm. 307-321

Mm. 346-349
Reimagining of Mm.
199-203
Mm. 392-414
Mm. 424-430
Mm. 435-442
Mm. 443-448

1:59:35

Jazz
transition/accelerando
Faster jazz motives

1:59:55

AAIP crescendo

2:00:13

The Blues

Mm. 468-472

2:00:33

Impressionistic
transition

476-481 (480-481
double-timed to
become one measure)

2:00:48

The Charleston

2:01:26

Jazz motives (not
Charleston)

Mm. 482-503 (intact)
Mm. 514-515
Mm. 516-540 (intact)

Mm. 449-460 (omits
m. 451)
Mm. 461-467 (omits
m. 465)
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Introduction of Lise,
Pas des deux with
onstage ballet partner
(yellow dress)
Feature for the corps
de ballet
Corps continued and
expanded

Re-entrance of Lise
with onstage ballet
partner (yellow dress)
Reveal of Jerry, Lise
changes costume
(black and red dress)
Slow jazz pas de
deux between Jerry
and Lise
Acceleration of
momentum and steps
Allegro jazz duet
Corps de ballet
passes through, team
lift of Lise
Travelling solo lift,
climax, kiss
Re-entrance of the
corps de ballet,
blending of real
world and dream
world, change of set
Jazzy ensemble for
Jerry and the corps
Jazz duet for Jerry
and Lise, corps
divided into four
groups, reassembled
at end

2:02:05

The Charleston
(Extra stylish!)
Blurred meter,
reduced to sense of
pulse through
hemiola and
asymmetrical accents
The Blues combined
with elements of the
Charleston
Winding transition

Mm. 541-548 (intact)

2:03:45

First Walking Theme,
pastoral counterpoint

2:04:10

Taxi Theme, begin
AAIP crescendo

Mm. 597-615 (omits
mm. 602-603)
Mm. 619-626 (omits
m. 622)
Mm. 627-642 (intact)

2:04:27

Sequence of Left
Bank and running
motive, continuation
of AAIP crescendo

Mm. 649-663 (intact)

2:04:42

Caesura (filled)

M. 664

2:04:45

The Blues (in
glorious fashion)

Mm. 665-668 (altered
ending)

2:02:19

2:02:42

2:03:14

Mm. 549-563 (intact)

Mm. 564-574 (intact)

Mm. 575-581
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Brassy jazz ensemble
led by Lise
Transition, collapse
the corps de ballet to
the center of the stage
with Lise in the
middle
Solo grande allegro
for Jerry around the
undulating corps
Lise reunites with
Jerry, who tenderly
leads her offstage,
dream world fades
Onstage world
restored, pastoral
ballet with the corps
Winding grid lines
evoke traffic, reentrance of Lise and
onstage partner
(yellow dress, with
onset of crescendo)
Athletic duet with
Lise and ballet
partner, explosion of
energy from the
corps
Lise lifted straight
overhead in
arabesque
Lise triumphantly
carried downstage,
final Paris/Eiffel
Tower tableau
assembled

As the ballet starts, the First Walking Theme depicts the entire corps de ballet. The Taxi
Horn Theme features a smaller ensemble of four men and four women, with more athletic
choreography. The ensemble continues to dance through the (brief) introduction of the Second
Walking Theme and the layering of the Walking themes. Lise is introduced with musical
material that comes from m. 204 of the symphonic poem. This is the first delicate moment of the
score, with a featured English horn, softer dynamics, and legato articulation. In some ways this
musically previews the musical characteristics of the Blues, though not its thematic content.
Here Lise dances a pas de deux with her partner in the ballet. She wears a demure yellow dress,
and her partner is dressed in a Mondrian-inspired geometric ensemble. The pas de deux is seen
in counterpoint with other movement from the corps de ballet, who are again featured in the Left
Bank Theme. The onstage ensemble grows by degrees in preparation for the arrival of the Blues.
As the Blues begins, the lines between diegetic ballet and dream ballet are blurred.
Where Kelly’s ballet gave the audience a window into Jerry’s thoughts, Wheeldon’s ballet looks
into the psyche of Lise. Prior to the biggest performance of her life, Lise was visibly shaken,
torn between her love for Jerry and her sense of duty to Henri. She is unable to escape these
thoughts, as both men were instrumental in the creation of her debut performance. She confesses
to Milo that she feels no freedom or passion when she dances, recalling that she has only felt that
once in her life. Milo encourages her to think back on the time when she felt that passion and
freedom. The audience realizes that moment was the day she and Jerry met by the Seine (when
he dubbed her “Liza”), and they danced with joyful abandon. In the Blues, the most passionate
and yearning musical theme of the score, Lise finds those feelings anew. In the preceding
transition, her onstage partner lifts her over his head, pushing her straight up in the air in her
yellow dress. The ensemble gathers around them and a moment later she is pressed into the air
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again. This time, she is in a sultry black dress with red accents. As she is lowered, she is in the
arms of Jerry, also dressed in sleek black. See Figure 26, below. In her mind’s eye she is
dancing with Jerry, not her onstage partner, and that gives her the freedom to dance her best.

Figure 26: Jerry and Lise Dance the Blues 133
As the Blues Theme proper starts, the stage clears and Jerry and Lise are left alone
together. The stage is lit—fittingly—richly saturated in blue. The two dance a jazz-inspired pas
de deux, in which they express their budding romance in the form of dance. The duet climaxes
in a kiss, and slowly the ensemble is reintroduced into the ballet. With the beginning of the

133. Angela Sterling, “Robert Fairchild as Jerry Mulligan and Leanne Cope as Lise
Dassin in An American in Paris.”
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Charleston theme color is restored to the stage, and the corps de ballet now dances with Jerry
and Lise individually. Here Lise’s world collide; she is performing in real time with the onstage
dance ensemble, but her ballet partner is still replaced in her mind by Jerry. In his own right,
Jerry becomes more heroic and attractive to her over the course of the dance. In the portion of
the score that juxtaposes the Blues and the Charleston, one of its most grandiose moments, a
fluid ensemble dance is juxtaposed onstage with a grande solo allegro for Jerry. As the ballet
crashes towards its finale Lise is fully restored to the onstage world, with her ballet partner
finishing the performance with her. But her mental torment has not been in vain: she finishes the
performance a star, and with clarity in her heart about which man she will choose.
The logistics and conception of Wheeldon’s ballet are notably different from those of
Kelly’s. While both explore the love between Jerry and Lise, including functioning (at least in
part) as a dream ballet, the practical differences between film ballet and stage ballet drive
elements of their construction. In Kelly’s case, he was trying to capture attention of a film
audience. Film can be more sensationalized than stage work due to larger budgets and
production forces. As such, narrative was prioritized. This meant numerous changes of location,
larger-than-life sets, colorful costumes, and hundreds of incidental characters were used to bring
Paris to Life. Wheeldon, on the other hand, did not have the same scale of sets, costumes, and
personnel at his disposal. In the onstage narrative, the debut creation of young artists in a
postwar economy could not have been elaborate. Their stage design could be thoughtful, eyecatching, and imaginative, but the resources would have been modest. Similarly, Wheeldon had
to create his entire piece within a single proscenium, with limited backstage storage space.
Scenic designer Bob Crowley also noted that when designing for ballet, no set pieces could be
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attached to (or slotted into) the floor, as this would present a safety hazard for the dancers.134
This resulted in a streamlined, graphic set with a few changes that are enhanced by projections.
This simplicity of visual means combines with the stage convention that the cubist ballet is not
narrative, only becoming revelatory about the characters when the audience peers into Lise’s
mind. With sleek visuals and deemphasized narrative, Wheeldon’s ballet, in general, features
much more choreographic content than Kelly’s did. Visual interest, momentum, and musicality
are sustained through technically difficult and constantly-moving ballet. As such, whereas it was
effective to analyze Kelly’s choreography through the general lens of musical features
(considering the interpretation of form, melody, or articulation across an excerpt, for example),
Wheeldon’s choreography will be considered as is unfolds in time. It can be viewed on an
archival recording of the London production, which was broadcast in cinemas and on American
public television.

First Walking Theme
As is demonstrated in Figure 2 on page 43, the First Walking Theme has three levels of
structure. There is a small ABA’ form (mm. 1-8, 9-11, 12-20 respectively) in which each A is
made of two four-measure modules, and each of those modules is constructed as a sentence
(1+1+2). Each of these levels is swiftly incorporated into Wheeldon’s choreography. The corps
de ballet whisks themselves onto the stage and strikes a jazzy pose with the downbeat of the
symphonic poem proper. Whereas they move smoothly to get to their positions, the way they
lightly snap into their pose embodies the staccato articulation of the melodic downbeat. This is

134. “Designing Broadway: An American in Paris Costume and Set Designer Bob
Crowley,” Broadway.com.
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emphasized by quick lighting change from blue to white. Similar to Kelly’s choreography, the
shapes created by the dancers in the opening moments are very angular. They create strong lines
through their arms and the legs, contrasting elongated straight lines with sharp angles in the
knees and elbows. This connects to the disjunct nature of the opening melody, which moves
primarily by skip and leap. In this case, the spatial relationship of the dancers is wide; they are
spread throughout the stage. This sense of open space embodies the wide melodic leap contained
in the basic idea. The dancers hold this opening pose for the first two bars, linking together the
two basic ideas of the opening sentential structure.
The dancers change to a new, equally angular pose on the downbeat of the continuation
(m. 3), extending the connection to the melody and articulation. Like the first two measures,
most of the dancers suspend their pose for the two-bar continuation. One female dancer near the
back of the stage, however, moves again in m. 4 and settles into a third pose. This embodies the
sustained sense of momentum often associated with a sentential continuation. This simple
gesture also portrays the pitch content of measure 4. It features a descending leap that then
moves up by step to the point of resolution. Similarly, the ballerina lowers her arms and goes
into plié on the melodic descent, straightening her legs and winging her arms back up as the
music ascends.
The choreography for the second four-bar module even more clearly embodies the
sentential construction. In the first basic idea (m. 5), the entire cast adapts the figure introduced
by the solo ballerina. They lower their arms, relax their legs, and then spring into a new angular
pose. The topography of the movement mimics the contours of the melody, first descending and
then quickly ascending. In the second basic idea, half of the dancers repeat this pattern. In this
case, repeating the gesture with the recurring melodic material helps to elucidate the form of the
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excerpt. By only having half of the cast repeat the movement, Wheeldon differentiates the visual
effect for the audience through varied repetition. This creates clean dance phrases that embody
the clarity of the phrasing. The continuation of the second sentence introduces the running
motive, which has a higher tessitura (written for the flutes) than the First Walking Theme at
large. It also creates even more momentum than the head motive, with a figure of repeated
sixteenth notes (conveying its designation as running). Wheeldon choreographs the two-bar
continuation with a repeating gesture. Here, four ballerinas in a semicircle amongst the cast are
featured. The isolation of a featured group in the busy stage picture once again helps to clarify
phrasing for the eye. The dancers raise up en pointe and take three quick, swiveling steps before
lightly flicking one foot behind their body. The height created by this first step en pointe mirrors
the higher tessitura of the running motive. Similarly, the quicker tempo and shorter duration in
their steps—when compared to the preceding material—is motivated by the quicker rhythms in
the motive.
As is noted in the form chart, the linking (B) section between the statements of the First
Walking Theme features overlapping melodic descents and syncopated accents. In measure 11
(directly before the return of A), each eighth note is accented: the lower voices offer grounded
quarter notes on the strong beats and the upper voices provide colorful blasts on the offbeats. In
the series of overlapping descents, the individual dancers lower into their knees and create
rounded, lower shapes with their bodies. There is a sense of muscle tone in their movement; the
downward pull is not a release to gravity, but rather an active movement in its own right. These
qualities embody the descending melodic contour and the legato articulation of the bridge. In
this case, the relatively quick rhythms are not taken up in dance, but rather Wheeldon interprets
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the larger musical gestures. In the measure 11 accents, the dancers sharply stand up in
preparation of the next section.
The second statement of the First Walking Theme in measures 12-20 differs from the first
in that there are more countermelodies, resulting in a denser musical texture and increased
energy on the surface of the music. Whereas the first statement featured spiffy movements
within the dancers’ bodies, traversal of space is introduced in the A’ section. The shapes of the
dancers and the spatial relationship between them are still angular and wide, respectively. The
melodic essence of descent followed by ascent is still present. However, this time the descent is
absorbed into the knees in the form of plié position, where the dancers also sweep across the
floor and switch places with one another. When they ascend into a new pose they are in a
different geographic location on the stage. This incorporates the idea of travel that is considered
inherent to the First Walking Theme, and creates more physical momentum to match the denser
texture. Wheeldon continues to clarify visual structure by dividing the ensemble into factions.
During the first two basic ideas (mm. 12-13), approximately half of the ensemble
switches places in the swift descend-ascend-pose combination. In the first continuation (mm.
14-15), the other half of the ensemble follows suit. Once again linking choreographic gesture to
musical gesture, this pattern repeats over the second pair of basic ideas (mm. 16-17). In this case
only four upstage dancers move, a parallel topography to the four ladies en pointe from the first
A section. On the subject of those four ladies, they once again take up their twisting motion in
the second continuation (mm. 18-20). With the more energetic musical counterpoint, these
twists are jazzier than the first, balletic ones. This time they swivel with bent knees, rotating
angled arms out to the side to emphasize the movement of their hips. Their feet are not visible in
the archival recording, but based on the movement of their hips this step is probably done on flat
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foot. Furthermore, these twists happen on the offbeats of each bar, whereas their ballet
counterparts were on the strongbeats. This emphasizes the syncopated, jazzy nature of this
second statement. In the transition that follows the First Walking Theme, much of the ensemble
reunifies in a ballet vernacular, performing a single foueté turn and a battement kick before
gliding off the stage. This leaves a featured group of four women and four men onstage for the
introduction of the Taxi Horn Theme.

The Taxi Theme
In keeping with the form of the symphonic poem, the first appearance of the Taxi Horn
Theme consists of four four-bar phrases (mm. 28-43). It features three melodic motives: a long,
smooth turn figure, threefold horn blasts to represent taxis, and a scattering descent in the upper
voices of the orchestra. The first phrase (mm. 28-31) beings with a turn, has the taxi horns in the
middle, and then returns to another turn. The second phrase (mm. 32-35) loops the scattering
descents in the xylophone, with a quick ascending scale leading into the third phrase. The third
(mm. 36-39) repeats the first, while the fourth loops the threefold taxi blasts and modulates up a
half step.
The first phrase features the four male dancers, who meet at center stage. They pair up
and perform a partnered lift during the first turning figure. One dancer supports the arm of the
other and pushes him straight up in the air. Meanwhile, the dancer being lifted brings both of his
feet into passé position in the air, creating a diamond shape from his hips through his knees to
his toes. This angularity continues the vernacular Wheeldon established in the first section. The
smoothness and muscle tone of their movements embody the legato articulation of the turning
figure, while the logistics of the lift itself follow the contours of the melody. The turn starts on
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the lower note, at which point both men plié in preparation. As the music steps up to the higher
note, the two men are lifted into the air. As the melody settles back down, the two dancers return
to the floor.
With the first sounding of the taxi horn blasts, Wheeldon interprets the musical gesture
similarly to Kelly. He connects to the rhythm of the gesture and the men perform a balancé, a
quintessential three-part ballet step. Balancés are typically a lilting step in the feet and the
ankles, with a down-up-down motion in the dancer’s bodies. These three quick movements
embody the tripartite rhythm of the taxi horns. Meanwhile, the strength of the three blasts is
embodied in the dancer’s arms, with one firmly rounded above each dancer’s head and the other
pointed straight out to his side. Wheeldon also captures the frenetic texture of the music by
having the dancers perform this step in contrary motion: one pair steps towards each other while
the other pair steps away from one another.
In the case of the second turning motive in the first four-bar phrase, the topography of the
movement works opposite to the contours of the melody, coordinating instead with dance
technique. In this case each man performs a non-travelling jump in which his front foot slides
under his body in passé position, while his back leg rounds back behind his body in an attitude
position. Once again, this is a jazz-inspired line executed with ballet technique. In the turn
figure, the second note receives the most emphasis, as it is the higher pitch and is situated on the
downbeat of a measure. In the choreography, though, the men are not in the air on the higher
pitch, but are rather in their preparatory plié on the downbeat. They press up into the air, with
both arms extended straight, on the last note of the turn figure. This creates a sense of opposition
that provides visual interest. In terms of technique, though, the most important part of a leap is
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the preparation, not the airtime itself. As such, for the performers the emphasized melodic note
does indeed coordinate with the most important part of the dance step.
The four-measure phrase that follows introduces the scattering descent in the upper
voices. This melody features the rhythmic device of hemiola, in which the aural impression of
musical emphasis is out of phase with the downbeat of the notated score. In this case a threeeight-note figure is repeated across measures that last four eight notes. As such, it sounds four
times in three measures, leading the melody and meter to be back in phase for the quick ascent at
the end of the phrase. Each of these three-part gestures consists of five notes and ends with
descending leap, creating more momentum on the surface of the music than the first phrase did.
This energy is manifested in visual counterpoint for the dancers, with the men and women
performing different steps simultaneously. The rhythm of the women’s steps connects to the
hemiola, with emphasis given to the last note in each three-beat figure (the landing point of the
descending leap). In the first two repetitions the women step en pointe during the scattering
sixteenth notes and perform a low battement kick on the final note. In the later repetitions they
bring back the swivel-walk and back-flick figure from the First Walking Theme. This time the
swivels coordinate with the scattering sixteenths, while each landing point is the flick of the foot
behind the body. The high tessitura of this melodic gesture is translated in the fact that this
entire phrase happens en pointe.
Simultaneously, the men loop a dance gesture in which their feet match rhythm of the
hemiola. They swing their bodyweight from side to side, circling their arms with each new
three-part figure. Their strongest support of the musical events comes with the quick ascent that
transitions into the following phrase. Two of the men lean their weight into the other two, with
one man catching the shoulder blades of the other. The leaning men extend one leg in front of
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them in a curved attitude en devant position. With the quick ascent in measure 35, the
supporting men push their collaborators onto relevé on the standing leg, while they straighten the
working leg into a battement extension. This ascent of the dancers coordinates with the rising
melodic figure, physicalizing the contours of the melody.
Wheeldon’s visual counterpoint continues in the third phrase, another turn-taxi-turn. On
the downbeat of the third phrase—the endpoint of the quick ascent—the women perform a
simple nontraveling jump in which one leg extends behind her in arabesque position and the
working leg is pointed straight underneath her. This leap embodies the accent on the downbeat,
as well as the high pitch that concludes the quick ascent. After gliding across the stage during
the first turn figure, the women carry out the rhythm and articulation of the taxi horn blasts. On
the first blast, each woman extends one leg in front of her in a low battement position. On the
second blast she hops off of her standing leg and scissors her leg in the air, so the other leg is
now in battement. On the third she lands the battement and stands back en pointe. Not only
does the rhythm of the blasts coordinate with these steps, but the strong aesthetic of a
straightened leg reinforces the emphasis of the musical accents. In a similar way, the fact that all
elements of this step are performed with straightened legs (standing and working) creates a sense
of uniformity that mirrors the taxi blasts’ repetition of one pitch.
The men dance during the turn motives and use the taxi blast motive as a transition. (In
this way, one faction at a time draws the audience’s attention.) After their small partnered jump
(coordinating with the quick ascent), all of the men turn en face to the audience and begin to
travel forward. The front two men perform a simple travelling leap with similar melodic
emphasis as their jump in the first phrase. That is, the plié is on the higher note of the turn, and
they are in the air on the last note of the turn. This time they jump off of a straight left leg and
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slip the right leg into passé position, continuing the angular aesthetic of the dance as a whole.
While the women quickly articulate the taxi blasts, the men reestablish their spatial relationship
as two partnerships. On the second turn motive (mm. 38-39), the front two men prepare in plié,
now linking a lower melody note with a lower body position. On the higher note they press up
into relevé on their standing leg and arabesque with the working leg, with the back leg pointing
straight towards their partner. This sense of lift mimics the contour of the melody. Their
partners quickly grab hold of the working leg. As the turn motive descends, the front two men
keep the working leg extended into their partners’ hands, and quickly turn halfway around so that
the arabesque becomes a battement en devant. With the support of their partner they lower
down to the ground so they are laying on their backs, straightened working leg still held by their
partner. In some ways this is a lightning-fast, partnered, more-athletic version of the
“reinterpreted leg” figure form Kelly’s garden market pas de deux.
The final four-measure unit of the Taxi Horn Theme repeats the horn blasts four times.
Here, Wheeldon deemphasizes the rhythm of the musical surface: he does not physicalize the
three-part sounds of the taxi-inspired melody. Instead, he draws on the idea of phrasing, with
one clear event happening on each of the horn sounds (and thus once per measure). As has been
the pattern for this musical excerpt, the women play a secondary role in the visual focus. They
have a plié on the first beat of each horn call and articulate the working leg at the end of each
taxi blast. They alternate pointing the standing leg in front of them and extending it behind them
in arabesque. The partnered men maintain the visual interest, using the first taxi horn to settle
the downstage men on their backs. In the second taxi horn, the standing (previously-supporting)
men lean their weight into the extended foot of their laying partner, while rolling their arms over
their heads. In the third taxi horn the laying men push away their standing counterparts (not
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unlike the standing men had done for them in the quick ascent), while the standing men complete
half a turn and press into arabesque. On the fourth taxi horn the laying men stand up, and all
four men start to move back towards their female partners. Once the four couples are reunited,
they perform individualized duet material as part of a bridge/transition section. It is important to
note that the choreographic content in these four bars is not as rhythmically or melodically
synchronized with the musical surface as the material that preceded it. This could be because
these taxi blasts are part of a transition-motivated adaptation of the motive, which aids in
modulation. As is seen in the form chart in Figure 3, the last phrase modulates from Db Major
to D Major. As such, this final phrase may be structured more organically because it helps
transition to a new area. The dancers’ spatial relationship also ‘modulates’ from men’s and
women’s featured ensembles back to male/female partnerships.

Second Walking Theme
The duets that follow the Taxi Horn Theme, which feature traditional ballet partnering in
the form of lifts and assisted turns, dissolve rather quickly into the reentrance of the corps de
ballet. Here, the ballet skips approximately thirty bars of the symphonic poem, resuming at
measure 110. In the symphonic poem measures 110-118 are used to introduce the Second
Walking Theme, and that paradigm is maintained here. However, the score’s first presentation
of the Second Walking Theme is omitted, skipping instead to its use in a collage from measure
152. Although the focus of this analysis is the thematic pillars of the symphonic poem, the
abbreviated Second Walking Theme is surrounded by choreography in which Wheeldon uses
overtly musical techniques. As such, each of the small thematic modules in this busy section
warrant short comment.
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The transition into the Second Walking Theme (mm.110-118) contrasts plodding ‘boomchick’-style accompaniment in the strings and brass with liquid, winding melodies in the
woodwinds. The geometric accompanimental figures are embodied in the first half of the
transition, with high battement kicks, jazzy poses on bent knees, and asymmetrical lines in the
shapes of the dancers. This portrays the numerous accents in the orchestration of the
accompaniment. The fluid solo lines, on the other hand, are set in motion in the second half,
with smoothly oscillating hips and liquid, rounded gestures in the arms of the dancers. This
transition is notable because in its first five bars, Wheeldon physicalizes a common musical
device that is not present in this musical excerpt. He creates a physical “canon” as an adaptation
of a musical canon—or more simply, a round where one vocalist or instrument as the lead voice
sounds a melody, and one or several following voices join in succession overlapping with the
lead voice (e.g., “Row, Row, Row Your Boat” in 2, 3 or 4 parts). Wheeldon essentially
composes this same layering in dance, with each of the three rows of dancers performing the
same sequence of steps, beginning one beat apart from one another. A very distilled description
of the sequence of events may look like: [kick—land—arch back—swivel—reset], with each
dance event lasting one beat. This means that as the first line lands (second motion), the second
row kicks (first motion), and the third row is waiting to start, and so forth. Since this
choreography travels, this means that by the end of the canon the dancers have reentered from
offstage and are spread out in three rows.
The first appearance of the Second Walking Theme lasts only six bars, containing the
three two-measure antecedent phrases. This constitutes the musical gesture that quickly recites
on a single note before stepping up and then leaping down to an accented half note. These six
measures are structured as another canon, this time starting with the three dancers who are
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furthest upstage. This causes the spatial relationship of the rows to expand and contract like an
accordion. As each row of dancers has a different phasing relationship with the music, in general
the choreography here does not synchronize with rhythm, phrasing, or melody, but rather
emphasizes texture, timbre and articulation. The canon begins with two jazzy steps to the side,
with the arms winged out beside the body pulsing in and out. Then the dancers turn their backs
and grasp their hands over their heads, creating a diamond shape from the shoulders through the
elbows to the hands (not unlike the line in the men’s legs earlier) and quickly settle their weight
into one hip. This is followed by a quick series of foot articulations with arms rounded in front
of the body, evoking flamenco or Spanish dance. The dancers then turn en face once more,
extending the left arm up and the right leg back in arabesque to create a long diagonal line in the
body. In general, the Second Walking Theme is characterized by immediate contrasts: high and
low pitches, short and long rhythms, staccato and accented articulations. The choreography
takes up this trend, comparing angular shapes with elongated lines, and liquid arms with quickly
moving feet. The structure of a canon also carries this out, with the groups of dancers
performing different moves simultaneously all while developing the same theme.
The brief introduction to the Second Walking Theme is followed by an expansion of its
head motive, with repeated recitation on single notes eventually being transformed into the
repetitive blasts of the Taxi Horn Theme. The uniformity of this musical material (looping
rhythms on single pitches) is translated into a single repetitive step. The dancers walk on the
strongbeat while lifting their knees high. Their hands are clasped together in front of them, and
they bring their hands down to their raised knee with each step. The dancers start this step by
degrees, and it is used to transition to a new spatial relationship, moving them from a grid to two
diagonal lines.
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After a brief pause, the music has a significant change of texture, dynamics, and
articulation. There is a legato adaptation of the First Walking Theme marked Molto meno mosso
(with much less movement), at a piano dynamic level, written for the strings and woodwinds; the
choreography appropriately softens abruptly. Soft curved lines in the arms are combined with
graceful turns, movements with slower tempi and longer durations, and floating battement and
arabesque extensions in the legs.
This is followed by one of Gershwin’s An American in Paris crescendos, a significant
buildup in musical texture and dynamics that eventually bottoms out to draw attention to the
following event. (See the AAIP Crescendo form chart in Figure 5.) The choreography is
appropriately animated, with the corps de ballet creating momentum by linking together
travelling steps. There are quotations of the head motive of the Second Walking Theme. Here
the dance steps are not structured as a canon, but they still suggest the trading of gestures and
spatial relationships between three factions of the ensemble. As the AAIP crescendo bottoms out
with a horn quotation of the Second Walking Theme (after picking up material from mm. 195),
the stage is relit in blue, a large cubist set piece appears, and the corps de ballet settles into an
asymmetrical pose around it.

The Reveal of Lise
The event introduced by the AAIP crescendo is the reveal of Lise. Although her first
entrance in the ballet does not arrive with one of the thematic pillars of the score, it offers an
evocative parallel to Gene Kelly’s choreography. Lise’s head and shoulders are revealed when
she is lifted above the cubist set piece. She fluidly slides down a diagonal edge until she is
delivered into the arms of her onstage ballet partner. What follows is a comparatively classical
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pas de deux between the two, with gravity-defying lifts, partnered turns, intricate interlocking
arm work, and long, clean lines for both dancers. The music for this excerpt is adapted from
mm. 204-224 in the orchestral score, with the First Walking Theme presented in augmentation
(with longer rhythms). The counterpoint that surrounds it is legato and piano, with a much more
delicate affect than the theme proper: an ideal match for a balletic duet. The time signature
changes numerous times throughout this excerpt, undermining the sense of meter and favoring
pulse instead. This helps create an ongoing sense of fluid legato on the surface of the music.
This content is important for two reasons. First, both Kelly and Wheeldon choreograph a pas de
deux before the Blues, which in the full score serves as the primary slow, sentimental theme.
Whereas Kelly chose to excerpt the violin and celeste feature, Wheeldon chose the slow
adaptation of the First Walking Theme. Notably, the excerpt each choreographer chose is absent
from the other’s adaptation: Kelly skips the slow Walking Theme and Wheeldon omits the violin
and celeste solo. In Wheeldon’s ballet, the choreographic style of this pas de deux is also
significant. Its content is comparatively classical, formal, confining ballet. It is technically very
advanced, but it does not require the freedom and passion that Lise wishes she could find
onstage. Furthermore, there are numerous other dancers onstage providing fluid counterpoint
behind the duet. With these features in mind, the Blues comes to embody the duet Lise truly
wants to dance. It is more contemporary in style, with a sense of liberty and passion between the
partners that lies beyond the realm of classical ballet. Even more importantly, Lise and Jerry are
left alone onstage.
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The Left Bank Theme
Whereas Kelly initially omitted the Left Bank Theme, Wheeldon includes it, but not in its
entirety. As is seen in the form chart in Figure 6, the first appearance of this theme in the
symphonic poem is a three-part structure. Each A section is made up of two nine-bar phrases,
which resemble a parallel period without cadences. Each nine-bar phrase, in turn, is a sentential
construction of 2+2+5. The basic idea of the sentence is a heavily driving melody in the brass
that descends, with an accent on almost every beat. The continuation ascends and holds its final
note for four measures. The continuation is answered in the winds by the running motive, which
was first heard as an answer to the First Walking Theme. The thematic material is accompanied
by numerous figures that blur the downbeat and continue to prioritize pulse over meter (like the
pas de deux before this). These include offbeat accents in the strings and hemiola in the winds.
The deemphasis of meter is also supported by the asymmetrical phrase structure, with 9-bar units
instead of the typical 8. The two A sections are separated by a fourteen-bar B section (divided
6+8 instead of symmetrically). In its adaptation for the musical, the creative team included the
opening period-like structure, including both nine-measure sentences. The music then skips to a
partial return of A before dissolving into other related material. This analysis will focus on the
material present from the original opening statement of the theme, drawn from mm. 249-269 and
283-291.
The Left Bank Theme rebuilds the featured ensemble of eight dancers by degrees,
starting with two men and two women and expanding from there. Once again, the men and
women—in general—dance as separate factions, occasionally unifying. In the first basic idea of
the first period (m. 251), the men enter with animalistic energy. The take long striding steps,
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head and neck arched forward and looking down, their arms swinging in an ape-like fashion.
This primitivism is short lived, and at the end of the first basic idea they pop up into a nontraveling jump, with their arms spread wide and their right legs extended perpendicular to their
bodies. Meanwhile, the women perform two consecutive non-traveling jumps. In the first they
tuck both feet up behind them with youthful exuberance. Like the men their second move is
more refined, an assemblé leap in which their feet leave the ground separately and land together.
This coordinates with the leap for the gentlemen, with all four dancers airborne simultaneously.
Each of these elements combines to evoke the timbre and articulation of the Left Bank Theme.
There is a weightiness to the theme, which has numerous accents and low pitches. This is
embodied not only in the opening hunched posture of the men, but also in the numerous jumps.
Each jump has two impetuses into the ground: one in the plié and one in the landing. The
repetitive driving down of the dancer’s weight embodies the marcato articulation of the theme.
The changes of elevation inherent to jumps also mimic the melodic contours, which change
direction nearly every note (in the pattern up-down-up-down-down).
In the second basic idea, the men continue the gestural contrast of refined vs. primitive,
weight vs. buoyancy. They step forward into a small lunge, reaching one arm forward to create
an elegant diagonal line. This is quickly transformed into the preparation of a stylized double
turn, where they once again arch their head and neck forward, this time curving their arms over
their head as if they were diving. They finish this turn back in the same diagonal lunge. In the
continuation they move backwards with bouncing steps, and on every other step spring their
working leg forward in a front attitude position. As they travel backwards, they swing both arms
in wide circles, backstroke style. These steps continue the energetic, athletic effect of the music,
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while also introducing elements borrowed from jazz. The quick traversal of the stage with the
backstroke also matches the energetic rhythms of the Running Motive.
The women, now expanded to a trio, still live more in the world of ballet. With quick
and delicate footwork, they pass through numerous steps in the second basic idea and
continuation. This includes a developé en devant, a half turn with a back attitude, a rond de
jambe, steps side to side articulated by passé position, and a quick chaînés turn to transition into
the second nine-bar phrase. This counterpoint of ballet and jazz serves as an important link
between the ballet pas de deux that preceded this thematic area and the jazz pas de deux that
follows it. The blending of classical and jazz embodies Gershwin’s music in general, and is
emblematic of the common ground between Lise (ballet) and Jerry (jazz) (discussed below).
In the second nine-bar sentence both the men’s and women’s ensembles favor ballet over
jazz, though still in counterpoint to one another. In the first basic idea (m. 260) the men’s
ensemble expands to four and they perform two pas de chat steps (a nod to the
animalistic/primitive opening) while switching places with one another. This is followed in the
second basic idea by a calypso leap, in which one leg is extended straight out while the other
slides up into passé, and a tight half-turn so they can once again travel backwards as a unit. The
women, on the other hand, embody the repetition inherent in the basic ideas of a sentential
structure. They start with a piqué turn, landing in a lunge with diagonal arms, similar to the
shape that surrounded the men’s ‘dive’ turn in the first phrase. In the second basic idea they
press up en pointe on both feet and suspend themselves for a moment, before stretching back into
the same diagonal lunge (a varied repetition of the first basic idea). The continued change of
elevation for both factions reinforces the weightiness of the musical accents and the buoyancy of
the melodic contours.
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In the continuation (m. 264) the men travel backwards and the women travel forwards: an
image that matches the momentum and rhythmic profile of the running motive. As a sentential
continuation expands the pair of basic ideas, the form of the men’s choreography mimics this
construction. As they travel backwards, they perform a series of paired steps. They begin with
two rondes de jambe with their torsos bent forward, spring back up into two sideways assemblé
leaps, and two piqué turns where the working leg is in front attitude instead of passé. The
women, on the other hand, have a creative sequence of four chaînés turns en pointe. The first
and fourth turns proceed as usual, while the second one starts with a battement en devant before
turning and the third finishes with an attitude en derrière before landing. The visual spectacle
created by these two elaborate travel patterns evokes the escalating texture in the orchestra, as
well as the increased momentum in the rhythmic profile of the Running Motive.
The third sentence is the most athletic and energetic, as ballet once again gives way to
jazz in the men’s ensemble. A fifth male dancer is briefly added. In the first basic idea (m. 283),
two of the men perform a partnered leap, in which one arm is hooked around the partner’s waist
and both dancers rotate midair. Meanwhile, the other three men take on rotation in a different
sense, performing a back somersault on the ground. Rotation in both senses embodies the
winding contours of the melody, with its frequent alternation of ascending and descending pitch
relationships. In the second basic idea, the four original men slowly and deliberately press up
into the diagonal lunge that has become a visual motif of the Left Bank Theme. The shape of
this pose, with elegantly extended arms and angular articulation in the legs, represents in
microcosm a synthesis of ballet and jazz, classical and popular. The men’s content for the
continuation is unfortunately out-of-frame in the archival recording, but they can be seen
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preparing some sort of turn and shortly thereafter whisk themselves across the stage to rejoin
their partners.
In the first basic idea the women swing their bodies into a pose with their arms
outstretched and their balance pressed into a flexed foot: a significantly jazzier picture than the
turning sequence that preceded it. This is followed by another iconic diagonal lunge. While the
men repeat that lunge in their second basic idea, the women travel forward with two small tour
jeté leaps, a compact leap that has a full rotation in the air. Here the women take up the image of
rotation that was introduced by the men. They notably do not use classical ballet port des bras
for these leaps, but rather have their arms curved jazzily to the side. In the continuation the
women tip their hats one more time to ballet, suspending themselves en pointe and extending
their arms, before jumping up in the air in a gesture that resembles jumping rope. As they settle
back down, they push their arms out to the sides, hands flexed, and swivel their weight between
feet. The angularity and increased athleticism of these movements resembles the escalating
texture and orchestration of the Left Bank Theme, while perpetuating the changes of elevation
and rotating/winding movements of the previous sentences.
The choreographic material in the section that follows, though outside of the Left Bank
Theme proper, continues to synthesize ballet and jazz. The ensemble expands to include the full
corps de ballet, and as Lise and her ballet partner re-enter they swirl around the pair. At first,
they surround the duet with ballet turns and extensions, but before long the entire ensemble
lunges towards Lise and presents her with undulating jazzy arms. In a climactic moment of the
onstage ballet, Lise’s partner lifts her straight up over his head, holding her by her back so she is
sensually draped with her head hanging backwards and her feet pointed in front of him. The
ensemble quickly surrounds the two and the stage plummets into darkness. There is an increased
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intensity when light returns because the show’s music team inserted a brief AAIP crescendo
where there originally was not one. They borrow a quick build in texture and dynamics from
earlier in the score to highlight another draped lift of Lise. Here, the notion of ascent is melodic,
physical, and textural. This one is marked for consciousness because the change in musical
intensity has manifested in wardrobe change: Lise appears in a sultry black and red dress (see
Figure 26). As the bottom drops out of the AAIP crescendo with a soulful head motive of the
Second Walking Theme, Lise is also brought back down from her previous heights. This time,
she is in the arms of Jerry. The stage clears and the two are left alone. This narrative change
seems to be motivated by the synthesis of ballet and jazz in the Left Bank section. If jazz comes
to represent the freedom Lise feels with Jerry, then its influence on the Left Bank section is
emblematic of her mind starting to wander towards thoughts of him during her performance.

The Blues
The first appearance of the Blues Theme in the symphonic poem is another embedded
ABA’ form (see Figure 7). Each A section is made up of three four-bar phrases. The first two
sustain a yearning note before cascading down to a resting point, while the third is a small
sentential form that provides melodic and harmonic closure. These evocative melodies are
accompanied by an offbeat emphasis in the strings, and the cascading four-bar phrases are
answered by a spirited wind motive. Whereas Kelly kept the opening ABA’ presentation of the
Blues and nothing else, Wheeldon keeps more of the musical rhetoric intact. This includes an
acceleration of tempo and a faster jazz motive before a cinematic AAIP crescendo crashes into a
climactic statement of the Blues. However, he splices the opening ABA’ of the theme proper.
As such, this analysis will focus on the material derived from mm. 392-419 and mm. 435-442.
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The Blues has a four-bar introduction that establishes some of its accompanimental
textures. It features a sustained note floating in the winds over a staccato, accented pulse in the
rhythm section. This pulse emphasizes the weak beats (2 and 4) of each measure. The rhythm
section alternates each measure between sounding every quarter note and every eighth note,
creating two different senses of momentum (and perhaps portraying quickening heartbeats).
These first four measures are Jerry’s approach to Lise, enticing her to dance with him. On the
first beat he takes a slow, smooth, pedestrian-style step, emulating the articulation and timbre of
the sustained note in the winds. On the sharp accent on beat two he snaps in to a jazzy crouch,
with his standing leg in plié, working leg pointed into to the floor, and both arms angled strongly
at his sides. This embodies the snappy accents in the strings, and previews the jazz-inspired
content that is to come. In just two beats Jerry not only physicalizes the duality of the musical
texture/timbre, but also contrasts hard and soft, classical and popular, which are important
dichotomies throughout the ballet. In the movement vernacular of the show, jazz—Gershwin’s
distinctly American voice in music— represents Jerry. Ballet is not only Lise’s profession, its
formality and tradition embody her sense of duty and her guarded heart. If part of Lise’s thought
process (in the dream ballet) is to find the common ground between two people, this is
represented visually by common ground between the two dance styles. Jerry repeats his two
vastly different steps in the latter half of the bar, before coolly striding around Lise in the first
measure built on eighth-note rhythms. There, the tempo and duration of his steps match the
casual affect of the music. The pedestrian/jazz walk is repeated as he crosses behind her in the
third bar. He increases the athleticism of his invitation in the final measure before the theme
proper, pressing up into a double turn with the working leg in back attitude.
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The relationship between Jerry and Lise develops very quickly, and suavely captures
many elements of the music. On the first suspended, yearning note of the Blues theme, Lise and
Jerry stand apart side by side, each facing the audience, in a wide stance pressed up into relevé.
Over the course of the whole note they rise even higher on their toes, drawing their hands up the
side of their thighs: a danced depiction of the romantic tension between them. This single
movement with a slow tempo and long duration embodies the rhythm of the whole note, as well
as its harmonic context, which pulls towards resolution. As the melodic material cascades down
in a series of eighth notes in the second bar, each dancer lowers from relevé and turns their back
to the audience with a rond de jambe. The circular shape of the rond motion echoes the winding
nature of the melody, just as the lowered elevation in the knees and ankles matches the
descending contour of the phrase. In the third measure the choreography contrasts hard and soft,
melody and accompaniment, just as Jerry’s introduction had. On the first beat their inside hands
reach slowly towards one another, a legato motion that coordinates with the new whole note
sustained in the melody. On the second beat, though, both dancers sit back sharply, lowering
their knees and looking at each other. The shape they create is angular and articulated quickly,
in a way that embodies the weak beat ‘hits’ continued by the orchestra. In the rest of the bar they
develop that shape, using the muscle tension between them in a jazz allongé motion,
synthesizing the angular shape with legato articulation. In the last measure of the first phrase,
Wheeldon takes up the countermelody that had been mostly ignored by Kelly: a twinkling
response provided by the upper winds. The high tessitura of this theme is embodied by Jerry’s
quick lift of Lise straight up in front of him. The sudden emergence of the higher pitch material
matches the swift way Lise suddenly finds herself in the air, in Jerry’s arms. The descending
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contours of the motive translate into the latter half of the lift, where Jerry slowly and tenderly
brings Lise back down, the two of them looking at each other.
Wheeldon contrasts hard and soft again in the first whole note of the second phrase
(which is still heard over the accented accompaniment). It segues out of the lift: Jerry does not
put Lise back on her own two feet, but rather lowers her into a lunge where she leans back in his
arms. This legato motion requires tension and balance between the dance partnership,
emblematic of the musical tension that builds up with the arrival of the whole note. On the last
beat of the bar, Jerry quickly picks Lise up to be en pointe on her standing leg, with her working
leg extended in a battement extension in front of her. This motion seems especially powerful
and sharp in contrast, coordinating with the accents of the accompaniment. Once again, the
angularity of the lunge juxtaposed with the clean lines of the battement emphasize the jazzy
timbres of this musical excerpt, which embody Lise discovering her freedom. The winding
momentum of the second bar is physicalized by Jerry catching Lise under her extended leg,
supporting her weight and spinning her around before sliding her into a partnered split, with the
working leg still in his arms (a dance phrase Kelly also used in his Blues pas de deux). Jerry
then restores Lise to the battement extension position in which she began. The floating, liquid
nature of the whole note in the third bar is translated into a suspended basket-like carry, with
Jerry taking all of Lise’s weight and lovingly scooping her into his arms. This image is not
unlike the opening picture of Kelly’s interpretation of the Blues. In a varied repetition of
topography, Wheeldon once again interprets the twinkling wind answer with a lift, where Jerry
swiftly elevates Lise and then puts her down gently. He lifts her straight in front of him, this
time turning around and setting her down in an arabesque position.
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Whereas the Blues A phrase slithers in mostly conjunct melodic motion, the B phrase (m.
404) contrasts smooth motion with wider melodic leaps. This juxtaposition of notes that are
close together and far apart is found in the changing spatial relationship of the dancers. In the
first measure, Lise bourrées away from Jerry, delicately bursting her hands over her head in joy.
Once that space is created, though, Jerry quickly closes the gap and the two intertwine their arms
during the second bar. The slur over the first four eighth notes of this measure is embodied in
smooth, rounded movements in their arms. The second bar (m. 405) ends with two wide melodic
leaps. The choreography takes up this juxtaposition of low and high pitches, with Jerry first
supporting Lise into a low lunge, before bringing her high up to face him en pointe. Like the A
phrase, the B phrase also ends with a whole note in the melody. With no high answer in the
wind section this time, the long note is embodied in an extended, legato movement for the pair.
It is a standing spin, with Lise lowering into one knee and leaning back, and Jerry rotating her
twice before bringing her back up en pointe on both feet. Like earlier in this excerpt, the rotation
of this step embodies the winding melodic motion of the accompanimental figures.
This is followed by a six-measure interlude before the return of A, originally found in
mm. 408-413 of the symphonic poem. In the first four bars Jerry keeps Lise en pointe and the
two have a delicate series of partnered actions, including another lunge, a developé and a half
turn. At the end of these four bars Jerry kneels on one knee and Lise leans forward with her
torso on his shoulder. Her legs are in a penché position (an arabesque that has extended
essentially to the point of a full split). The last two bars of the transition include a three-eighthnote hemiola. This blurs the surface of the music when combined with its winding melody,
which repeatedly leaps up and then resolves down. This change in musical texture is embodied
by a significantly different stage picture, which is marked for consciousness: neither partner
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traveling, Jerry on the floor and Lise on his shoulder. Over the course of the hemiola he rolls her
on his shoulder before putting her back on the ground for the return to the Blues.
The score for the musical only presents part of the A’ section of the Blues as it is found
in the symphonic poem. It continues with m. 414 through m. 419, skipping mid-phrase to m.
424. In the first yearning/cascade phrase of the A’ section, the orchestration is denser and the
timbres are brighter—conveying a heightened sense of romance—which is especially noticeable
after the preceding soft transition. Here the accented offbeat accompaniment is traded for
flowing countermelodies, and Wheeldon embraces this with increased athleticism in the
choreography. In the first whole note alone, Jerry moves backwards and draws Lise towards
him. He then supports her in a partnered grande jeté leap, with both of her legs outstretched,
before twisting and catching her in the air, turning both of them around, and setting her back
down. A musical gesture (the yearning whole note) that was once associated with motions of
long duration is now alive with motion, characterized instead by literal airtime. In many ways
the dichotomy of explosive choreography with a sustained melodic note marks the movement for
consciousness, thereby expressing previously-suppressed excitement.
In this instance, the cascading motive is less about travel or technique and more about
relationship. The two of them swim around each other with rounded arm motions that evoke the
smooth melodic contours of the cascade. The third bar, another sustained note, falls in line with
the first and bursts open with movement. Lise glides across the stage in a quick series of turns: a
tour jeté, a piqué and a series of chaînés. She foregoes the formal ports des bras, leaving her
arms flung out wide with excited abandon. Jerry starts with a celebratory turn with the working
leg in back attitude, arms also outstretched, before he follows his love across the stage with a
leap of his own (only the landing of which makes it into the frame of the archival recording).
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Here the twinkling wind answer is replaced by ascending quarter-note triplets in the woodwinds
and brass: a more celebratory gesture that transitions into the next phrase. The lovers rejoin one
another, making eye contact again and condensing their spatial relationship from distant to close.
They do so in pure jazz, sliding through a series of smooth lunges, arms swimming around
themselves once more.
This returns to the beginning of the second A phrase. On the suspended whole note Lise
pushes up en pointe on both feet before falling for Jerry (or into his arms, at least). As the whole
note starts to move towards resolution, he catches her, spins her around, and swiftly restores her
to an arabesque en pointe. The effect of the whole note being suspended in time is now
physicalized, with Jerry whisking Lise in and out of suspended pointe positions. As the music
cascades down, he lifts her out the arabesque position, spinning her around with both legs
extended in the air. Here the score skips the rest of the A’ section to move to transition material,
which is not without its own choreographic interest. Another spinning lift brings the pair to the
corner, where a quiet musical resolution is embodied in a kneeling, intimate, slow shoulder roll
for each partner. This is followed by floor work (providing varied topography between the
thematic pillars) and a technically difficult back-to-back lift that prepares a return of the Blues
Theme proper.
Whereas the symphonic poem contains another full statement of the Blues (ABA’), the
score for the musical only maintains its second two phrases, incorporating the material originally
found in mm. 435-442. In the return to the Blues Theme, Wheeldon portrays the newfound
understanding and commonality between Jerry and Lise. At the beginning of the whole note
they come out of a dip, and for the first two measures they dance in unison side-by-side. This is
the first time this visual texture has been seen in this ballet, and it creates an image of two people
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who are independent but in total agreement. Here Lise has been completely won over by Jerry,
exemplified with jazz dance content. There are suave turns, angular arm shapes, flicks of the
foot behind the body, and ronds de jambe with the standing leg in plié. The latter half of the
musical phrase builds in intensity, dynamic level, and momentum, preparing a climactic moment
on the downbeat of the following B phrase. This increased momentum is embodied in dance
with a sense of quickening rotation. Lise presses up into a back attitude turn on her own, and is
quickly joined by Jerry who catches her balance and extends the spin. (In a visual sense this may
represent that together the two can do things they cannot do alone). This transforms into an even
faster set of partnered pirouettes before Jerry lifts Lise.
In the beginning of the B phrase, the musical element that is marked for consciousness is
the orchestration. The texture is dense—nearly all the instruments are playing—and a crescendo
leads to a cymbal crash in a broad stroke of cinematic grandeur. This burst of romance is echoed
in the choreography. In the preceding crescendo Jerry has picked Lise up in front of him (her
back on his chest) and swung her not once but twice to create momentum. As the music crests
Lise drapes herself back on his shoulder, her legs extended in a split, and Jerry sweeps the two of
them to the downstage corner. A diagonal trajectory travelling towards the audience from right
to left in the eyes of a viewer (opposite to the direction one reads) is one the strongest paths
available in stage composition. This is exactly the trajectory Jerry and Lise take in this moment.
When they arrive in the corner of the stage, Jerry sets Lise down in relevé on her right foot,
while she extends her left behind her in arabesque. Jerry tenderly puts his cheek onto her
extended leg, and with the two wide melodic leaps embedded in the B phrase the two sway
lovingly back and forth. This swaying, oscillating motion mimics the repeated leaping contour
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of the melody. He lifts her sweetly one more time, before setting her down so the two can
celebrate their new love with a faster jazz duet.
The rest of the pas de deux is equally magnetic and musical, though in general the
musical material lies outside of the thematic pillars. As the tempo of the music picks up, the two
dance energetically. In the course of a lush AAIP crescendo the corps de ballet passes through,
blending the onstage world and the dream world. Three men from the ensemble have a dramatic
lift of Lise, restoring her to Jerry’s arms at the crest of the crescendo. A final, brilliant statement
of the Blues head motive sweeps Jerry and Lise across the stage where the two kneel once more
and—at last—share a kiss.

The Charleston
In the transition after the kiss, the cubist stage ballet starts to resurface. The scenery
changes and the ensemble enters by degrees. This transition features four winding descents in
the winds. With each of these four phrases, members of the female ensemble slither onto stage,
striking a seductive pose and blocking Jerry and Lise’s path as they try to exit. The two give a
knowing look to the audience, anticipating the celebration that is to follow.
The Charleston Theme is structured as one twelve-measure phrase made up of five
smaller modules. The module structure is palindromic, with the ratio of measures being
[2+2+4+2+2] and the motivic content being [AABA’A’]. All the modules are based on the head
motive, a splashy descending line made of wide melodic leaps. The Charleston section begins
with nearly two complete statements of the twelve-bar theme. The ensemble surrounds Jerry and
Lise and introduces new energetic jazz material.
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The first two-bar module of the theme begins with the leaping head motive, and then
drills into a single pitch with three syncopated accents. The melody is taken up by the trumpet,
giving the theme a showy, carefree, Americana sound. The ensemble approaches Jerry with
cool, gliding steps across the floor. Their bodies lean back suavely, their arms casually
outstretched by their sides, as if resting on the edge on an imaginary swimming pool. The
choreography embodies both the rhythm and articulation of the syncopated accents, with a
snappy wrist flick on each musical accent. In the second two-bar module, the leaping descent is
followed by a sustained note that lasts almost a measure. Here the ensemble begins with a
classic jazz step, a kick ball-change. Each dancer energetically flicks one foot forward, then
swiftly switches their weight between their feet under their body (changing the weight from the
ball of one foot to the other). They follow this with another kick that springboards a smooth half
turn, while rolling their heads recklessly back around their shoulders. They finish this phrase by
winging their arms out to the side. The sharp kick ball-change continues the snappy
articulations, while the smooth turn and head roll match the music’s sense of cool and the
sustained whole note. All the while Jerry watches them with excitement while Lise is briefly
whisked offstage. If the world of ballet has represented Lise from the moment Jerry first saw her
audition at the Royal Ballet, then this Americana jazz music belongs to Jerry. Not only will he
soon join the celebration, he leads the charge.
The ensemble dances the head motive of the 4-measure B module with two jazz
pirouettes, with their arms angled out to the side and palms open wide. Here the rotating
momentum embodies the winding melodic contour of interlocking descending jumps.
Meanwhile, the energetic shapes created by the dancers match the flashy timbre of the trumpet
melody. By the time the ensemble lands the second pirouette, Jerry has joined them. The
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middle of the B module has three trills creating a hemiola over the module’s second and third
bars. On each of the trills the dancers hop between a narrow and wide stance, agilely closing
their feet and arms before bursting them back open again. This alternation of shapes suggests the
alternation of notes in a trill. Furthermore, the position they find with bent knees, weight in one
hip, and palms open beside the body, is very similar to the shapes Gene Kelly created in his
dancing of the Charleston Theme. On the third trill they push out of the shape into a turn. The
last measure of the B section is another sustained bar. This elongated rhythm is translated into
legato dance movements, with the full group performing two ronds des jambe with energetic
swinging arms.
The first A’ module returns to the leaping head motive and offbeat accents. Now the
featured ensemble has a spiffy set of isolations, shifting weight between feet, turning knees and
arms in and out in a quick succession of sharp movements. The rapid articulation of single limbs
emphasizes the eighth-note rhythm of this theme, and also harkens to the lines created by Kelly.
In the final A’ phrase of the theme, the solo trumpet sustains one note (finally providing melodic
resolution), while the high winds and xylophone present a looping version of the head motive.
As he has done before, Wheeldon portrays musical counterpoint by dividing the ensemble into
factions. Here the men take up the floating image of the sustained note with two high-flying
stationary jumps. The first simply presses straight up, with feet wide and arms spread. The
second jumps for joy, with the right leg tucking under the body in passé and the left leg pointing
out to the side, both arms extended energetically over the head. The women maintain the
disjunct essence of the head motive by repeating the kick-ball-change/kick-turn/head-roll
combination from earlier. In the last moments of the theme, the ensemble adjusts their spatial
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relationship to form two rows with Jerry front and center. This prepares another statement of the
Charleston theme, which dissolves at its end.
Like Kelly, Wheeldon chooses to link choreographic gesture to musical gesture in the
Charleston Theme. In general, when a musical module repeats so does the choreography
associated with it. This viewpoint of repetition may be one of the most concrete ways for
choreography to strike a general audience as musical: the two become linked together for the eye
and ear. However, as the orchestral texture becomes busier and more energetic, Wheeldon adds
additional movements onstage for the ensemble to accompany the original choreography. As the
first two A modules return, Jerry leads the group in the cool walks with wrist flicks and the kickball-change/kick-turn/head-roll combination. As this phrase ends, the ensemble splits into three
groups: a quartet at center led by Jerry, flanked by two trios. The quartet proceeds as before:
jazz pirouettes, pops in and out, carefree ronds des jambe, arm and knee isolations, and two
leaps. The trios on the sides repeat many of these steps but perform them out of phase,
sometimes introducing a step before the quartet and other times following the quartet’s lead.
They also introduce some material of their own, with a series of sharp angular poses emphasizing
the angularity of the melody. Here the topography of the stage picture matches the texture of the
music: all the movement onstage speaks the same vernacular, but the complex layering of
motives creates a visual feast.
What follows is jazz material outside the Charleston theme, creating an even more
complex texture of counterpoint. Lise reenters with the rest of the ensemble, with the cast spread
throughout the stage surrounding the lovers. Wheeldon plays the effect of counterpoint to the
hilt: sometimes dividing the ensemble into five factions each dancing their own material,
sometimes seven, but all maintaining a similar visual aesthetic to embody the music. This builds
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to a jazzy version of an AAIP crescendo, leading Jerry offstage and placing Lise at the center of
the full ensemble as the music crashes into a final repetition of the Charleston Theme.
When the Charleston returns, it roars towards the audience. It is presented at a forte
dynamic level, with full-bodied orchestration to support it. The robust boldness of this statement
is embodied by Lise leading the ensemble en masse straight towards the audience with the cool
walks/wrist flicks and then the kick-ball-change/kick-turn/head-roll combination. Here Lise, a
newly emancipated dancer, is in charge. Accordingly, the choreography starts to diverge. The
descending leap motive of the B section is transformed into a sassy set of walks and snaps,
lending feminine flair to the athletic combination. The trills keep the essence of popping in and
out, but it is now imbued with Lise’s sense of refinement. She starts and ends the trills en pointe,
staying gracefully on her toes while the ensemble repeats the ronds de jambe. Lise continues to
lead the ensemble in the section that follows, which uses hemiola and offbeat accents to blur the
surface of the music and reduce the meter to a sense of pulse. At the end of this section the
ensemble surrounds Lise and condenses into the center of the stage. The muddy surface of the
music creates a sense of expectation for the audience, eager to know what will arrive next.

The Blues and Charleston Together
The audience’s anticipation is fulfilled with the reentrance of the Blues, energetically
reimagined. A musical excerpt that was omitted from the film ballet, the resurgence of the Blues
Theme combined with Charleston elements is Gershwin’s writing at its most cinematic,
nostalgic, and brilliant. Here, it is the final entrance of Jerry in Lise’s mind. The Blues theme
maintains its grandiose sense of yearning, but it is intensely driven forward by elements of the
Charleston Theme. This includes a widely-doubled hemiola lasting three eighth-notes (two
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eighth notes plus an eighth rest): the pulse of an elated heart that is skipping beats. The music is
propelled by chromatic descending bass lines at the end of each of the A phrases, while the flutes
add lightning-fast triplet chromatic scales. When combined with the relatively slow tempo of the
Blues melody itself, these contrapuntal details create an undeniable sense of urgency,
expectation, and excitement on the surface of the music.
The undulating of the bass hemiola is embodied by Lise and the ensemble. The ensemble
repeatedly lifts Lise above their heads, unfolding around her like flower petals and then folding
back in when she is put down. Dramaturgically, this image serves two purposes. They present
Lise to the audience as a newly transformed woman. They also lift her up so she can see Jerry,
who re-enters with the arrival of his musical material (the Blues).
If Jerry had used the Charleston to celebrate with Lise in a jazz vernacular, here he meets
her halfway. He takes a page out of her book, flying onto the stage with a balletic solo grande
allegro. As a choreographic structure, a solo grande allegro is one of the fastest, showiest, and
most technically difficult constructions in ballet choreography, usually reserved for the heroic
male soloist. Here Jerry soars in a wide circle around the ensemble, traversing the circumference
of the entire stage twice in just two short phrases. His choreography moves with maximum
speed, height, and rotation, embodying the heightened dynamics, texture, and momentum of the
reimagined Blues Theme. After flying onto the stage, Jerry takes up a classic grande allegro
combination, which is a chaînés grande-jeté. Here a fast travelling turn becomes the preparation
for a wide jump with outstretched legs, which rotates again in the landing. He alternates these
steps with multiple pirouettes (turning multiple times on one foot without additional preparation)
and double tour-jeté leaps (turning multiple times midair with the feet tucked under the body).
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He is the picture of athleticism, passion, and freedom: everything Lise is looking for in a partner
and in herself.
As the B phrase crashes onto the scene with a triumphant cymbal, Jerry kneels grandly
and opens his arms. Lise, meanwhile, reaches for him with the rest of the ensemble supporting
her. As the B phrase soars down to its conclusion, Lise is pressed up into the air and put back in
Jerry’s arms, who slowly lowers her and cradles her as the phrase drifts down. From there the
Blues Theme dissolves into a delicate transition, where Jerry tenderly sweeps Lise across the
stage once more before bringing her offstage.

The Ballet’s Conclusion
This romantic climax represents the end of the major entrances of the ballet’s thematic
pillars. For all intents and purposes, Lise’s exit with Jerry represents the end of the ballet’s
internal narrative: she has found the freedom she sought and made up her mind as to whom she
truly loves. The onstage ballet still needs to finish, though, and Lise needs to be presented to the
world as a star performer. In this conclusion, many themes from the ballet are reimagined and
quickly recapped. This begins with a pastoral counterpoint of the First Walking Theme. The
ballet’s final AAIP crescendo includes elements of the Taxi Theme, Left Bank Theme, and
Running Motive. During this sequence the corps de ballet quickly reenters and dances in a grid.
They resume the angular interpretation of ballet technique they started the performance with:
edgy when compared to classical ballet, but nothing compared to the freedom and passion Lise
has found. Lise returns in her yellow dress and joins her onstage partner. Over the course of the
AAIP crescendo he spins and dips her, and then they dance side by side. The AAIP crescendo
bottoms out, as is characteristic, and the ballet ends with one last triumphant statement of the
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head motive of the Blues. Here Lise’s partner lifts her straight over his head and walks slowly
towards the audience. The ensemble assembles a final tableau that is a cubist depiction of the
Eiffel Tower, with Lise as its pinnacle. The ballet is a smashing artistic success for Lise, Jerry
(as the set designer), and Adam. Equally successful is Wheeldon’s brilliant interpretation of the
score in movement.

Conclusion
Whereas Gene Kelly used broad strokes of gesture, visual design, and characterization to
create a detailed narrative, Christopher Wheeldon uses dance itself as his primary tool to express
Gershwin’s vivid music. Considering the parameters of stage drama (a live audience watching
events unfold in real time within a single proscenium), it is the dancers’ primary responsibility to
capture the audience. As such, Wheeldon’s ballet is packed with technical content, in a
constantly-shifting mélange of styles to embody Gershwin’s eclectic musical themes. The
stylistic references he employs not only synchronize with the stylistic elements of Gershwin’s
score, but also greatly enhance the narrative. The piece starts as a lovely ballet, expressive in its
own right but devoid of the freedom Lise seeks. As her thoughts turn to Jerry the style of dance
moves toward jazz (which is also inherent to the music). Before long, Lise and Jerry find an
electric middle ground not only in their relationship but also in their dance style.
All the while Wheeldon creates his stage pictures with a masterful hand, using varied
repetition and spatial relationship to direct the eye of a viewer. Wheeldon’s use of varied
repetition enhances Gershwin’s use of musical contrasts throughout the score. In some cases,
such as his choreography for the Charleston Theme, musical motive and physical motive are
linked and the two recur together. In others, such as the various appearances of the First
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Walking Theme, Wheeldon varies his choreography through featuring different groups of
performers, changing spatial relationships onstage, or creating new contrapuntal movements to
support the theme. In doing so, recognizable dance structures emerge for the audience, even on a
first viewing. This allows audiences to appreciate larger-scale details of the musical structure
and narrative.
In a similar way to Kelly’s choreography, Wheeldon’s makes it clear that coordination of
musical and choreographic elements is distinct from total synchronization of those elements.
Total linkage of musical gestures and movement gestures could actually undermine the powerful
expressivity of both art forms. In any given moment, Wheeldon prioritizes certain elements of
the thematic material or musical surface to capture in the choreography. These priorities change
within and between the thematic pillars of the score. In many cases the choreography clarifies or
enhances elements of the musical structure, whereas in others the surface details of the music
inform the way in which the dancers complete their lines or movements. Similar to the way
Gershwin composed his score, Wheeldon uses contrast as a guiding principle in the relationship
between music and dance to physicalize the score. In this way, both the connoisseur and the
general viewer can appreciate the brilliant nuances of Wheeldon’s narrative and its interpretation
of Gershwin’s momentous score.
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Appendix A
Deems Taylor: “An American in Paris: Narrative Guide” (1928)135
You are to imagine… an American, visiting Paris, swinging down the Camps-Élysées on
a mild sunny morning in May or June. Being what he is, he starts walking with preliminaries,
and is off at full speed at once, to the tune of the First Walking Theme, a straightforward,
diatonic air, designed to convey the impression of Gallic freedom and gaiety.
Our American’s ears being open, as well as his eyes, he notes with pleasure the sounds of
the city. French taxicabs seem to amuse him particularly, a fact that the orchestra points out in a
brief episode introducing four real Paris taxi horns (imported at great expense for the occasion).
These have a special theme allotted to them (the driver, possibly?), which is announced by the
strings whenever they appear in the score.
Having safely eluded the taxis, our American apparently passes the open door of a café,
where, if one is to believe the trombones, La Maxixe is still popular. Exhilarated by the reminder
of the gay 1900s, he resumes his stroll through the medium of the Second Walking Theme,
which is announced by the clarinetist in French with a strong American accent.
Both themes are now discussed at some length by the instruments, until our tourist
happens to pass—something. The composer thought it might be a church, while the
commentator held out for the Grand Palais, where the Salon holds forth. At all events, our hero
does not go in. Instead, as revealed by the English horn, he respectfully slackens his pace until
he is safely past.
At this point, the American’s itinerary becomes somewhat obscured. It may be that he
continues on down the Champs-Élysées; it may be that he has turned off—the composer retains
an open mind on the subject. However, since what immediately ensues is technically known as a
bridge passage, one is reasonably justified in assuming that the Gershwin pen, guided by an
unseen hand, has perpetrated a musical pun, and that when the Third Walking Theme makes its
eventual appearance our American has crossed the Seine and is somewhere on the Left Bank.
Certainly it is distinctly less Gallic than its predecessors, speaking American with a French
intonation, as befits the region of the city where so many Americans forgather. Walking Theme
may be a misnomer, for despite its vitality the theme is slightly sedentary in character, and
becomes progressively more so. Indeed, the end of this section of the work is couched in terms
so unmistakably, albeit pleasantly, blurred, as to suggest that the American is now on the
terrasse of the café, exploring the mysteries of an Anise de Lozo.
And now the orchestra introduces an unhallowed episode. Suffice it to say that a solo
violin approaches our hero (in soprano register) and addresses him in the most charming broken
English and, his response being inaudible—or at least unintelligible—repeats the remark. The
one-sided conversation continues for some little time.
Of course, one hastens to add, it is possible that a grave injustice is being done to both
author and protagonist, and that the whole episode is simply a musical transition. The latter
interpretation may well be true, for otherwise it is difficult to believe what ensues: our hero
becomes homesick. He has the blues, and if the behavior of the orchestra be any criterion, he has
135. Deems Taylor, “An American in Paris: A Narrative Guide,” Program Guide,
Carnegie Hall, New York, Dec. 13, 1928. In The George Gershwin Reader, edited by Robert
Wyatt and Andrew Johnson (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 110-111.
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them very thoroughly. He realizes suddenly, overwhelmingly, that he does not belong to this
place, that he is the most wretched creature in the world, a foreigner. The cool, blue Paris sky,
the distant upward sweep of the Eiffel Tower, the book-stalls of the quay, the pattern of the
horse-chestnut leaves on the white, sun-flecked street—what avails all this alien beauty? He is
no Baudelaire, longing to be “anywhere out of the world.” The world is just what he longs for,
the world that he knows best: a world less lovely—sentimental and a little vulgar perhaps—but
for all that, home.
However, nostalgia is not a fatal disease—nor, in this instance, of overwhelming
duration. Just in the nick of time the compassionate orchestra rushes another theme to the
rescue, two trumpets performing the ceremony of introduction. It is apparent that our hero must
have met a compatriot; for this last theme is a noisy, cheerful, self-confident Charleston without
a drop of Gallic blood in its veins.
For the moment, Paris is no more; and the voluble, gusty, wisecracking orchestra
proceeds to demonstrate at some length that it’s always fair weather when two American get
together, no matter where. Walking Theme Number Two enters soon thereafter, enthusiastically
abetted by Number Three. Paris isn’t such a bad place after all: as a matter of fact, it’s a grand
place! Nice weather, nothing to do till tomorrow. The blues return, but mitigated by the Second
Walking Theme—a happy reminiscence rather than homesick yearning—and the orchestra, in a
riotous finale, decides to make a night of it. It will be great to get home; but meanwhile, this is
Paris!
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Appendix B
Score Incipits of Major Themes, in Piano Reduction136

W1

First Walking Theme

Basic Idea

Continuation

Running Motive

TH

Taxi Theme

‘Scatter’ descents

Turn

Taxi blasts

59. All score incipits come from: George Gershwin, An American in Paris, Piano
transcription by William Merrigan Daly (New York: New World Music Corp, 1929).
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La Sorella Quote

W2

Second Walking Theme

Antecedent

Consequent

181

LB

Left Bank Theme (Taylor’s Third Walking Theme)

Basic Idea

Running Motive

Continuation

182

BLUES

The Blues

183

CH

Charleston Theme
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